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Abstract 
Deoiling of petroleum wastewater is a major concern in petroleum process 
engineering. The conventional design procedure for deoiling systems consists of nine 
consecutive stages involving different people or groups. This thesis considers 
reengineering the conventional procedure, with the aim of increasing the efficiency of 
the process and productivity of people involved. The thesis then investigates the 
development of the appropriate computer support tools for the new procedure. 
The reengineering of the procedure is based on concepts proposed by Hammer 
(1990). The resulting procedure consists of four stages, where parallelism of the 
different tasks in the conventional procedure is explicitly considered. A model of the 
new procedure is described in UML (Unified Modelling Language). The advantage of 
using UML instead of using just natural language description is that UML uses 
graphical representation that is easy to use and less prone to ambiguity. 
Based on the new procedure, a decision support system called CODES (Conceptual 
DEsign of deoiling Systems) was designed and implemented. CODES supports the 
stages of wastewater assessment, equipment options at different locations, treatment 
disposal options and recommendations for final process configuration. 
Two Case Studies using operating field data are reported. The Case Studies using 
CODES proved to be straightforward to use and produced appropriate comments on 
,the performance of the existing designs and proposed alternatives to satisfy the ·design 
requirements. CODES results agreed with knowledge from previous plant trials. 
The contribution of this thesis to the deoiling design process is twofold. Firstly, a 
critical review of the conventional procedure has resulted in a new one, which has 
potential benefits of improving a company's efficiency by reducing the number of 
people and activities involved, and shortening the design time. Secondly, the 
feasibility of applying the new procedure and CODES is successfully demonstrated 
through the case studies. Limitations and areas of extensions are also identified. 
Keywords: Decision Systems, Deoiling design, Deoiling System Optimisation, 
Petroleum engineering, Activity Modelling, Process Modelling, UML, Business 
Process Reengineering. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
" AI Based systems are used 
consistently with the principles 
of reengineering in order to 
improve the decision making 
abilities of workers." 
" Manual systems are amenable 
to potential redesign through a 
variety of technologies." 
(O'Leary and Selfridge, 1999) 
1. Introduction 
Many oil wells produce a mixture of gas, oil and water in varying proportions. 
The amount of water produced increases with time due to the increase of injection 
of water to maintain the reservoir pressure. Hence the separation of oil from water 
(de-oiling) has become an important task in response to strict environmental 
regulations and also to reduce the risk of contaminants recycling through water re-
injection. Indeed de-oiling is considered to be one of the priorities for oil 
companies. 
1.1 Project motivation 
. The decision to choose any of the de-oiling treatment techniques depends on 
many factors such as: 
• Hydrocarbon droplet size distribution. 
• Source and magnitude of waste water stream. 
• Hydrocarbon and solid concentrations. 
• Process location and constraints. 
• Use of certain chemicals. 
• Size and flexibility of the equipment. 
• Capital costs. 
• Maintenance requirements. 
• Secondary stream options given by the water treatment system. 
The design of deoiling systems according to traditional methods is a long 
consecutive process. For example, the Shell design guidelines (EP93-1315) 
consists of nine different stages, which are performed separately in sequence and 
the execution of tasks in parallel to improve efficiency is not considered 
explicitly. The results of the different stages maybe integrated at the end of the 
process. 
Many parties are involved in the process of design such as production engineers, 
petroleum engineers, cost engineers, field workers, head of group, design 
contractor etc. The traditional practice involves the cascading of huge amounts of 
. information between the different parties. The requirement of information flow 
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may lead to errors due to communication problems and, therefore, wrong designs 
and time loss may result. 
Furthermore, the deoiling decisions are mostly made by parties who are not 
involved directly with the operation of the plant and therefore are not completely 
aware of the plant needs. The decisions might be appropriate but in some cases 
they would take more time to accomplish than if the decisions were made by the 
plant supervisor or a chemical engineer who were very familiar with the plant 
circumstances. 
Difficulties in design investigation by management could lead to inappropriate 
decisions and could subsequently causes loss of time and capital. The practice 
does not always make good management of human resources as many designs are 
performed through contractors leading to huge expenses and under utilisation of 
employees. 
All these drawbacks in the practice of deoiling systems designs can be 
reengineered to provide the following benefits: 
• Improved understanding of the deoiling system. 
• Enhanced efficiency of personnel. 
• Enhanced human resource management. 
• Enhanced financial benefits by reducing costs. 
• Shortened design time. 
These can be achieved by creating a conceptual design tool in which the designs 
could be monitored and where it is capable of presenting all the features that 
support the reengineered process. This tool will provide support for making 
decisions, investigating the process by linking the design stages, sharing of 
information between design parties and project management. 
1.2 Project description 
This thesis considers the reengineering of the conceptual design process of 
deoiling systems and develops appropriate support tools for a new process. 
Process reengineering was based on concepts proposed by Hammer (1990). The 
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concepts are applied to existing deoiling system design processes and 
improvements are proposed accordingly. UML (Unified Modelling Language) is 
used to model the proposed processes. The advantage of using UML instead of 
using just natural language description is that UML is a graphical representation, 
is easy to use and less prone to ambiguity. 
1.3 Contributions 
The reengineering of the deoiling system and design processes provides a 
potentially attractive alternative to the 'standard' routes. It could help improve a 
company's profit by reducing the number of people involved in the process and 
the number of activities. The suggested process could also reduce cost by better 
resource management, increasing individuals' output and responsibilities. 
Another contribution is the creation of a conceptual design tool (CODES: 
COnceptual DEsign of deoiling Systems) that supports the reengineered process. 
In general this tool contributes to the following issues of the deoiling conceptual 
design: 
• Design guidance 
The front end of CODES works as design guidance tool as it leads the user to 
the different stages of the conceptual design. 
• Design integration 
At the end of the design stages in the front end of CODES there is a data file 
and links to appropriate web sites. This facility will integrate the design with 
further design procedures and links. The data file could be used in a detailed 
design kit and hence reduce the time needed for design configuration and data 
collection. The links to other sites may lead to updates in the designs of the 
existing equipment and hence give a view to the technology development 
related to the field. 
• Design flexibility 
The designer is capable of investigating different issues of the design process. 
For example he could test the performance of the existing deoiling equipment 
and in the same time be given alternatives for deoiling. The user has the 
choice to investigate the dependency of the output on different input changes. 
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• Design investigation and discussion 
The use of a web page in CODES facilitates the design investigation through 
multi-access features. Hence during the course of establishing the design, 
management is capable of investigation the design and the design calculations. 
• Design simplicity 
CODES could be modified to suit the user's own requirements. This can be 
done easily as no complicated programming is needed. The user could alter or 
add macros in the Excel sheets, hence fulfilling his requirements. 
• Design evaluation 
Though deoiling data in the petroleum industry is considered confidential, 
CODES has the opportunity to be tested using real petroleum data. The 
feasibility of the tool is demonstrated through two case studies from Oman. 
CODES output agrees with previous pilot plant trials made on one of the case 
studies. It also gives remarks on the performance of existing equipment and 
gives feasible alternatives to deoiling equipment and strategies. 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
Chapter Two surveys the applications of computers in the petroleum industry. The 
scope of this chapter is to identify what computer techniques and applications 
have been reported in the literature. 
Chapter Three describes the traditional procedure and the parties involved in the 
conceptual design of deoiling systems. This chapter also gives a brief description 
of the design knowledge that is applicable in the deoiling design process. 
Chapter Four discusses activity modelling and Business Process Reengineering 
(BPR), and describes some of the applications of activity modelling. 
Chapter Five summarises UML (Unified Modelling Language), which is an 
important tool for activity modelling. 
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Chapter Six discusses the reengineering of the traditional deoiling system design 
process and gives an activity model of the proposed design process and considers 
human involvement in the process. 
Chapter Seven considers the design of CODES by summarising the inputs and 
outputs of the different design stages in the activity model and investigating 
applicable computer tools for implementation. Also the chapter discusses the 
implementation issues of CODES. 
Chapter Eight describes two case studies conducted using CODES. The lessons 
learnt from these case studies are discussed and suggestions are proposed. 
Chapter Nine is a summary of the research, highlighting the contributions and 
limitations. Future work areas are also identified. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
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.. Although no one can predict 
the future in detail, it is clear 
that computers with human-
level intelligence (or better) 
would have a huge impact on 
our everyday lives and on the 
future course of civilisation." 
(Russell and Norvig, 1995) 
2. Computer applications in the petroleum 
industry 
The petroleum industry proved to be a fertile field for computer applications due 
to its diverse activities. This started mainly in the 70's when the computer role in 
the industry was just understood (Stephens, 1983). Computer tools have been 
developed to assist in exploration, production, refining and in many other general 
activities such as equipment designs, accounting, planning and training. The main 
computer techniques used in the petroleum industry include knowledge-based 
systems, object -oriented programming, mathematical modelling, inductive 
reasoning, artificial neural networks, fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms and data 
mining. 
This chapter briefly surveys some of the computer applications and ends with a 
discussion Section. 
2.1 Exploration 
Many systems have been developed in the area of petroleum geology and 
reservoir engineering. These inter related activities form the core of petroleum 
exploration. The geophysical data processing, through computers and 
microcomputers, plays the major part in analysing the geological land layering 
(sedimentary basins, fractures, etc.) and mineral deposits. This analysis will detect 
petroleum, estimate reserves and produce options the best ways of production 
(Athersuch (1994), Sutterlin (1990), Claerbout (1985), Geochautaqua (1986), 
Houston GeoTech'85 conference (1986)). 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are used in automating the process of fracture 
detection in petroleum geological research. The type of fracture can give 
information on reservoir nature and movement. Open fractures provide pathways 
for fluid movement both into and through the reservoir, while closed fracture 
provide seal and inhibit fluid movement. An ANN takes the sonic images from the 
bore hole data and identifies the fracture type in the reservoir (Schnorrenberg, 
1992). This approach does not require prior knowledge of fracture mechanisms as 
the system learns from past data. 
Rule based expert systems, linking with simple mathematical models have also 
been developed to decide the best fracture treatment, (Soto Becerra, 1992). 
Reservoir engineering studies the behaviour of petroleum reservoirs and analyses 
its compositions and conditions in order to assist in production and prevent any 
complications before and after production. Computers programs for well logging 
assessments, reservoir simulation and compositional prediction have been 
developed using FORTRAN, mathematical modelling tools and spreadsheets 
(Sinha (1985), Petroleum Computer Conference '89 (1989), Wikramaratna 
(1991), Kansas University Energy Research Center (1997), Allain (1979), Eckles 
(1991), AI-Kaabi (1990), Einstein (1990». 
Object oriented expert systems are used in geological sedimentary basin 
classification. Sedimentary basins are depressed areas of the Earth's crust, where 
vast thickness of sediments accumulate. The classification of different basins can 
be done by referring to the different mechanisms of plate tectonics that caused 
them (Miller, 1993). This type of analysis will help in generating an image of 
particular reservoir architecture. Mathematical modelling has also been used for 
this purpose, (Norwegian Petroleum Society Conference, 1996). 
2.2 Production 
There is a great deal of interest in applying computing techniques, particularly 
expert systems, in well control and well completion designs (Damron (1989), 
Xiong (1992), Eckles (1991), Onan (1993), Kulakofsky (1992». This type of 
control is required to overcome the frequent problems associated with well 
completion such as tubing and casing, flooding and well production schemes. 
Rule-based expert systems are used in assisting drilling jobs. They are used as 
drilling advisory systems where they continuously acquire and analyse drilling 
data, construct a consistent database about normal and abnormal drilling 
operations, and predict and diagnose possible abnormalities to provide adequate 
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backup for maintenance and repair (Courteille (1986), Da Rocha (1996), Affleck 
(1987)). 
Expert based systems are also used in supervising and controlling rod pumping 
activities. This type of pumping utilises a motor at the surface to move a rod pump 
at the bottom of the well. Many operational functions can cause shut down of the 
rod pumps at the bottom of the well causing delay to production and higher 
maintenance costs. Expert systems have also been used in assessing CO2 injection 
feasibility to lift the low-pressure crude and automating the compositional CO2 
simulation (Foley (1989), Fox (1996), Khan (1992). 
Expert based systems proved to be effective in the field of process control and 
plant trouble-shooting, (Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (1997), Ayral 
(1989), Heywood (1987)). 
Expert systems are widely implemented as protection systems In petroleum 
process control, where an automatic protection system can be created using the 
basic functions: pre-fault status classification and diagnostics, leading to 
protection controls that are dependent on pre-fault status type, cause, suppression 
process analysis and protection controls corrections. Also, diagnostic expert 
systems and inductive reasoning are used to assist maintenance and repair jobs. 
These programs, especially if used for early fault detection, can minimise plant 
downtime by providing fast, accurate and consistent solutions and therefore better 
supervisory control of a chemical plant (Kobyakov (1993), Ramanathan (1993), 
Finely (1987)). 
Similarly, there are significant opportunities offered by ANNs for control, 
estimation and condition investigation to detect and respond to control faults. The 
ability to leam from past data, hence recognise a fault and the conditions leading 
to a fault could help in maintenance and hazard detection (Murray, 2000). ANNs 
have also been considered for controlling drag reducing agents (DRA) injections 
in the pipelines to reduce the frictional losses, hence reducing the pumping 
requirements of the liquids (Murray, 2000). 
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One of the recent computer sciences applied to the petroleum industry is robotics. 
Robotics is used in equipment inspection and repair in hazardous plants, hence 
reduce the human injuries (Fukuda (1986)). 
Due to environmental regulations, petroleum wastes have to be disposed 
appropriately following international guidelines. Expert systems can aid in waste 
processing by: controlling work layout of any programmable control unit; 
advising on the production wastewater disposals, de-oiling equipment designs and 
in project time scheduling (Spriggs (1986), Dharaphop (1993), Bezirgan (1993)). 
Alva-Argaez, et. al. (1998) show a positive initiative for .integrating wastewater 
minimisation in the industry. They ~resented an automated method for designing a 
complete water system considering minimum process changes to improve the 
efficiency of the wastewater system, through reuse, regeneration prior to reuse or 
regeneration and recycling. Although the authors gave their attention to fresh 
water systems their approach can be adopted to integrate petroleum wastewater 
systems. The approach can help in reducing the need for water injection and thus 
minimise wastewater treatment prior to injection. 
2.3 Refining 
Knowledge based and rule based expert systems have been applied to many 
refining operations. They proved to be efficient in off-site process control, 
corrosion control, staff training and operator advising, information management 
and record handling (Takahashi (1992), Loushin (1988), Touchstone (1990), 
Cadmus (1989)). 
2.4 Design 
Computer software engineering is used enormously to assist In the design of 
mechanical and manufacturing equipment designs, (Fagan (1987), Hurley (1993), 
Mo (1993)). From a chemical engineering point of view, computer software, such 
as ASPEN, HYSYS, PRO-IT, CHEM-CAD, FLOWTRAN and SPEED UP are 
widely used in conceptual design of equipment (Seider,et. al., 1999). These 
programs contain databases and facilities for mass and energy balances. However, 
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many of these programs are made specifically to design certain types of 
equipment and are within a wide range of error. Some de-oiling equipment such 
as hydrocyclones and centrifuges are not designed through these design packages. 
This could be due to difficulty of design, as they are very dependent on 
manufacturer's data. All the previous programs do not consider equipment 
alternatives for the specified streams and are very dependent on the user input. 
2.5 Other petroleum-related activities 
Generally, computer programs have also been developed to control and guide 
other petroleum operations. They contributed to the development and guidance of 
the finance operation, partnership negotiation, safety training, planning and crude 
transportation (Smith (1995), KenJard (1989), Lee (1991), Automation for safety 
in shipping and offshore petroleum operations conference (1986), Quick (1988), 
Braun (1987)). This variety of applications show the importance of computer tools 
in industry in general and in the petroleum industry in particular. 
2.6 Discussion of related work 
Two projects have been found which appear to be most related to the work 
described in this thesis, Though related, they are also very different. Dharaphop 
(1993) created an expert system that aids in exploring the disposal options of 
production water. His approach appears similar, and limited, to one of the stages 
of deoiling system design. However his approach could not be fully assessed 
because the related publication is unobtainable. 
Accepting the similarity, this thesis does not only investigate the disposal route of 
deoiling systems but also considers many other deoiling issues such as de oiling 
alternatives, alternatives locations, comments on input data, scale warnings, etc. 
Alva-Argaez's work is very similar to this thesis in many of its input requirements 
such as contaminant levels. His design is regarded as an extension to the work of 
others on water system design, (Takama (1980), Flodas (1989), Paplexandri 
(1994), Kuo (1996) and Doyle (1997)). 
His work concentrated on finding the network configuration of the existing 
process of water treatment that will minimise the demand for fresh water 
generation (hence minimise wastewater generation) at a minimum annual cost. 
Hence Alva-Argaez is not concerned about giving options on wastewater 
treatment but rather on options of the existing treatment configuration. He divided 
the operation of the system into two subsets: water using operations (end users), 
each described by its own quality requirements of the contaminant level in the 
water and the flow rate of the water; and water treatment operations where 
removal of contaminants is given as a removal ratio and specifies its inlet 
concentration restrictions. 
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His method relies on optimisation of a superstructure where all possibilities for 
water reuse, regeneration, recycling and treatment are included in a mathematical 
formulation. His model included mass balances of every contaminant around the 
mixing and splitting points as well as around every operation. He then minimised 
the use of water through imposing several constraints on the flow rates and 
contaminant levels, by use of water pinch analysis (Kuo, 1996) and use of 
objective functions that are based on minimum operating and capital costs. 
From this we reach a conclusion that Alva-Argaez considered three limiting 
constraints for the configuration: total costs, flow rates and contaminant levels. 
His approach did not consider other constraints such as process conditions, space 
and weight of the equipment (water treatment) and the droplet size envelopes of 
the treatment equipment. His approach uses several assumptions such as 
describing the performance of the water treatment units by a removal ratio of the 
contaminant, which is not wholly adequate to describe the performance of the 
water treatment. 
To a certain extent Alva-Argaez is not concerned whether the individual water 
treatment units are appropriately selected. Instead, his concern is mainly on 
establishing the configuration of the already selected equipment with the aim of 
achieving the minimum associated costs. Alva-Argaez also does not consider 
options of contaminant removal. 
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In this thesis the main concern is on establishing the performance of the existing 
equipment taking into consideration the location in the process, hence the process 
conditions, oil droplet size, and contaminants level. The issue was then to give 
alternatives for de oiling (contaminant removal) at different locations without 
initially considering the costs. Furthermore, costs, complexity, space requirements 
and maintenance requirements are then investigated to give an optimum deoiling 
solution that is more realistic in removing the contaminants. The solutions 
offered give more flexibility to the user as well as simplicity as no complex 
mathematical approach is required. In this thesis no complex MINLP (Mixed 
Integer Non Linear Programming) is used hence no complexities are associated 
with the solutions. 
2.7 Summary 
In general, computer tools are used to process the abundant data resulting from 
almost all the petroleum operations and to introduce improvements to the 
conventional methods. However, this use has to be monitored, as most of these 
programs are data dependent even if though they consider data errors and faults. 
The heavy dependence on data as the only source of reliable information could 
also lead to further errors. Also, there is a lack of archiving the information for 
future references. More emphasis on data archiving, hence storage capacity has to 
be considered (Murray, 2000). 
In many cases the application of computer science in industry is looked as a threat 
to the human's role in that industry. It is better to consider that computer 
assistance, through AI and other sciences, is offering a complementary approach 
to the existing human role (through the conventional methods). Also, by having an 
appreciation of all techniques available, including conventional expertise, a more 
balanced system is generated. 
Computers are used everywhere in the petroleum industry, and they have proven 
to be important in supporting many activities in the industry. Expert systems are 
found to be particularly useful. Applications of AI techniques are in the areas of 
exploration and refining activities; well control and simulation, as well as refinery 
process control seem to have the most interest. Applications in production 
operations are in the area of drilling advisory control. Computer-aided design 
tools are mainly in mechanical design and in general chemical process design. 
However these rely heavily on the considered input from an experienced engineer: 
aware of the various process options to be evaluated. The CODES user should 
need a much lower level of experience in order to successfully evaluate these 
options. Also, the program can be used as part of the overall training programme 
for engineers who are unfamiliar with deoiling systems. 
In general this thesis emphasises the benefits of computer support tools in the 
process of implementing the reengineering issues of deoiling processes, which are 
a major concern in the petroleum industry. Hence, indeed, computers are 
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providing real assistance to the petroleum industry. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
.. The way business processes 
are implemented currently is 
out of date. It can not keep pace 
with the rapid changes of 
today's business behaviour. 
Thus ways to structure business 
process has to be investigated." 
(Jablonski, 1995) 
.. For an engineer, or a team of 
engineers, to design a plant 
without the aid of a basic 
project structure will make the 
task even harder. " 
(Hawtin and Chung, 1998) 
3. De-oiling system design, processes and 
knowledge 
This chapter describes the design process of de-oiling systems as in the Shell's 
deoiling manual (EP 93-1315). It also describes briefly how the process is applied 
in practice. Limitations of the procedure and practice are identified. 
Section 3.1 discusses the general design background. The design process of de-
oiling systems is described as consisting of nine sequential stages (Shell, 1993). 
These stages are outlined in Sectidn 3.2. The Section also identifies the different 
parties involved in accomplishing the tasks in the process. Section 3.5 provides a 
general overview of the basic design knowledge related to deoiling issues and 
equipment. Some concluding remarks are made in Section 3.6. 
3.1 General design background 
Before starting the design work the designer must fully understand and resolve 
any ambiguous matters regarding the requirements of the design. He also should 
be aware of the constraints that are imposed on the design. 
In order to proceed with a certain design the designer has to collect the required 
facts and data related to the design. For instance, for a process design this will 
include information on possible processes, existing equipment performance and 
specifications, and physical property data of the streams. It should be emphasised 
that this could be one of the most time consuming aspects of the design process. 
The creative part of the design process is the generation of possible solutions that 
meet the requirements and satisfies the constraints (Sinnott, 1993). 
Sinnott (1993) divides chemical engineering projects into three types: 
• Modifications and additions to existing plants. 
• Addition of new production capacity to meet demand that is done by 
duplicating existing designs with minor changes. 
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• Addition of new processes developed from a pilot plant to a commercial 
process where most of the unit operations and process equipment use 
established designs. 
In the initial stage of design a block diagram of the process is sketched to show 
the primary stages and their constraints. Ideas on the possible solutions can then 
be generated. However some ideas may be rejected if they are found to be 
unsatisfactory later according to some criteria. In all cases the design goes through 
the following stages: 
I) Credible designs (within the external constraints) 
2) Feasible designs (within the internal constraints) 
3) Probable designs (likely candidates) 
4) Optimum design (best design for the problem) 
The optimum design is chosen when it meets all the selection criteria. 
As deoiling is a commercial activity, information about kinetics, process 
conditions, equipment parameters and physical properties needed for process 
designs are considered confidential. Because of the sensitive nature of the data 
there is very little publicly available data in the literature. The designer may 
access design data within his organisation but no other knowledge outside the 
boundaries of his organisation could be used for design consideration. In any case, 
even if design data is made available through other sources for some reason, they 
are often obsolete or at best obsolescent due to process changes in the industry. 
Much physical data can be obtained from the literature as several handbooks give 
good estimations for design purposes, for example Elsevier volumes on 
Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) and International Critical Tables (lCT), 
(Sinnott, 1993). However caution should be taken as typographical errors often 
occur. For convenience, physical property data banks are incorporated into 
computer design packages to provide more reliable data for design. 
3.2 Design procedure 
The design process of deoiling systems consists of nine sequential stages (Shell, 
EP93-l315). These stages are described in the following Sections. 
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3.2.1 Identifying the waste water source and magnitude 
The source of wastewater varies with the type of the framework (or the industry) 
appl ying the water treatment. Petroleum production as a framework include the 
following water types: 
• Production water· water that accompanies oil and gas production can include 
re-injected water into the crude reservoir. 
• Ballast water· water generated from crude tank washing. 
• Process water ·any secondary water stream generated during the processing of 
crude and its associated operations. 
• Drainage water - rain. hosing or vessel draining water. 
Other types of production wastewater treatments such as cooling. sewage or 
drilling mud water are not in the scope of this study as they have more 
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complicated and individual design processes. 
The magnitude data can be obtained from the production forecast. i.e. petroleum 
engineering estimates. and field data from flow meters and control rooms. Rain 
data can be obtained from weather records. 
At the end of this stage credible design starts. as some external constraints. such 
as inlet flow rate are known. 
3.2.2 Identifying the concentration and nature of contaminants in water 
streams 
Returning to the experimental data. reservoir engineering logging and core studies 
are used to easily obtain this data. Several experimental techniques are used such 
as ultraviolet tests to obtain the amount of dispersed hydrocarbons in the crude oil 
and total carbon experiments to estimate the overall hydrocarbon compositions. 
At this stage droplet size estimation can be used to help decide the position of de-
oiling equipment. For better separation performance the droplet size must be large 
(- 60-150JlIIl) a range where many separation devices can achieve good results. 
Small droplets are difficult to separate and have relatively poor coalescence 
properties. 
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At this stage credible designs are established and the start of feasible designs are 
initialised. Droplet concentration is one of the most important data requirements 
to establish a conceptual design. 
3.2.3 Identifying the quality requirements for different disposal options 
(either surface or sub-surface disposal) 
According to environmental regulations, the effluent water streams can only have 
a maximum limit of contaminants, which can not be exceeded. This constraint 
will determine the quality of the output water stream and the disposal alternatives. 
Most of the global offshore limits do not exceed 20-40 mgll of oil in water 
content. The coastal and inland limits are even less, and mainly must be of the 
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order of 10 mgll oil in water. These limits may vary between different countries. 
At the end of this stage, better assessment of the feasible design is made, as the 
outlet target requirements are known. 
3.2.4 Selecting the most suitable location 
The best location for de-oiling equipment is where the maximum possible droplet 
size and the minimum possible shear forces exist. This means that the location of 
the equipment, if possible, be upstream of any shear inducing devices, such as 
control valves. Control valves have the effect of reducing the hydrocarbon droplet 
size. Otherwise low shear valves must be used, which is a most expensive 
alternative. 
The droplet size is always at a maximum near to the well before any turbulence is 
induced to the stream. Therefore, it is advisable to place convenient water 
separation equipment upstream rather than later in the processing sequence. 
At the end of this stage probable designs are initialised as process conditions and 
locations are configured. The location is one of the important internal constraints 
to conceptual designs. 
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3.2.5 Identifying the process constraints 
This includes identifying any shear inducing devices or fittings, and considering 
alternatives in order to meet the droplet size criterion. 
This stage introduces more constraints of the process and they are compared to the 
set of internal constraints of different options for probable designs. 
3.2.6 Selecting the desired number of water treatment stages for the required 
water quality 
It is preferred to have more then one water-treatment stage. This is to decrease the 
load on a single unit and to increase the quality of the treated effluent water. 
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The number of required treatment stages could be calculated by the ratio between 
the concentration of hydrocarbon in the feed stream and the required hydrocarbon 
concentration in the effluent stream. 
At this stage a step towards the optimal design is made, However several other 
constraints contribute to the best design such as costs, maintenance, space, 
control, etc. 
3.2.7 Selecting suitable water treatment equipment by considering the 
droplet size distributions and other constraints 
Most de-oiling systems have minimum limits of inlet hydrocarbon droplet size 
and maximum limits of contaminant concentration. Therefore, depending mainly 
on the separation location and the oil droplet size at that location, de-oiling 
equipment is chosen. Other factors that govern the selection are: 
• size and weight of equipment (especially for offshore operations), 
• capital and operating costs of the equipment, 
• flexibility and ease of operation, 
• maintenance requirements and 
• secondary waste stream treatment options. 
At this stage the probable design is clarified and the options are now limited to 
those which are capable to meet most of the external and internal constraints. 
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However, the probable design can not yet be accomplished, as some internal 
constraints are not yet considered. 
3.2.8 Identifying the methods for treating and disposing of any secondary 
streams 
This will include either recycling, mixed or separate treatment trains depending on 
the nature of the stream contaminant. 
This stage sets the last internal constraint for the most design. Hence feasible 
designs are now allocated. 
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3.2.9 Revision of design and process integration 
The review of the results of the previous stages is important to provide an overall 
check of the de-oiling design process and to determine the correctness of the 
reasoning followed. System integration is done at the end of the design process. 
The targets of the integration step are as follows: 
• Maximising the droplet size where possible by using coalescence devices or 
introducing them in the production separators such as plate packs. 
• Reducing the inlet hydrocarbons by means of preliminary treatment. 
• Stabilising feed stream by means of continuous operation instead of batch 
operation. 
• Inject instead of recycling the reject streams from any equipment into the 
hydrocarbon export stream, provided sufficient dilution exists to avoid any 
quality disturbance. Alternatively recycle streams, such as sludge and difficult 
emulsions may be processed in separate trains. 
• Minimising the mixing of different wastewater streams by the means of 
segregated treatment facilities. 
• Minimising the use of emulsion stabilising chemicals such as de-emulsifiers 
and corrosion inhibitors by using alternatives such as anti-corrosion lining and 
equipment coating. 
• Using on-site water characterisation services before designing or upgrading of 
any de-oiling equipment. 
At the end of this stage probable designs are now configured and allocated, hence 
a detailed design process can be initialised in order to reach the optimum design. 
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3.3 Parties involved in the design procedure 
There are various parties involved in the design procedure of deoiling systems. 
Each party is expected to perform one 'or more tasks that were discussed in the 
previous Sections. 
Fig 3.1 shows that the parties involved in data input are from different 
departments. For example, the data for magnitude and wastewater source may be 
gathered by petroleum engineers or production engineers or by a chemical 
engineer, who makes site visits. For contamination identification a chemical 
engineer may rely on previous experimental results or may obtain more precise 
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data by asking a production chemist to make new experiments. For quality 
requirements of disposal the chemical engineer again may rely on previous 
expertise or could refer to a production chemist or a petroleum engineer for an up-
to-date value. For location issues and easing the complication of the process, the 
chemical engineer is assisted by a production engineer. The chemical engineer 
proceeds afterwards to select the number of treatment stages where he has to 
consult cost engineering and or management to proceed. The cheinical engineer 
can recommend a particular type of equipment. However, the recommendations 
have to go to the head of chemical engineering where again consultations with the 
cost engineering, and/or management, are made. 
Once the decision is made, then the chemical engineer can proceed to detailed 
design by himlher self or by subcontracting it to a third party. In many cases the 
overall design procedure are done by subcontractors due to the lack of resources 
or experience in the oil-company. 
3.4 Limitations of the design procedure 
The procedure shows a sequential approach that can lead to long periods of design 
time. It is described as a task-based method where each task has to be 
accomplished before transferring to the next task. The approach offers little 
flexibility. For example, a designer may be interested in getting suitable 
equipment at a certain place but is not concerned about the disposal options and 
prefers to proceed to the detailed design instead. Therefore, the procedure has to 
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consider task dependencies explicitly, allowing tasks to be carried out in parallel 
or in different orders as appropriate. 
The engineering network around the task based approach lacks the use of a focal 
point instead of the routine referral route. From Fig 3.1 the engineering parties 
involved in the task-based method are different and many. This type of multi-
party involvement lengthens the design time and the design information cascades 
through many parties i.e. multi-party approach leads to successive information 
transfer through the organisation and therefore causes delay in the overall design 
process and extra costs to the design process. 
\ 
Also the chemical engineer who performs the conceptual design is in many cases 
an independent contract consultant who will increase the cost of the design 
process. The conceptual engineers within the organisation have limited decision-
making authority and in most cases refer all the conceptual designs to the 
consultants. This diminishes the potential of the conceptual designers within the 
organisation and resembles bad resource management. 
The procedure could be reengineered and the design parties may be limited and 
organised, hence improve the productivity and speed up the design process. In 
order to change the manual procedure a total activity model has to be constructed 
for a clear vision of the process and to locate the weak points in the process, 
which need to be reengineered for process improvement. The design of the 
process has to follow the concepts of Business Process Reengineering (BPR). 
These are mainly concerned with: 
• reducing information cascading by reducing the involved personnel where 
possible and introducing a centralised point for 'information pick-ups', 
• giving more authority to the people in the field or those who are in direct 
contact with them, 
• using the data from their sources rather than the data from other parties, and 
• inducing parallelism in the processes rather than sequential and longer routes. 
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FIG 3.1 A UML USE CASE DIAGRAM SHOWING PEOPLE INVOLVED IN TIlE DEOILING DESIGN PROCESS. 
3.5 Design Knowledge 
Different knowledge relates to the deoiling design processes. This general 
knowledge of the deoiling process will provide a tool for understanding the 
system, hence better ability to detect the points of change in the reengineering of 
the process. Knowledge about the nature of water/oil emulsions, gravity settling 
and the related calculations of Stokes law and fluid mechanics, water sampling, 
disposal options and the equipment options of deoiling will aid a system designer 
to understand the process, hence to make reliable improvements. In this Section 
all the above issues of deoiling designs are discussed and introduced. 
3.5.1 Emulsions 
In most cases of deoiling, water and oil exist together as an emulsion. An 
emulsion can be defined as the dispersion of a certain immiscible liquid (in this 
case the oil) in another liquid (water). The dispersion may be unstable where it 
will generally disengage into separate liquids, or be stable due to presence of 
some emulsion stabilisers. Emulsion stabilisers include surfactants, corrosion 
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inhibitors, overdosed demulsifers (which are used for dewatering of oil), fine 
solids, low hydrocarbon concentration plus fine hydrocarbon size distribution and 
energy input such as agitation or pressure drop. 
Emulsions can be treated by: 
• Deoilers 
• Thermal treatment 
• Acidification 
• Addition of divalent cations 
• Electrical treatment 
3.5.2 The Settling Basin 
Gravity settling occurs when emulsions are introduced into a relatively large 
volume tanle The small droplets oft the dispersed oil will settle at a lower rate and 
therefore they are carried further forward by the continuous water phase before 
they reach the bottom of the tank. The very fine droplets are carried away in the 
water overflow. Receptacles at various distances from the inlet collect different 
"grades" of droplets according to their terminal falling' velocities. In other words 
the droplets of high terminal velocity are collected near the inlet. The position at 
which the droplets are collected can be calculated when assuming that they 
rapidly reach their terminal falling velocities and accomplish the same horizontal 
velocity as the fluid. 
All bodies immersed in a fluid are subject to a buoyancy force. In a flowing fluid 
there is an additional force, which is made up of two components: the viscous 
drag and the form drag due to pressure distribution. The viscous drag contributes 
less to the overall drag as the velocity of the fluid increases. In the case of 
turbulent flow, separation is less likely to occur as more mixing is generated. In 
the case of spherical droplets, flow is characterised by the droplet Reynolds 
number (Re'), where: 
Re' = udp ................................................................................. (3.1) 
Jl 
Where p is the density of the fluid, J.l is the viscosity of the fluid, d is the diameter 
of the sphere and u is the velocity of the fluid relative to the droplet. 
In the case of creeping flow, flow with low velocity relative to the sphere, the 
drag force F is obtained by Stokes in 1851: 
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F = 37rf.l du ............................................................................. (3.2) 
Hence, the physical separation of oil from water may follow Stokes Law, which 
describes the rising velocity of the oil droplets in the emulsion as a function of 
densities, droplet diameter, acceleration due to gravity and oil viscosity. The 
following equation is derived from equation (3.2): 
V, = g x ..:.( .:...p--'w"------'p----"-o ...:.)_x_d_
2 
•.•••..•••..•••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.•.••••• (3.3) 
18 J1 
Where: 
g = acceleration due to g~avity (m/s2) 
pw= density of water (kg/m3) 
Po= density of oil ( kg/m3) 
d = diameter of oil droplet (m) 
f.l = viscosity of oil (pa's) 
From Fig 3.2 a droplet settling in a settling basin (tank) with a length L, height H 
and width W, has two components of the velocity: VT for vertical velocity and VH 
for horizontal velocity: 
Vertically: 
V H 
T =- ................................................................................. (3.4) 
tr 
Horizontally: 
HxA 
Q = ............................................................................ (3.5) 
tr 
Hence the residence time (tr) can be expressed as the vertical distance travelled by 
a droplet divided by the droplet vertical velocity: 
H AxH 
tr =-= hence, VT Q 
A Q =v- .................................................. (3.6) 
T 
Where is A = Plan area of basin, in case of a box = WxL 
Q = Volumetric flow rate (m3/s) =HxWxVH 
VT = Terminal settling velocity (m/s) 
VH = Maximum allowable Horizontal velocity (in m/s) that gives a 
maximum allowable flow rate, = 15 VT or 55 mIh (which is smaller). 
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A check of the droplet Reynolds number (Re') must be made to make sure that 
Stokes law is still valid: 
Re,=dXVTxp ~O.2 
f1 .......................................................... (3.7) 
Where d is the oil droplet diameter, p is the suspending fluid density and f1 is the 
viscosity of the oil. 
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3.5.3 Hinze equation for predicting maximum droplet size 
Various experimental and theoretical researches relate the droplet size to the input 
of energy to a system containing two liquid phases. The mixing energy is defined 
as the work performed on a fluid per unit mass per unit time and is dependent on 
the flow regime of the fluid in the pipeline. The flow regime can be recognised if 
Reynolds number is calculated using the following equation: 
PcxvxD Re=-'--''----
f.1 
4xPcx Q 
/rxf.1
xD .......................................................... (3.8) 
where v= flowing velocity (m/s) 
f./;= dynannic viscosity (kg/(m·s» 
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D= piping inside diameter (m) 
Q= flow rate (m3/s) 
Pc= Continuous phase (water) density (kg/m3) 
The flow regime is now characterised and can be simplified through the use of the 
following simple rule: 
Laminar Flow: Re S; 3000, Turbulent flow: Re> 3000 ............................ (3.9) 
The corresponding inlet mixing intensity is then calculated using the following 
equations: 
For laminar flow: 
512x,uxQ2 • . . 
2 6 ......•.........................•..•.•... (3.1O-Shell DeOllmg Manual) 
~ xPc xD \ 
For turbulent flow: 
32xjXQ3 
e = 3 7 ••••••.••••••••• · ••••••••• · ••• · •••• ·· ••••••• (3.1l-Shell Deoiling Manual) 
1& xD 
where: e = mixing intensit~, the work performed on the fluid per unit mass per 
unit time (m2/s ) 
j = friction factor read from a Moody diagram 
,u = dynamic viscosity (kg/(m2·s)) 
D = pipe inside diameter (m) 
Q = flow rate (m3/s) 
It is important to note the great impact of the pipe diameter on the rrnxmg 
intensity, for both laminar and turbulent flows. Mixing intensity is a measure of 
anti-coalescence conditions in the pipelines. If the mixing intensity is within a 
proper deoiling coalescence limit then the pipeline is considered to promote 
coalescence, hence aiding the deoiling process. If the pipeline does not promote 
coalescence then other coalescence devices are recommended. 
From the above the maximum droplet size according to the mixing intensity can 
be estimated using the Hinze equation: 
... Mixing intensity equations here are correlated to some of the relations mentioned by J. O. Hinze 
(Turbulence, 1975, McGraw-Hill series, pp. 723) 
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d =0725xE-O.4X ~ x106 • .. ( J
o.6 
max' p, ................. (3.12- Shell Deolling Manual) 
where: dmax = maximum stable droplet size (microns) 
E = mixing intensity (m2/s3) 
(j = interfacial surface tension ( N/m) 
It is known that the Hinze equation is not accurate with stable emulsions and with 
free gas in the streams, but it can be used for rough estimates. 
3.5.4 De-oiling efficiencies 
De-oiling efficiencies are calculated with respect to one particular droplet size. 
There is no consideration of a droplet size distribution, which makes efficiencies 
less effective with multiple size droplets. 
Hydrocarbon removal efficiency, Eo;!. relates the feed and product's overall oil 
concentrations: 
Eoil 
Cp 
= 1--xlOO ................................................................... (3.13) 
CF 
On the other hand, process efficiency, Ep, takes the process' flow rates into 
consideration: 
E =1- QpxC p X(I-R)XIOO ............................................... (3.14) 
p QFXCF 
where: 
R = reject ratio _ Q R - - ........................................................ (3.15) QF 
CF = oil in water concentration in feed (mgllitre water) 
Cp = oil in water concentration in product (mg/I) 
• This equation's dimensional factor of 0.725 has not been re-investigated. Further work on 
Hinze's equation should raise some issues on the applicability of this factor. 
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QF = feed flow rate (m3/h) 
Qp = product flow rate (m3/h) 
QR = reject oil stream flow rate (m3/h) 
3.5.5 Waste water sampling 
Different wastewater streams consist of varying proportions of hydrocarbons. 
In addition to that, gas and solid may be present. 
Hydrocarbons are classified as dispersed, dissolved or polar. Currently most types 
of de-oiling equipment are made to separate the dispersed hydrocarbon phase 
from water and few remove the dissolved phase. 
I 
Water samples are expected to represent the stream composition and to test the 
efficiency of process designs and operations. Hence, it is particularly important to 
follow the right procedures of sampling in order to provide accurate results of oil 
and water emulsions. These results are then used to determine the deoiling 
equipment in a certain process line. 
There are many guidelines for location and orientation of the sampling points, 
material and cleaning of the sample containers, sample routing and sampling 
methods (Shell De-oiling Manual, 1993). 
If the sample is to measure the droplet size distribution the sample conditions at 
the entrance point of a sampling quill must be isokinetic, and after the quill to be 
neutral. 
Isokinetic conditions are achieved when the velocity of the sample in the quill is 
equal to the velocity in the sampled stream. 
3.5.6 Water disposal 
Water produced from the production processes has to be disposed of through a 
proper and environmentally accepted manner. There are three options for the 
disposal: 
• Surface disposal, where regulatory discharge limitations vary with each 
country and with the local environmental considerations. 
• Water Injection, where water is injected back to the producing reservoir to 
maintain its pressure. 
--'-'. 
_ ... --------
.. 
• Disposal Injection, where the water is injected into non-producing formations 
for the purpose of safe disposal only. 
• Secondary stream disposal, where a process stream is exported to the main 
stream, recycled to the process, disposed to the atmosphere, or disposed for a 
separate treatment as sludge. 
Each type of these disposals has its own conditions and circumstances. 
3.6 Deoiling equipment 
3.6.1 Gravity settlers 
There are different types of gravity settlers depending on the requirements of the 
\ 
producing company. API and other plate interceptors are simple to build and 
operate. Skim tanks and production vessels, on the other hand, have large weight 
requirements and are mainly used in onshore installations. Skim tanks and vessels 
are normally used for providing surge capacity. In the following, are brief 
descriptions of both types of gravity settlers and their design guidelines. 
3.6.1.1 Plate interceptors 
It was the concept of the API separator, which led to a further development of 
water treatment. It was invented to separate oil droplets of ISO microns in 
diameter and bigger, which leads to a typical output of 50-mg/! oil-in-water. A 
typical API design is shown in Fig 3.3. 
Water passes horizontally through the interceptor channells under approximate 
laminar flow condition and then, water separates according to Stokes law (Section 
3.5.2), where the velocity of water allows for the oil droplets to rise and be 
skimmed. Therefore, it is concluded that for any gravity separator to achieve 
better separation, it must enable the oil droplets to reach the surface before the 
carrier water leaves it. Furthermore, in an API the velocity must be not greater 
than the ratio of the volume flow over the surface area to allow for turbulence. 
Due to the large space required by API separators and their limited separation 
capability and for better separation of smaller oil droplets « 50-micron diameter) 
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parallel plate separators were employed by Shell. These use parallel plates stacked 
one above the other at an angle for lower retention times and providing more 
laminar flow and therefore, improved separation efficiency. Many other changes 
were done afterwards to improve the plate separation such as use of tilted plates 
(TP) or corrugated plates, which provide carrying channels for oil and any solids. 
The TPI is the most widely used plate separator and is designed to separate 60-
micron and above oil droplets. The difference in size compared to the API is due 
to t~e reduction of the droplet rise distance. The corrugated parallel plates (CPI) 
(see Figs 3.4 (b» are 25-27 mm apart and are inclined with an angle of 45° or 
\ 
more, (Delaine, 1985). 
In the case of PPI, TPI and CPI (as shown in Fig 3.4 (a» each plate interceptor 
consists of a certain number of inclined plates, where wastewater flows through 
the channels between the plates. 
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Due to the small spaces between the plates, the flow channels have a relatively 
small radius, which means a better condition for stable laminar flow and a better 
and shorter oil droplet rise distance. The underside of each plate promotes 
coalescence, where the large coalesced droplets can rise along the plate for 
collection. 
The plate pack is considered as a coalescence device and can be added to 
production separators or skim tanks to enhance the separation process. 
The following points must be regarded when considering any type of plate 
separator: 
• Where possible, plate interceptors are located in a process location with the 
largest droplet size (as far upstream as possible, in the primary separator for 
example). 
• 60-microns droplets are believed to be the minimum size to be separated by 
any PI. 
• Plate spacing is in the order of 20-40 mm. If fouling is important due to solid 
or wax, the 40-mm spacing is used, while for clean operation, a 20-mm 
spacing is preferred to remove the smaller droplets. The plates are inclined at 
45 - 60° from the horizontal, and the steeper the angle, the easier solids are 
removed from the plates. 
• A minimum possible flow change at the plate pack entrance is recommended 
to avoid turbulence. 
• Any obstructions, such as plate pack supports, jetting nozzles, drains etc. must 
be designed to minimise any turbulence they might introduce. 
• Solid removal facilities must be provided upstream of the plate packs and/or 
on the plate surfaces. 
• With low Reynolds number (- 400), a wide frontal area of the packs is 
required, giving a short pack length, also for a CP the flow is preferred across 
the corrugations (as Fig 3.4 (e)). Alternatively, with high Reynolds number (-
800) a small frontal area is required plus a longer pack length and for a CP the 
flow is preferred along the corrugations (as Fig 3.4 (c)). 
• When solids are expected, the down flow configuration (Fig 3.4 (d)) is the 
best choice to prevent plate blockage. With high solid loading, the up flow or 
the cross flow contigurations should be avoided to prevent blockage. 
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• Provision must be made for suitable access and lifting equipment to allow for 
the removal of the plate packs for cleaning or replacement. 
Design steps 
APl 
Data required 
Density of oil 
Density of water 
Water flow rate 
Water viscosity 
po kg/m3 
pw kg/m3 
qw m3/h 
J.l.w Pa s 
The following calculations are derired from the settling tank analysis explained in 
Section 3.5.2. 
1) Calculate the settling velocity (VT) of a 150 J.l.m droplet using Stokes law: 
VT =44Xlcr6x(Pw-Po) (m/h) ...................................................... (3.16) 
f.Lw 
2) The droplet Reynolds number (Re) limit has to be maintained and not 
exceeded as equation (3.8). 
3) Calculate the maximum allowable Horizontal velocity (VH): 
VH $ 15xVr or VH $ 55 m/ h (the smaller value) ......................... (3.17) 
4) Calculate the minimum vertical cross Sectional area (Av): 
~ =~ (m 2 ) .••••••••••.•••.•••.•••..•••.••••••.•.•••••..•.•..••••••.•••••••.••••• (3.18) 
VH 
5) Calculate the number of channels (n): 
n = qw (to be rounded ) ..................................................... (3.19) 
15 VH 
The largest practical channel is one that has an area of: 
6.0 m wide x 2.5 m high = 15 m2 
6) Calculate length of channel (l): 
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V I = F X _H_X h (m ) ........................................................... (3.20) 
V T 
where F represents inverse collection efficiencies and is empirically derived. 
Table 3.1 shows some F values associated with different VHIVT values. 
PPland CPI 
Each standard CPI pack is designed to handle a normal effluent flow of 
approximately 30 m3/h and maximum flow of 60 m3/h. 
1) Calculate the terminal rising velocity of the hydrocarbon droplets 
VT = terminal rising velocity of hydrocarbon droplet (rn/s) 
V T = g x d 2 X (p w - Po) (Stokes law) .............................. (3.3) 
18 x.u 
where g = 9.81 (rn/s2) 
d = droplet diameter (m) 
and Pw, po in kg/m3 for water and oil respectively. 
2) Choose the most suitable dimensions. 
This is to look at the mechanical, process and vessel layout and investigate 
whether it is preferred to have a bigger area and shorter channels (Re - 400) or 
a smaller area and longer channels (Re - 800). It is more efficient to go for 
longer channels to allow for separation, if possible a Re of 800 is 
recommended. 
3) Calculate the area using the Reynolds number equation for flow between two 
plates: 
R P wxvxdm 
e = .u .................................................................... (3.21) 
where: pw = water density (kg/m3) 
Area of stream cross sec tion d m = hydraulic diameter = 4 X ..•..••••••• (3 .22) 
Wetted perimeter 
J1 = dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 
v = water velocity (rn/s) 
For a rectangular flow channel, 
w x x 
d m = 4 x 2 x (W + x) ...................................................... (3.23) 
where: x = spacing between the plates (m) 
W = Width of plates (m) 
For simplicity (normally W»x): 
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I 
4x d m ~ -2-······ .. · ..... · ... ·· .................. ·.·.· .... · ....................... (3.24) 
and finally: 
Re = p wx V x d m Q v = - ...................................... (3.25) 
A Jl 
where: Q= volumetric flow through the whole plate pack (m3/s) 
A= plate pack cross Sectional area (m2) =width (w) x height (h) 
By substituting a Re value = 800 (wherever applicable) 
A is calculated from the above equation. 
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4) Estimate the width and the height for the calculated area 
This is done regarding the available space and looking for standard sizes, 
which satisfy the area calculated (see Table 3.2 for an example). 
5) Calculate plate pack Length to satisfy droplet interception: 
The following condition must apply: 
qxx 
L x A = cos (8 )xV
T 
x F ..................................................... (3.26) 
where: 8 = inclination of plate pack (from horizontal) 
L = plate length in tl'le direction of flow 
F = factor for turbulence = 0.9 
From experience, the value of 8 can range between 45 _600 depending on the 
solid content (Shell de-oiling manual). 
Table 3.2 Size and weight of the standard Shell CPI design. 
Number of Dimensions (m) Capacity (mJIh) Comments 
Plate Packs 
1 
4 
8 
8 
8 
L W D 40mm 20mm storm 
6 1.5 2.9 15 30 60 Single Pack 
5.8 4.6 3.5 60 120 240 Single bank, 4 in row 
10.1 4.6 3.5 120 240 480 Single bank. 8 in raw 
5.6 8.3 3.5 120 240 480 Double bank, 4 in each raw 
10.1 8.3 3.5 240 480 960 Double bank, 8 in each raw 
3.6.1.2 Skimming Tanks 
Skimming tanks (ST) are designed for the continuous separation of hydrocarbon 
droplets from water simply by gravity settling. STs provide surge capacity to 
allow for more stable flow and remove the slugs that will effect the downstream 
equipment. There are two types of ST, vertical and horizontal. In the horizontal 
tanks the oil rises perpendicularly to the horizontal water flow, while in the 
vertical tanks it rises (superimposed) upwards against the downwards water flow. 
Fig 3.5 shows a schematic diagram of a simple vertical skim tank. 
Although the horizontal skimmers are considered to be more efficient, the vertical 
skimmers are preferred for large liquid surges to minimise any accidental high-
level shutdowns, and where high amounts of solid droplets are handled. 
In horizontal skimmers the length of the horizontal flow path must be sufficient to 
allow the oil droplets to reach the hydrocarbon layer on the surface of the water. 
As with all de-oiling equipment, a skimmer performance is governed by Stokes 
law. Skimmers can also be designed to accommodate degassing and solids 
removal. 
The following points must be regarded when designing a skim tank: 
I 
• The hydrocarbon droplet size is the most important variable affecting the 
separation performance. 
• Skimmers are usually sized to separate hydrocarbon droplets of size 150 I1ID 
or larger. 
• Skimmers are preferably located upstream of any level control valves to 
minimise shearing unless there is a requirement for de gassing and low-
pressure designs. 
• For large tanks, consideration should be given for installing a coalescence 
device on the inlet stream on the inside of the tank to maximise the droplet 
size. This device should be simple and robust in design. 
• A siphon at the outlet line, may be a simple way of level control, but will not 
allow the skimmer to be used as a surge vessel and will not protect 
downstream equipment from flow surges. 
• For surge skimming tanks, a slow acting control level is used, but has to be 
monitored manually due to changes in the accumulated hydrocarbon level. 
• Basic large vertical tanks are not to be relied upon for efficient separation. 
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Design steps 
Data required 
Net oil flow qo m3 Is 
Total liquid flow qJ m3/s 
Oil density po kg/m3 
Water density pw· kg/m3 
Oil viscosity f.lo Pa s 
Water viscosity Jiw Pa s 
Oil skimmer 
Oil sloo 
Water 
c: 0 
1) Calculate iJplf.lo (for oil phase) and iJplJiw (for water phase) where iJp =pw - po 
2) Find the maximum allowable oil and water flux rates (qt/'A) * and (q./A)* from 
empirically derived Figures. These Figures use the following equations which 
are following Camp-Hazen model: 
( 10.6 ( ~ J .A xlO~ x ~) ........................................................ (3.27) 
( ~ J . ex iO~ x ( ~ ) ......................................................... (328) 
Where A= 1.85, 1.40 and 0.97, for the upper, normal and lower design limits 
consequently. C= 1.25 for vessels and 0.42 for tanks. 
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3) Select the highest value of both (q.lA)* and (q,/A) * to be Ahmin . 
4) Select a suitable tank size to satisfy Ahmin from a standard size table provided 
by the manufacturer. 
3.6.2 Filters 
The use of deep bed media filtration involves the removal of suspended 
hydrocarbons and solids from waste water by passing the water through a deep 
bed of granular material, resulting in a cleaner product stream (the filtrate). Media 
filters are capable of removing ne¥ly 95% of 2 /lIIl-droplets and even more than 
98% of 5 /lIIl-droplets. 
Deep bed filtration differs from surface filtration in that the suspended droplets in 
the feed stream are removed within the body of the bed, not on the surface. 
One of the problems faced with media filters is the segregation of media droplets 
after the backwash operation. The droplets will segregate with the smallest 
droplets concentrated in the uppermost layers, this leads to blockage in down flow 
operation. 
There are four types of media used: sand, multimedia, nutshell and oleophilic 
materials. 
Due to progressive accumulations of hydrocarbons and solids over time, media 
bed filters will require cleaning. This is judged either by an unacceptable flow 
rate, excessive pressure drop across the filter (solids) or by poor effluent quality. 
The cleaning is done off-line and the filter is fluidised with a back flow of clean 
water assisted by air or gas sparging to assist media collision and turbulence. 
The filter package is required to have two spare filters, one being cleaned as an 
alternative and one to provide water for back flushing. 
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The performance of a filter is considered in relation to both droplet removal 
efficiency and overall filtration efficiency. Droplet removal efficiency is 
measuring how efficient a filter can remove a droplet or droplet size, regardless of 
the flow rate through the filter. On the other hand filtration efficiency considers 
the flow rate through the filter. 
For considerably large solid droplets or droplets, the filtration is by the uppermost 
layer of the media bed, leading to surface filtration. Therefore, the surface layer 
will have high droplet removal efficiency. However, the actual flow rate through 
the media is restricted, resulting in a low overall filtration efficiency. 
\ 
Due to this point the flow through media bed filters needs to be optimised. Thus 
for a given media grain size, there will be an optimum feed droplet or droplet that 
will not induce surface filtration. As an indication, for a spherical droplet media 
bed, it is recommended to have a maximum inlet droplet or droplet size of 117 of 
the media grain diameter. In general it is recommended to separate droplets or 
droplets of 100 micron or higher in upstream equipment such as plate interceptors. 
The flow through the filter has a maximum operational limit, which is not to be 
exceeded. Any above-limit capacities will lead to a high outlet hydrocarbon level, 
i.e. poor quality effluent. Also a high flow rate plus a high solid concentration 
may lead to a significant reduction of filter cycle length and probable damage. 
Heavy oils and waxy or fouling hydrocarbons will reduce the filtration cycle 
length and can clog the media, resulting in difficult backwashing. 
Some gas will tend to collect in the top of the filter vessel and need to be vented 
and have a suitable flow path for circulation. 
The backwash stream has to be directed to a clarification vessel, which allows the 
solids to settle and the hydrocarbons to rise. The clarified water is recycled to the 
process (where it might be stored in a storage tank), while the hydrocarbons and 
solids are periodically removed. In offshore applications and due to weight limits, 
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a solids/water hydrocyclone may be used. The solids/water stream is directed to a 
small clarifier, while the hydrocarbon water stream is recycled to the process. 
Alternatively, consideration of crushed nut media filters should be taken, because 
of the low backwash requirements and no clean backwash water storage is needed. 
Although chemicals can improve the filtration performance, they may lead to 
undesired reactions with the components of the wastewater stream. Therefore, 
care must be taken and investigation of any probable reactions has to be done. 
The pressure drop across a clean media is in the order of 0.4 bar. With solids the 
pressure increases by 0.3 to 1.4 bar. With hydrocarbons, the pressure increase is in 
\ 
the order of 0.3 bar, when a breakthrough into the filtrate occurs. 
3.6.2.1 Sand filters 
Is the simplest form of media filtration, but is considered ineffective with down 
flow operations because of fine sand layer segregation on the top of the media. 
3.6.2.2 Multimedia filters 
Where two or more media with a different grain size and density are used. The 
denser droplets are the smallest in size, which are expected to segregate at the 
bottom of the media during any backwash operation. Although there still will be 
size segregation within each layer, the overall performance is improved. A typical 
sand multimedia down flow filter is shown in Fig 3.6. 
Design guidelines 
The following points are regarded during the design: 
• Flux rate through filter: 20-40 (m3/h)/m2 
• Capacity of accumulated hydrocarbons before cleaning: 40 kglm2. 
• Capacity of accumulated solids before cleaning: 20 kglm2 
• Maximum continuous hydrocarbon feed concentration: 30-50-mgll. 
• Backwash water flow: 40 (m3/h)/m2 for 10-30 minutes. 
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• The control configuration consists of a flow meter and a control valve on the 
outlet of each filter, provided that all filters are operating with the same load. 
• The media loss is in the order of 10% per annum. 
3.6.2.3 Nut shell media filters 
Where the media is one or more of nutshells, such as walnut shells (as the 
Hydromation™ filter shown in Fig 3.7, (Shell, 1993» or walnut mixed with pecan 
shells (such as Wemco Silver Band™ filter shown in Fig 3.8, (Shell, 1993». The 
media is preferentially wetted by the water phase, which makes it easier to clean 
and improves the life cycle of the filters. Nutshell filters do not require clean 
water for backwashing. 
During the backwash cycle, the media scrubber pump is used to fluidise, then 
circulate the media downwards through the external scrubber, which contains a 
wedge-wire screen to allow hydrocarbons and solids to pass to the backwash 
discharge. The media is returned to the vessel after cleaning. Then the flow is 
reversed and the bed is reformed. These filters are recommended over 
conventional filters for use in de-oiling because of their superior performance. 
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FIG 3.6 A MULTIMEDIA DOWN FLOW SAND FILTER. 
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Design guidelines 
The following points are regarded during the design: 
• Flux rate through filter: 25-30 (m3/h)/m2. 
• Maximum continuous hydrocarbon feed concentration: 150-mgll. 
• Backwashing total backwash cycle time 22 minutes (walnut) and 14 minutes 
(walnut and pecan). 
• Backwashing water volume 1-1.5% of throughput. 
• Crushed nut filters save more weight by not needing backwash storage' tank 
and small clarifying vessels are used compared to other filters. 
3.6.2-4 Oleophilic filters 
I 
The media here takes the form of small ceramic chips, which have oleophilic 
agents on their surface. The oleophilic side will capture the hydrocarbons and lead 
to better separation. 
Unfortunately, there are no investigations done on the long-term usage of such 
filters and the effect of treatment chemicals on the media. 
3.6.2.5 Cartridge Filters 
Cartridge filters have the advantage of providing a large filtration surface area in a 
relatively small package. Cartridge filters consist of hollow cylindrical filter 
elements. The wastewater stream passes from the outside of the cartridge through 
the filter elements and the clean product stream leaves from the centre of the 
cartridge. 
The filter medium takes many forms such as glass fibre, pleated paper, 
polypropylene, woven metal mesh, woven wool (or cellulose fibres), sintered 
metals and moulded fibres. The medium can be designed for either surface or 
depth separation. 
Cartridge filters are used for the removal of solids from liquids and gases, but are 
not common for hydrocarbon removals because of the difficulty of cleaning and 
the high costs of replacement. It is more likely that cartridge filters are used as 
guard (or polishing) filters, to remove low amounts of hydrocarbons and solids 
that may pass through upstream de-oiling equipment. 
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There are two types of cartridge filter ratings; the absolute and the nominal. The 
absolute rating should ensure that all droplets larger than the rating will be 
removed. On the other hand, the nominal rating indicates the median droplet size 
removed, however some of the large droplets may pass the filter medium. A 
nominally rated 2 J.lIl1-filter would typically remove 98% of droplets of this 
diameter. Filters within absolute ratings below I J.lIl1 are available. 
Design guidelines 
The following points are raised when considering cartridge filters: 
• Maximum hydrocarbon feed cdncentration: 5-mgll or lower. 
• The pressure drop across a clean filter is 0.3 bar. When this has increased to 
1.4 bar, the filter has to be cleaned or replaced. 
3.6.2.6 Pre-coat filtration 
Pre-coat filters are only economically viable for treating water, that contains 
relatively low levels of dispersed oil and solids, or where stringent water quality 
conditions have to be met. They can be used prior to water softening and 
conversion to steam for enhanced recovery applications. 
A typical pre-coated filter consists of a pressure vessel, that contains leaves (or 
candles) fabricated from coarse metal mesh. The leaves support a fine 20-100 J.lIl1 
mesh from woven fabric or stainless steel. Slurry of filter aid is circulated through 
the filter to build up a pre-coat layer. The oily feed is introduced to the filter as the 
body feed (filter aid slurry) continues to be added to the feed to ensure a renewed 
and permeable filter surface. 
The end of the filtration cycle is reached when the differential pressure reaches a 
maximum or when there is no more space inside the filter to contain any new 
deposits of the filter cake. The filter is taken off-line and the filter cake is 
removed. 
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The main disadvantages of the pre-coat filters is the inconvenience of handling the 
dry and "slurried" filter aid, the costs of filter aids and the potential problems 
associated with the disposal of oily filter cakes. 
Design guidelines 
The following points are regarded when considering pre-coat filters: 
• The concentration of solids in the feed stream should be less than 5 mg/l. 
• The concentration of hydrocarbons in the feed stream should be less than 15 
mg/l, preferably less than 10 mg/l. 
• The throughput of the filter is a function of the percentage of the filter aid 
added. The throughput will increase with adding more body feed, until 
eventually it reaches a maximum, where no increase is observed even with 
more body fed. A typical ratio of 2 to 10 droplets of filter aid per contaminant 
droplet is used. 
• The most common filter aids are Diatomaceous earth (e.g. Celite) or Perlite. 
Diatomaceous earth gives longer filtration cycles, but is more expensive. 
Perlite has a lower bulk density, which increases the storage space required for 
the dry filter aid. 
• It is recommended to have guard filters downstream of the pre-coated filters to 
protect the downstream equipment from poor pre-coat performance or any 
accidental breakthrough of the body feed. The guard filters will also give an 
indication of a problem by a sudden rise in differential pressure. 
• Flux rate through filter for produced water: 1.2-2.5 (m3/h)/m2. 
• Diatomaceous earth bulk density: Dry powder, 110-240 kg/m] 
• Wet filter cake, 240-320 kg/m] 
• Perlite bulk density: Dry powder, 60-90 kg/m3 
• Wet filter cake, 110-130 kg/m3 
• Typical Diatomaceous earth pre-coat: 100-150 kg/lOO m2 of filter area. 
• A suitable disposal method for the filter cakes is needed. 
• The pre-coat and filter cake are to be held on the mesh supports at all times by 
maintaining a positive flow, particularly when switching from the pre-coat 
cycle to the filtration/body feed cycle. In the event of pressure loss on the filter 
cake (e.g. power failure) the filter contents have to be dumped and a re-coating 
stage is needed before resuming the filtration. 
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• Consideration of storing and handling of dry powders and proper systems of 
dust exposure minimisation must be regarded. 
• The maximum exposure limit to Diatomaceous earth is 0.05-0.28 mg/m3 and 
to Perlite is 2-4 mg/m3. 
3.6.3 Membranes 
Membranes act fundamentally like filters. Membrane processes include 
microfiltration, ultrafiltration and nanofiltration. In microfiltration and 
ultrafiltration porous membranes are used to separate droplets or droplets on the 
basis of size. Droplets or molecules larger than the pore size of the membrane do 
not pass through. On the other hand nanofiltration uses non-porous membranes 
and are assumed to separate on the\basis of selectivity of solution and diffusion of 
particular species through the membrane. 
Membranes used to separate oil from water use a cross flow configuration. This 
configuration helps in reducing the accumulation of hydrocarbons and solids 
along the membrane surface hence, minimise fouling of membranes. The 
membrane will allow water to pass through leaving a concentrated stream of 
hydrocarbon, which is known as the retentate or concentrate. 
Fig 3.9 shows the operation of membrane systems with a recycle loop. The 
recycle loop flow rate can be up to 20 times the feed rate. This stream increases 
the concentration of hydrocarbon in the membrane feed and also reduces the flow 
rate of the reject stream containing accumulated hydrocarbons from the overall 
system. 
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FIG 3.9 A TYPICAL MEMBRANE FILTRATION FLOW SCHEME. 
Despite the promise of membranes to separate oil from waste water, several draw 
backs have been raised such as fouling of the membranes, flux reduction over 
time, ineffective backwashing or cleaning procedures and mechanical failures. 
However, membranes are recent techniques and further development may 
eliminate some if not all the drawbacks. 
In order to maintain the life cycle of a membrane, and reduce the need for 
cleaning, high levels of hydrocarbons in the feed should be minimised. 
Membranes should be protected from slugs of pure hydrocarbon. 
Flux across a membrane is a function of many variables such as pore size, water 
viscosity, temperature and the pressure drop across the membrane. However, it is 
not possible at this stage to predict a realistic flux rate given the operating 
conditions and allowing for fouling over the life cycle of the membrane. 
3.6.4 Gas flotation 
Gas flotation separates oil and water using the principle that rising gas bubbles 
distributed throughout the water will attach themselves to oil droplets and carry 
them to the surface where they coalesce and hence can be separated by skimmers 
or overflowing to a collection trough. 
----------------
Gas flotation can be enhanced by injection of chemicals such as demulsifiers and 
deoilers and others, which can promote coalescence. There are two types of gas 
flotation: 
3.6.4.1 Dispersed (induced) gas flotation 
Where gas is injected into the water by means of rotating impeller. Usually the 
dispersed gas unit is divided into four cells operating in series, with a design 
residence time of 1 minute per cell. In this technique gas is dispersed 
mechanically or hydraulically. 
\ 
Dispersed gas units are typically designed to remove 95% of all droplets down to 
a size of 15 ~m. 
In the mechanically induced gas flotation (as shown in Fig 3.10 (a)) the rotation of 
an impeller is used to draw gas down into contact with the oily water. The use of a 
dispenser results in the formation of small gas bubbles. 
The bubbles rise to the surface of the water and hence collect the hydrocarbon 
droplets forming an oily froth on the surface of the water. The froth is collected 
into a launder by mechanically driven paddles while clean water underflows 
through a suitable port. 
On the other hand, hydraulically induced flotation (as shown in Fig 3.10 (b)) uses 
a re-circulated clean water stream instead of the impeller to create a venturi effect. 
Gas is drawn into the cell by the venturi and dispersed as bubbles. 
The advantage of hydraulic induction over the mechanical induction is the 
simplicity of substituting the mechanical driver by a re-circulation pump, which 
can improve reliability. Also the mechanical paddles are substituted for weir or 
level controls. 
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FIG 3.10 AN INDUCED (DISPERSED) GAS FLOTATION SYSTEM, (A) MECHANICAL AND (B) 
HYDRAULIC. 
The hydrocarbon removal efficiency of a single flotation unit is typically in the 
order of 60-70% (OWTC (Orkney Water Test Centre) trials). On the other hand a 
package of four cells in series results in a 70-99% efficiency which could be 
enhanced by use of chemical flotation aids. These variations in the efficiency 
ensure the need for flotation plant trials before final installation. 
Experience suggests that flotation processes can remove droplets down to 5 !lJIl. 
However, its performance will be improved by coalescence and shear reduction 
where possible. 
The concentration and the size of the gas bubbles is very important to establish a 
good separation process. The gas concentration depends on the operating pressure 
of the flotation cell and should be in the order of 0.05 to 0.4m3 of gas per one m3 
of water. Typical gas bubbles sizes range from 100 to 400 I!m. However, 
practically gas concentration and size are difficult to control. 
An increase in the gas concentration could lead to better separation. However 
further increase could cause reduction of liquid residence through generation of 
gas slugs. 
Shell trials indicated that the separation efficiency of a flotation cell is relatively 
constant when the feed is in the range of 150 to 2300 mgll hydrocarbon. However 
high concentrations in the feed will lead to higher concentrations in the output 
also hydrocarbon slugs may hinder the froth layer and disturb the overflow 
arrangements in the cell. Therefore, it is always preferred to have a primary 
separation upstream of the flotation cell and to keep the feed contents to the 
flotation unit lower than 500 mg/l. 
Flotation is also influenced by other factors such as the flow rate, salinity level, 
flotation aids level, suspended solids level, corrosion inhibitors and gas sparge. 
These effects vary from one field to another, hence field trials prior to installation 
are strongly recommended (Shell deoiling manual, 1993). 
3.6.4.2 Dissolved gas flotation 
In this process gas is dissolved into water under pressure, then released into 
bubbles by a pressure reduction (as shown in Fig 3.11). The froth layer is removed 
by skimming or overflowing into a collection trough. The pressure ranges from 3 
to 6 bar (g). A flocculation stage prior to flotation might be necessary to enhance 
the separation capabilities of the flotation unit. 
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FIG 3.11 A DISSOLVED GAS FLOTATION SYSTEM. 
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The main advantage of the dissolved gas process over the induced gas systems is 
the relatively low shear method of generating the bubbles. This method permits 
the use of flocculated streams without breaking the flocs into smaller portions. 
In general, dissolved gas flotation is recommended when solid removal and 
flocculation are required. Hence, induced gas flotation can be used for lower 
maintenance requirements and where solid removal and flocculation are not 
needed. 
A hydrocarbon-removal efficiency of 90%, or higher, can be achieved in the 
I 
dissolved gas flotation cell provided that a suitable flocculation stage is used. The 
use of flocculation can also contribute to better handling of high hydrocarbon 
contents in the feed stream. 
Typical bubble size for a dissolved flotation unit is in the order of 40 to 70 
microns. Excessive bubble concentrations will result in the formation of gas slugs, 
hence reducing separation performance by introducing turbulence. 
The solubility of gas in the water stream depends on water temperature, type of 
gas used and the existence of impurities in the water such as hydrocarbons and 
electrolytes. The solubility of gases decreases with the temperature. Also 
hydrocarbon gases are more soluble than air. This makes hydrocarbon gases more 
suitable to use than air: especially as oxygen in the air can cause hazard concerns 
such as explosion and corrosion risks. 
Similar to induced gas flotation, dissolved gas flotation is influenced by many 
factors such as the flow rate, flotation aid level, corrosion inhibitor level and 
suspended solids level. Hence field trials are strongly recommended. 
3.6.5 Hydrocyclones 
There are two types of hydrocyclones that can be used to separate oil from water. 
Static hydrocyclones have already been reported in petroleum installations. Rotary 
hydrocyclones are not reportedly used in the petroleum industry. 
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3.6.5.1 Static hydrocycIones 
Static hydrocyclones are compact and efficient means of removing dispersed 
hydrocarbons from water. 
Wastewater enters the hydrocyclone via a tangential inlet at the top of a swirl 
chamber as shown in Fig 3.12. Centrifugal forces are generated as liquids swirl 
along the hydrocyclone leading to the promotion of the separation between the 
two phases. The hydrocarbon phase forms a thin core at the centre of the 
hydrocyclone. With a suitable pressure ratio of the clean water stream and the 
\ 
rejected oil stream the hydrocarbon core will flow in the reverse direction and will 
exit from the top of the swirl chamber. The clean water stream exits from the tail 
section of the hydrocyclone . 
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FIG 3.12 A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A STATIC HYDROCYCWNE. 
The forces in the hydrocyclone can not be described through Stokes law. 
However, the variables in Stokes law have a strong influence on hydrocyclone 
performance. For example, hydrocyclones are influenced by the oil droplet 
diameter as it has a better separation of bigger droplets than the smaller droplets. 
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Hence, coalescence and shear force reductions are particularly important to 
increase the efficiency of a hydrocyclone. 
In order to achieve the optimum separation, it is recommended that hydrocyclones 
are not operated below 40% of their flow design capacity. This is due to lower 
centrifugal forces created with low flow rates. On the other hand the flow design 
capacity is not to be exceeded as the separation deteriorates. This may be 
explained due to the increase of shear forces with higher rates and the increase of 
the pressure drop. The increase in the pressure drop may cause lower feed 
pressure to drive the reject stream and also breakout of gas from the hydrocarbon 
layer causing disturbance. 
The hydrocarbon feed concentration has to be monitored as it affects the 
hydrocyclone efficiency. High hydrocarbon contents may promote coalescence in 
the hydrocyclone, hence increasing its efficiency. However high inlet 
concentration may also lead to high outlet concentrations. 
Hydrocyclones are strongly influenced by the difference in the density of the two 
separated phases. Thus in principle a light condensate should be easier to separate 
from water than a heavy oil. Shell (Deoiling manual, 1993) has recommended a 
minimum density difference of 50 kg/m3 at the operating temperature for efficient 
hydrocyclone separation. However, other characteristics of the phases also 
influence separation such as resistance to shearing and ability to coalescer. 
The minimum allowable pressure drop (inlet to reject stream) across a standard 
hydrocyclone is in the order of 4 bars. However new generation hydrocyclones for 
low-pressure applications have a pressure drop as low as 2 bar. In most cases 
high feed pressure gives better performance of the hydrocyclone, due to the higher 
tangential velocities. Also, it is a cost-effective solution compared to a greater 
number of low capacity hydrocyclones operating at low pressure. The use of a low 
shear pump may increase the inlet pressure, hence the capability of the 
hydrocyclone. 
A maJumum allowed pressure drop should be considered to avoid erosion 
problems, excessive shear energy input and gas breakout. A value of 30 bar could 
be taken as a first estimate (Shell, 1993). 
A degassing vessel down stream of the hydrocyclone is required for the water 
stream. This may cause a further separation of water and oil and reduces the gas in 
the water stream. It is normally designed with a residence time of 2 minutes to 
allow for de gassing and some residence time for hydrocarbon rise to the surface. 
3.6.5.2 Rotary hydrocyclones 
\ 
Static hydrocyclones generates fluid rotation using the pressure drop of the fluid 
itself and the geometry of the cyclone. On the other hand rotary hydrocyclones 
generate fluid rotation by spinning the inner cyclone walls. 
The inner shell of a rotary hydrocyclone is mechanically rotated by means of a 
belt drive system as shown in Fig 3.13. The spinning of the hydrocyclone shell 
and the impeller at the top of the shell generate the required rotation of the oily 
water. Hence the hydrocarbon droplets form a thin core at the centre of the 
cyclone. The hydrocarbon core leaves the cyclone through a reject needle at the 
same end of the water exit in the cyclone. 
FIG 3.13 A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A ROTARY HYDROCYCLONE. 
The generation of fluid rotation usmg rotating devices makes the rotary 
hydrocyclone better than the static hydrocyclone in generating a more stable flow 
regime within the cyclone with less turbulence. Hence, the separation efficiency is 
improved and more stable operations are found. However, using mechanical 
equipment makes the rotary hydrocyclone less favourable if high maintenance and 
operator-attendance are not required. 
Similar to static hydrocyclones, rotary hydrocycIones can not be described by 
Stokes law. However all the variables in Stokes law influence the performance of 
the cyclones. 
, 
Hydrocarbon droplet size distribution affects the rotary hydrocyclone efficiency. 
The cut off diameter of a rotary hydrocyclone is in order of 8-10 J.lffi and it 
provides a sharper separation curve than a static hydrocyclone, (Shell deoiling 
manual, 1993). 
Unlike the static hydrocyclones, rotary hydrocyclones can maintain high 
separation efficiency over a wide range of flow rates and it is good at lower flow 
rates. On the other hand static hydrocyclones are strongly dependent on the flow 
rate and their separation performance deteriorates dramatically under low 
turndown. 
The cyclone rotation speed strongly influences the hydrocyclone separation 
efficiency. The higher the speed the better the separation due to the greater 
centrifugal forces being experiences within the cyclone. However, this may lead 
to lower capacity of the cyclone, as higher speed may cause greater pressure drop. 
The inlet hydrocarbon concentration has no dramatic effect on the rotary 
hydrocyclone performance. However as the hydrocarbon removal efficiency is a 
ratio between the outlet and the inlet hydrocarbon concentration, thus as the inlet 
concentration rises, so does the outlet concentration. 
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As with static hydrocyclones, variables such as density, viscosity and suspended 
solids level will affect the performance of the rotary cyclone. The performance of 
the rotary hydrocyclone is expected to improve with increasing the density 
difference of the separated phases. 
Suspended solids may have a bigger impact on the rotary hydrocyclone than the 
static one as they may accumulate on the walls at the water outlet and hence upset 
the water pattern within the cyclone. However, the erosion of the walls due to 
solids should not be a major problem as the walls are rotating. 
The process location of the rotary hydrocyclone should consider the mechanical 
\ 
design limit of the cyclone. A design pressure of 20 bar (g) and a maximum 
operating temperature should be taken into account. 
3.6.6 Centrifuges 
The centrifuge is a separation device that utilises centrifugal forces to accelerate 
the separation of oil, water and solid phases. Centrifuges can be used for deoiling 
of wastewater and/or dewatering of the crude. 
In a typical centrifuge design as shown in Fig 3.14, the feed enters the centrifuge 
through the static inlet pipe and is distributed into the separator bowl. In the bowl 
are stacked discs forming channels with less than Imm-spacing. The discs. work 
as plate interceptors as they promote coalescence by shortening the distance of 
accumulation of hydrocarbon droplets .. 
The bowl is rotated at high speed by an external motor. This rotation exerts a 
centrifugal force on the liquid to dramatically increase the buoyant forces on the 
hydrocarbon droplets. 
The position of the hydrocarbon and water interface in the centrifuge is a function 
of fluid viscosities, densities, inlet and backpressure. This positioning has a 
significant effect on the hydrocarbon removal efficiency of the centrifuge. The 
position of the interface can be tuned by varying the backpressure on either of the 
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liquid outlets. This can be established by choosing the right size of the gravity 
disc, which work as a controlling orifice for the dense phase (water) outlet rate. 
Solid droplets collect at the outside surface of the bowl. An automatic discharge 
of solids or manual periodical cleaning could be arranged during the design stage. 
Centrifuges were shown to remove 100% of droplets down to the order of 5 1J.IIl, 
(Shell, 1993). However, this is governed by many variables such as turbulence, 
viscosity and density differences. 
1 
Centrifuge separation is influenced by the flow rate. With flow rates higher than 
the nominal rate the residence time within the centrifuge is reduced causing 
shorter time for coalescence. Also the backpressure on the water phase increases 
with increase in flow rate. Thus the waterlhydrocarbon interface will be shifted 
toward the centre of the centrifuge and eventually water will break into the 
hydrocarbon outlet stream. However, with under turndown conditions the 
centrifuge maintains high separation efficiency due to higher residence time. 
FIG 3.14 A TYPICAL CENTRIFUGE OESIGN. 
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Similar to hydrocyclones, centrifuge performance is not interrupted by high inlet 
hydrocarbon concentrations. However outlet hydrocarbon concentration rises with 
a rise in the inlet hydrocarbon concentration. 
The performance of the centrifuge will improve with increasing density difference 
between hydrocarbon and water and with decreasing the water phase viscosity. 
The disc type centrifuge is capable of handling up to 5% by-volume solids of a 
size range of 0.5 /-UTI to 0.5 mm. Droplets with a size greater than Imm should be 
separated upstream of the centrifuge to avoid wear on the internals or blockage of 
, 
discs. Erosion resistant liners should be specified with higher solids content. Also, 
minimum flow rates are recommended, when solids are present, to reduce fouling 
of discs. 
The feed stream must be degassed before passing to the centrifuge, as most 
centrifuges are designed for low-pressure applications. Low shear should be 
established at the inlet to promote coalescence within the centrifuge. Also a 
course strainers (300 /-lm) should always be installed immediately upstream of the 
centrifuge to protect against any foreign bodies. 
3.7 Conclusions 
Vendors are responsible for the designs of most of the deoiling equipment, 
especially those, which can not be described by Stokes law. Other designs such as 
for gravity settlers can be easily performed as shown in the earlier sections. In any 
case a pilot plant of all equipment should be investigated before proceeding to 
installation. 
This chapter showed the common de-oiling system design methods, in particular 
as described by Shell (EP 93-1315). The procedure contains some very useful 
knowledge of the design processes, but requiring additional work. This task-based 
procedure involves many engineering parties to accomplish each task. This 
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engineering practice may lead to long design time, higher risk of error and higher 
costs due to use of design contractors. 
Also, the conceptual designers within the organisation are not sufficiently utilised. 
The engineering aspects of the deoiling systems could be reengineered and the 
task-based procedure of the design may be modified and implemented within 
appropriate computer tools to make it usable and integral with a new reengineered 
deoiling system. In order to modify the task-based procedure a total activity 
model of the design procedure has to be constructed. This will help in visualising 
the process and the proper changes for improvement. 
l 
The engineering business of the traditional procedure of de oiling design has not 
been re-evaluated since 1993. The re-evaluation of the procedure and any related 
documentation could also reduce errors as more updates of deoiling issues have 
been raised. 
The practise could be reengineered to impose improvements to the process of 
deoiling. The reengineering has to be performed on the process of design and the 
people involved. A focus on imposing parallelism of activities has to be 
established. Fewer personnel are recommended to utilise the maximum manpower 
within the design deoiling departments and to reduce information error during the 
cascade. 
In the design of deoiling equipment, particularly gravity settlers such as skim 
tanks, Stokes Law must be considered. However, for rotating and centrifugal 
equipment such as hydrocyclones and centrifuges Stokes law can not be applied 
directly due to extra forces imparted to the droplets other than gravity forces. In 
these cases Stokes drag force may still be a valid influence on the separation 
process. 
The variety of equipment offered for deoiling is wide and complicated. Every 
treatment method has its own internal and external constraints that have to be 
considered in the conceptual design process. The choice of the equipment 
according to the consumer's needs has to be organised in a form of a decision 
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support system to make it easier for designers. Also, possible integration within 
the oil production process trains should be considered, and techniques within that 
train that avoid the production of difficulties to treat oil in water dispersions. The 
objective of this thesis is to describe a system that provides this overall support 
tool for use throughout the process design stage. 
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"Process modelling: Where 
next?" 
"In primitive processes the 
introduction of a new method or 
tool has more than a local 
impact; the introduction of a 
method or tool, for example, 
can yield visible improvement 
in some aspects of the overall 
process." 
(Lehman, 1997) 
4. Process Modelling 
In order to analyse the existing deoiling design procedure as described in Chapter 
Three, it is very important to understand the workflow of the process. A model is 
a graphical representation of the process workflow. In this case the model is 
described as a descriptive model. The model could assist in identifying the weak 
points that cause process inefficiency. Hence changes that could enhance the 
overall procedure could be made and a new process/activity model is developed. 
This new model is now described as a prescriptive model of the process. 
I 
The activity model has to be in an understandable representation. Therefore, a 
simple and expressive modelling language that can be interpreted and understood 
by most people should be used. The task of representing a process using a 
modelling language is called process/activity modelling. 
The interest in process/activity modelling in business management became 
widespread recently. Organisations uses activity modelling for overall process 
improvement and integration (Lehman, 1997). Business Process Reengineering 
(BPR) is one of the recent developments that use activity (or process) modelling 
for business improvements. BPR aims to change the activities of the business in 
order to increase productivity, quality and reliability. It has been used successfully 
by computer companies, insurance companies, banks and telephone service 
centres (Andros (1992), Rohm (1993), spadaford (1992/93), Clarke (1993)). 
This Chapter introduces activity modelling and BPR concepts for process 
improvements. Section 4.1 introduces activity modelling and the objective of 
using it, particularly for deoiling systems. This Section also introduces the use of 
activity modelling for some important sciences such as software engineering 
design, BPR and engineering designs. The discussion of software process 
modelling is in this part of the thesis due to it being similar to engineering process 
modelling. In fact, the enhancement of software design modelling is one of the 
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most important factors behind the development of engineering process modelling. 
Finally Section 4.3 provides the conclusions of this chapter. 
In this thesis, the term activity refers to the tasks involved in the process of 
deoiling systems design. 
4.2 Modelling activities 
The management of chemical plant activities is difficult due to plant complexity. 
The activities grow in size and in number with the abundant information to be 
handled for each process. Therefore, the design of plant equipment in a large 
existing plant would be a very complex task. 
\ 
The choice and design of any equipment needs to have some basic structure to 
build the new design on. If a similar project has been done successfully before, its 
design procedure can be used as a basic structure to start with. The design 
procedure meant here are the stages, which have been accomplished in order to 
reach that final design of the equipment (or an activity). Therefore, the design can 
be done in a parallel and/or in serial manageable goals (or tasks), i.e. generating 
an activity model, (Hawtin, 1997). 
An activity model can be developed in order to facilitate and simplify the process 
and at the same time aims to improve the efficiency of that process. Activity 
modelling will help a reengineering analyst to find the weak points in a process 
and locate where changes can be imposed. The Activity model works as a basis 
for understanding, assessment, modification and/or automation of the activity (or 
process). In many cases, the model is modified more than one time to fit a new set 
of requirements and/or constraints. 
Process modelling has many applications in industry and particularly used in the 
software production and optimisation (Bruegge (2000), Graham (1997)). Activity 
or process models can be written using a variety of modelling Languages. A 
modelling language is chosen according to the needs of the process or the 
organisation. The modelling language should be capable of presenting a clear 
view of the system activities. Therefore, activity or process modelling provides 
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insights into what aspects may be changed for better processing and what the 
overall effect of specific changes will be, (Stader, 1998). 
Process/activity modelling has proven to handle and guide many complicated and 
large design processes, hence it can also make it easier for de-oiling designs. As 
shown in Chapter Three the existing practice and procedure of deoiling design is 
far too manual and complicated. The process involves many parties and many 
sequential tasks. Therefore, from a reengineering and system analysing point of 
view a deoiling activity model has to be constructed to trace the reactions of 
different issues in the deoiling practice and procedure. From then, the activity 
model will work as a guide toward determining the points of weakness and 
\ 
strength in the systems. Following that, will be changes to the model to enhance 
and improve the overall process of deoiling systems. 
In general, process/activity modelling helped in guiding many scientific 
operations and designs. It has contributed to the development of medicine and 
science, software designs, astronomy, engineering, economy and many others. 
Process modelling will also contribute to a lower risk of personal design errors, 
better project organisation and time conserving by means of using computing 
support tools instead of manual approaches. 
4.3 Activity modelling for software design and development 
Activity modelling has been applied to many fields. One area that has received 
considerable attention is software development. This is due to the competition in 
the field. It encourages the search for better processes for producing software. 
There were several attempts made to classify the different schemes of process 
modelling in software engineering. McChesney (1995) for example, introduced a 
scheme for classifying the different existing approaches in software process. The 
classification takes the objectives, properties, modelling language, process 
features and their context in relation to other process entities as the basis for 
classification. He found that process assessment and improvement was one of the 
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most popular themes in the software process (Humphery (1989), Kaplan (1992) 
Doheny (1996)). 
The advantage of McChesney's classification is that it is a rather "experimental" 
approach rather than an ideal classification theme. I.e. McChesney used the 
available literature (on process modelling in software engineering) to generate his 
conclusion. He used different terminology in his pattern recognition method. 
This kind of classification will highlight the research-neglected areas in software 
processes that are of need to be modelled and probably modified later on. 
McChesney highlighted the difference between the objectives of producing a 
I 
descriptive process model and a prescriptive model. A descriptive model is 
concerned with an explicit process currently used in a system, or a proposed 
process, to predict the process characterisations. On the other hand, a prescriptive 
model is concerned with defining the desired changes of managing a process. 
However, many difficulties are expected by McChesney's method such as the 
ability to accommodate the wide range of different terminology and the rapid 
evolution of new software processes with time. 
Initially and before starting designing a software development project, it is worth 
understanding the problem that was behind the need of that particular software. 
Bruegge (2000) summarised the five steps in software development engineering to 
sol ve a problem: 
1. Formulate the problem 
2. Analyse the problem 
3. Search for solutions 
4. Decide on the appropriate solution 
5. Specify the solution (design) 
Software requirement elicitation and analysis correspond to the first and second 
steps of the engineering method. At these stages the clients' requirements are 
specified and analysed and the problem domain model (first activity model) is 
built up. Second comes the system design where the software engineer breaks the 
problem into small pieces and selects general strategies for designing the system. 
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Thirdly comes object design where a detailed solution for each piece of the 
problem is configured and the most appropriate solution is decided. System and 
object design corresponds to step three and four of the engineering method and 
they both result in constructing the solution domain model (second activity 
model). Finally comes the implementation of the solution model by translating it 
into an executable representation. 
These models can then be analysed again and again during software development. 
The analysis might result in changing the solution domain models to 
accommodate improvements and new technology. 
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4.4 Activity modelling for Business Process Reengineering (BPR) 
BPR is a recent innovation in industrial engineering and management science. The 
term "Business Process Reengineering" was first coined by Michael Hammer in a 
Harvard Business Review article (1990). The BPR concepts were described, 
centred on the use of IT as the main driver. However, more recent efforts 
indicated that IT is only one possible facilitator for achieving improvements in 
business (Institute of Industrial Engineers, 1993). BPR is also one of the most 
discussed and argued approaches, (Institute of Industrial Engineers, (1993), 
Huber, (1995), Cummings (1989), lohansson (1993), Smither (1996). 
In general, BPR aims to redesign the workflow of certain processes III an 
organisation in order to achieve improvement in the overall productivity (Khan, 
2000). Before BPR other concepts were tried to improve the workflow of a 
business, for examples, lIT (Just-In-Time) manufacturing and TQM (Total 
Quality Management). lIT manufacturing is a concept that spread in the 19805, 
which calls for total improvements by aligning operations (mainly manufacturing 
operations) to meet demand. On the other hand TQM is concerned with 
maintaining quality but reducing costs by building quality assurance into all 
activities rather than relying on inspection at the end of a sequence of the 
activities. TQM uses changes in the organisational culture to drive the entire 
effort. 
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10hansson (1993) considered the application of both lIT and TQM but only 
seeking continuous improvements rather than radical changes. BPR on the other 
hand is thought to be concerned with broadening the process vision and using lIT 
and TQM principles to challenge the very purposes and assumptions on which a 
business is based. 10hansson thinks that despite of improvements through lIT and 
TQM many businesses are still highly bureaucratic and departments are acting 
individually. A total change in the business configuration instead could lead to 
what he called "breaking the china", with more effective improvements to the 
total business being gained. Therefore BPR has three main goals: 
• Cost improvement, which is achieved by major process improvements 
• Parity achievement, which is achieved by maintaining best in class in the 
business \ 
• Breakpoint effectiveness, which is achieved by rewriting the rules 
Hammer (1990) lists seven different principles of process reengineering: 
• Organise around outcomes not tasks 
• Have those, who use the output of a process, perform the process. 
• Link parallel activities instead of integrating their results 
• Treat geographically dispersed resources as if they were centralised. 
• Subsume information processing into the real work that produces the 
information 
• Capture information once and at the source 
• Put the decision point where the work is performed. 
The seven principles all emphasise reducing the number of personnel in taking 
decisions and reducing information cascading as a result. This will increase the 
role of the field workers who can be given more responsibility towards taking 
decisions. 
Hammer also emphasises aggregating resources III order to provide a virtual 
central point for the organisation. Hammer gives his principles in relation to 
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procurement process within an organisation and as a cost reduction oriented BPR. 
However, these concepts can be applied to other processes. 
Despite Hammer's enthusiasm for process reengineering, others doubt that the 
application of the principles will add significant improvements to the industry. For 
example Manganelli (McPartlin, 1992), challenges the promise by Hammer of 
obtaining an 80% or better increase in productivity. Instead, he considers that a 
more realistic 30% improvement in cost or processing time would be obtainable. 
Manganelli also introduced a five-step approach to rapid reengineering for 
realistic goals with a one-year return on investment. These steps are: 
l-
• Preparation and motivation of the people involved in the reengineering 
process. 
• Identification of the process by generating a customer oriented process model 
of the business and focusing on activities, which could add values to the 
process. 
• Development of a process vision by defining the changes required. 
• Specification of the technical and social dimensions of the new process. 
• Transforming the new process by embarking on a pilot program and by 
employing continual change mechanisms. 
These steps are similar to the software development engineering method 
mentioned earlier by Bruegge (2000). However, Manganelli has stated these steps 
explicitly and they can be used as a way of applying Hammer's principles. 
Despite the differences in oplDlOns to reengmeenng between Hammer and 
Manganelli concerning the promises of process reengineering, the necessity of 
process/activity modelling to help understand business processes is agreed. In 
other words, in order to facilitate reengineering a model of the existing process 
has to be developed. This will help the reengineering analyst to study the process 
and suggest improvements. Therefore this modelling step is the first and essential 
step of the reengineering process, where the whole process can be traced and 
---
understood and where the points of change are identified and improved. The 
model is then implemented through the use of suitable tools. In the future this 
model can be changed again for further developments, or for a similar process, 
etc. 
BPR can be easily mixed up with the term "process modelling". Many authors 
actually refer to BPR as process modelling. However, BPR not only considers 
process modelling in its objectives but also process improvement. BPR uses 
process modelling to identify the points of change in the process. In other words, 
BPR uses and changes the process activity model, i.e. BPR uses activity 
modelling as a tool for process criticising and as a map for change. In general, it is 
i 
wiser to consider BPR as an effective application of process/activity modelling. 
4.5 Activity modelling for engineering designs 
Concurrent processes are those processes that take place in parallel and at the 
same time. Concurrent process engineering is concerned with developing and 
improving the workflow of such processes. 
In order to understand the parallelism and the workflow in a concurrent 
environment it is very important to have an overall activity/process model. From 
this point, concurrent engineering was given a special consideration by process 
modellers. Hawtin and Chung (1997) presented Plantool a computer based 
project management system. Plantool is capable of generating concurrent process 
activity models. The tool was used to represent PISTEP (Process Industry STEP) 
activity model. PISTEP integrates the STEP based tools by producing an activity 
model to overview the main activities and data flow within the process plant life 
cycle. 
STEP system is used in the industry for electronic information exchange. Plantool 
is UNIX based and supports many features such as project planning, system 
integration with other computing tools, document control through archiving, 
multi-user access through a clientiserver architecture and project annotation 
through a general purpose extension interface. 
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The activity model within Plan tool is represented as a set of related layers and the 
system interacts through the use of a graphical interface. The top layer in the 
system describes the high level activities within the process. The activities on the 
same level are connected by arrows. These arrows indicate data flow or order of 
activities. Each activity can be decomposed further to the next level. This 
decomposition continues until no further activity is broken down into tasks. 
Plan tool then shows the second layer of activities in the process and so on. 
Below the graphical user interface is a computer layer that allows computer tools 
to be attached to the activities to perform them. 
\ 
Plantool is capable of dealing with complicated activity models and can be used 
as a BPR tool for system analysis. However, the tool is used within UNIX and 
therefore, can not used with other multiprocessing environments. This will make 
the tool less user-friendly as it is very dependent on the UNIX server for 
archiving. Efforts have to be made to produce a more independent Plantool 
version for easier use. 
In general Plantool and other concurrent engineering support tools emphasised 
activity-modelling role to aid the objectives of concurrent engineering. In fact, 
activity modelling can be considered to be the most popular method to locate the 
points of parallelism, or concurrence, in the process. 
4.6 Summary 
Process/activity modelling is a recent innovation, which has proven to be very 
essential for organisational management. The use of acti vity modelling can lead to 
shorter design time and better utilisation of personnel in the organisation. Activity 
modelling therefore has infinite applications to all sorts of processes. Activity 
modelling has been applied successfully in medicine and science, astronomy and 
space sciences, manufacturing and engineering and many others. 
Activity modelling is used in Business Process Reengineering (BPR) as a means 
to improve the business workflow. In many cases BPR is mixed up with the 
process modelling, as they are both powerful tools toward process improvement. 
However, BPR uses activity modelling to impose changes to that particular 
activity. In other words, BPR changes the activity model with another, which is 
capable of introducing dramatic improvement to the overall process. In general, it 
is more convenient to include BPR under the wide applications of activity 
modelling. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
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"A picture speaks a thousand 
words" 
Old saying 
"The UML is called a 
modelling language, not a 
method. Most methods consists, 
at least in principle, of both a 
modelling language and a 
process." 
"Whatever process you use, you 
can use the UML to record the 
resulting analysis and design 
decisions." 
(Fowler, 1997) 
5.The Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
A system can be understood more easily by following a drawing (a model) that 
describes tbe interesting aspects of the system. A model is often broken down into 
a number of views each describing a specific aspect of tbe system. An accurate 
representation (modelling) of a system needs a set of notations that is well defined 
and is suitable for different aspects of the system. A modelling language provides 
a set of agreed notations for describing objects and concepts, and the relationships 
between them in a system. The notations should enable analysts and designers to 
represent complex systems succinctly and clearly. Notations are used to aid 
\ 
understanding and communication. 
It should be emphasised that a modelling language is not a method to understand 
the system. A modelling method of a certain system is a procedure (or a set of 
instructions) that describes one way of how, why and when the system can be 
represented. A modelling language on tbe otber hand lacks the instructions to 
represent the system, how to do it, when to do it and why it is done. However, in 
conjunction with a method, a modelling language can be used to model the 
system. 
In this thesis UML was chosen because it is accepted as the standard in the 
industry. UML has resulted from the unification of OMT (Object Modelling 
Technique), Booch and OOSE (Object Oriented Software Engineering). It was 
influenced also by previous notations such as those introduced by Shlaer I Melior, 
Coad I Youdon, Wirfs-Brock and Martin I Odell, (Bruegge, 2000). UML has well-
defined semantics and also provides a spectrum of notations that can be used to 
represent different aspects of a system. UML can represent a broad range of 
systems and activities such as information systems, technical systems, embedded 
real time systems, distributed systems, system software and business systems, 
(Eriksson and Penker, 1998). 
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For management systems, using a modelling language to model and describe the 
processes, helps in the development of building the information systems within 
the organisation. 
In this thesis we are concerned with UML for a management process 
development. UML offers five different diagrams for managing process 
development: 
• Use Case Diagrams 
• Class Diagrams 
• Sequence Diagrams 
• State-chart Diagrams and 
• Activity Diagrams. 
Each of these diagrams is described further in the following Sections. 
5.1 Use Case Diagrams 
A use case is a typical interaction between a user and a system. It describes a 
functionality (a specific usage of the system) which the system provides. 
However, use cases does not describe how the functionality is provided inside the 
system. 
An actor is a role that a user plays with respect to the system. Actors carry out 
'use cases'. A single actor may perform many use cases; conversely, a use case 
may have several actors performing it. 
Use case diagrams visualise the relationships among actors and use cases within a 
system. A use case diagram is a snapshot of one aspect of the overall process. It 
describes the users' interaction with the process and elicits their requirements. Use 
case diagrams are used for construction planning and as a basis for system testing. 
Actors are represented by stick figures and use cases by ovals that are bounded by 
the system, which is represented with a box enclosing the use cases. An actor can 
represent any entity that interacts with the system, provided that the system yields 
a visible result from the actor. An example is shown in Fig 5.1, which represents 
five actors: a conceptual engineer, a design engineer, a cost engineer, a 
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management body and a consultant. Conceptual Engineer (actor 1) may produce 
the conceptual design through "make design" case (use case 1). Consultant (actor 
2) can produce the "make design" (use case 1), "test design cost" (use case 2) and 
"produce detailed design" (use case 4). However, management (actor 3) is the 
only actor who can decide for agreement of design and establish the "agree 
design" case (use case 3). Cost Engineer (actor 4) establishes the "test design 
cost" (use case 2). Design Engineer (actor 5) also "produces detailed design" (use 
case 4). 
cl". Ign J:~-J: Make design 
Conceptual Engineer J:M~-J: 
Test design cost 
Agree design t·~ Management Do detailed design 
FIG 5.1 AN EXAMPLE OF A UML USE CASE DIAGRAM. 
5.2 Class Diagrams 
A class diagram is used to describe the structure of a system. A class diagram 
describes the types of objects in the system and the various kinds of static 
relations among them. Static relations are those which describe a structure of the 
system, that is always valid. A system has a number of class diagrams, but all are 
not necessarily inserted in one diagram. Also any class could participate in several 
class diagrams. Classes could be related to each other in a number of ways: 
associated (connected to each other), dependent (one class depends on/uses 
another class), specialised (one class is a specialisation of another class), or 
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packaged (classes are grouped together as a unit). These relations are shown in 
class diagrams along with internal structure of the classes in terms of attributes 
and operations. Hence class diagrams describe both the structure and behaviour of 
a system (Eriksson, 1998). 
A class is drawn with a rectangle, divided into three compartments, the name 
compartment, the attribute compartment, and the operation compartment. 
Attributes describe the specific values that characterise the class, e.g. for the class 
"Car", the registration number, speed, model, direction, etc. are some attributes of 
that class. Attributes also could be described in more detail by stating their types. 
I 
For example as in Fig 5.2 the registration number of the class "Car" is a "String", 
the speed as an "Integer", the direction is a "Direction", etc. Also, attributes can 
be described with their visibility such as public or private. That is to show 
whether that attribute can be referenced by other classes or not. A public visibility 
is described by a "+" sign, while private visibility by a "-" sign. Also, when an 
attribute is shared between all objects in a class it is called a class-scope attribute 
and it is underlined. 
_. 
Car Driver 
+ registration number:. String 
I ... Drives 1.. + driving licence: String + Speed: Integer + address:Slring 
+ direction: Direction Driven ... + name:String 
+ drive (speed: Integer, direction: Direction) 
FIG 5.2 A CLASS DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN A "CAR" CLASS AND A "DRIVER" 
CLASS. 
Operations are used to manipulate the attributes or to perform other actions. They 
are functions that only apply to objects within the class. Operations are described 
with a return-type, a name and zero or more parameters. All these are called the 
signature of the operation and they describe everything needed to use the 
operation. For example for the class "Car", an operation of "drive" needs (speed, 
direction). Speed and directions are now the signature of the operation "drive". 
Similar to attributes, operations have visibility, and class scope. 
Associations are connections between classes. An association is normally bi-
directional, which means that both bbjects are aware of each other. It is drawn as a 
solid line between two classes. The association has a name (near the line 
representing it), often a verb to describe the kind of link between the two classes. 
For example an association between the class "Driver" and the class "Car" is 
"Drives". Navigable associations are arrow-associations to indicate the direction 
of associations. Also, multiplicity can be used to describe how many links there 
are in the association. For example, in Fig 5.2 a Car needs one driver to drive it (a 
multiplicity of 1), but a driver can drive many (one-to- many multiplicity) cars. 
5.3 Sequence Diagrams 
A sequence diagram shows a dynamic collaboration between a number of objects. 
1n particular, it shows the objects participating in the interaction (collaboration) by 
their lifelines and the messages that they exchange (Eriksson, 1998). 
A sequence diagram contains message arrows indicating whether the message is 
synchronous (where the operation that handles the message is completed before 
the caller resumes execution), asynchronous (where the sender continues to 
execute after sending the message without waiting for it to be handled and where 
there is no explicit return to the caller (concurrent objects)), or simple (where 
details about the communication is not known or are not relevant). The arrow 
types are shown in Fig 5.3. 
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Synchronous 
____ --", Asynchronous 
Simple 
Synchronous with immediate return 
FIG 5.3 MESSAGE TYPES IN A SEQUENCE DIAGRAM ACCORDING TO ERIKSSON (1998). 
The sequence diagram consists of a number of object lifelines shown with vertical 
lines, Time passes downwards in the diagram, and the diagram shows the 
exchange of messages between the objects as time passes in the sequence or 
function. Messages are shown as lines with arrows between the vertical objects. 
On the horizontal axis of the sequence diagram are the objects involved in the 
sequence. Each is represented by an object rectangle with the object and/or class 
name underlined. The vertical dashed line (the object's lifelines), indicates the 
execution of objects during the sequence (i.e. sent or received messages and 
object activation). An example of a sequence diagram is shown in Fig 5.4, where 
the objects are a Computer, a Printer Server, a Printer and a Queue and the 
messages are Print (file) or Store (file). 
A sequence diagram can exist III a generic form (describing all the possible 
sequences in the system) or in an instance form (describing one actual scenario 
consistent with the generic form but in more detail than described in the generic 
form). To read a sequence diagram, start at the top of the diagram and read down 
to view the exchange of messages taking place as time passes. As in Fig 5.4 in 
order to "Print" a file using the computer, two conditions apply. If the printer is 
free the file is printed after the print message is sent from the computer (this 
shows that the print takes place faster than if in queue). If the printer is printing 
other files, and then the file is sent into the queue where it is executed when the 
printer is free (delay in printing occurs hence, the message takes longer time 
(more toward the bottom of the lifeline). As is clear in Fig 5.4, the object lifelines 
are timed according to the mission given to each object. Once each mission, such 
as printing a file is accomplished, then the object's vertical column does not 
extend further downwards (not taking any more time). 
Print (file) 
:COIDl!uter :PrintServer : Printer :Q!!eue 
Print (file) [printer free 1 
Print (file) 
Nrinter busy 1 
Store (file) 
'I 1 
FIG 5.4 A SEQUENCE DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW MESSAGES ARE EXECUTED IN A PRINT JOB. THE 
VERTICAL COLUMNS SHOW THE LIFE CYCLE OF EACH OBJECT ACCORDING TO ERIKSSON 
(1998). 
5.4 State-chart Diagrams 
A state diagram shows all the possible states that objects of the class can have and 
where events (e.g. receiving a message, an error, conditions becoming true, etc) 
cause the state to change over time. The change of a state is called a transition. A 
transition could be accompanied (but not necessarily) by an action that specifies 
what is done to the state with that transition. State diagrams are drawn for classes, 
which only have well defined states that are affecting each other. 
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A state diagram consists of two dynamic dimensions: an interaction and internal 
state change. An interaction describes object behaviour with other objects. An 
internal state change describes how objects alter states (e.g. the values of its 
attributes). For example, the state of "unpaid invoice" can be changed by "paying 
invoice" and a state of "paid invoice" results as in Fig 5.5. A state diagram may 
have a starting point and several end points (final states). A starting point is 
shown as a solid filled circle, while an ending point is shown as a circle 
surrounding a smaller solid circle. A state is shown as a rectangle with rounded 
corners and a transition is shown as a line with an arrow from one state to another. 
The transition may be labelled with the event that caused it. 
I 
Invoice 
created "---'~""'--<>I Unpaid invoice 
Invoice 
r--------, 
Paid invoice 
FIG 5.5 A STATE DlAGRAM FOR AN INVOICES ACCORDING TO (ERIKSSON, 1998). 
A state may contain three kinds of compartments. The first compartment shows 
the name of the state for example" unpaid invoice". The second compartment is 
optional where variable attributes could be listed. The third compartment is 
optional and where events and actions could be listed. There are three standard 
events, which can be listed in this compartment: "entry" for actions on the entry 
of a state (e.g. sending a message), "exit" for actions on the exit of a state (e.g. 
finish a task), and "do" for actions done during performance of a state (e.g. 
calculation). An example of a three- compartment state is shown in Fig 5.6. If a 
state transition does not have a specified event, the state changes when ail the 
internal actions in the source-state are executed. Hence, a transition is always 
triggered even without the event specified, but with only internal actions. For 
example, in Fig 5.6, the accomplishment of running the bios program will trigger 
the transition of starting Windows. Starting Windows in turn triggers the 
transition to starting Office Word. Also shown in Fig 5.6 are state variables such 
as: the computer frequency, Windows version, and Office version. These 
variables could be also attributes of other classes, for instance a "Computer" class, 
a "Windows" class and a "Office" class. 
I 
Boot Starting Windows Starting Word 
- Frequency 600 Version=Win95 r---> 
-
Version=Office 9 
Do/run bios progrnm Do/run Windows Do/run Word 
FIG 5.6 A STATE DIAGRAM WITHOUT EVENTS BUT WITH INTERNAL ACTIONS TO TRIGGER 
TRANSITIONS. 
5.5 Activity Diagrams 
An activity diagram describes a system in term of its activities, which represent 
the order of execution of activities. The completion of one or more activities may 
lead to the transition to the next activity. These diagrams are very similar to flow 
charts as they are used to represent the control flow, or the data flow, of a process. 
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The control flow describes the order of the operations, while the data flow shows 
the objects exchanged among the operations. 
An activity diagram can show many objects over many uses, many objects in 
single use case, or implementation of a method. Hence, activity diagrams 
encourage parallel behaviour. Activity diagram notations are summarised in Table 
(5.1) and a process activity diagram is shown in Fig 5.7 (Fowler, 1997). 
Table 5.1 Activity diagram notations. 
• States for the start of process. 
-+- States for going to the next t<jSklstep. 
<> States for a step of a question with Yes or No answer. 
o States for a task. 
[ 1 States for an output of a task and an input to the following task. 
States for simultaneous processes (Synchronisation condition) 
o States for the end of the process. 
On Fig 5.7 the start of the process is with Activity 1, which once Condition 1 is 
satisfied will lead to Activity 2, and once Condition 2 is satisfied will lead to the 
parallel two Activities 31, 32 simultaneously. It should be noted that conditions 1 
and 2 are mutually exclusive unlike activities 31 and 32 that can be performed at 
the same time. Activities 31 and 32 will not be performed if Condition 2 is not 
satisfied. Once both Activity 31 and Activity 32 are done, then the process will 
proceed to Activity 4, which will lead to the end of the process. Activity 4 will 
only be performed if both Activity 31 and Activity32 are done. 
Activity diagrams are very helpful in analysing a use case and understanding the 
workflow among many use cases. Unlike simple flow sheets, activity diagrams 
deal with simultaneous (parallel) actions. Hence, activity diagrams explore more 
options of a certain process and give a better description than any flow sheet of 
the process. Activity diagrams are well suited to dealing with multithreaded 
applications. However, in the case of studying objects' collaboration, the user is 
,::M.: 
referred to interaction diagrams and in the case of object lifetime analysis, state 
diagrams are preferred. 
[conditionl] 
Activity 1 
[COodition2] 
For all things :*I~~~-:---, 
S ynchronis8tion 
condition 
Activity 4 
Activity 2 
Activity 32 
FIG 5.7 A PROCESS/ACTIVITY DIAGRAM ACCORDING TO FOWLER (1997). 
5.6 Conclusions 
UML is a standard modelling language and it offers many representations for 
system analysts and developers. UML was created to model systems and not only 
software, using object-oriented concepts. UML addresses the issues of large and 
complex systems, and creates a method of system understanding that can be used 
by both humans and machines. 
Use case diagrams show the different actors in a system and their relationship 
with the objects in the system. These diagrams can be used to represent the people 
relationships with the different stages of the deoiling design procedure. This 
diagram could help in understanding the team work and hence points of change 
for improvement. 
Class diagrams are concerned with the structure and behaviour of objects in the 
systems. Sequence diagrams are concerned with the lifelines of the objects. Also, 
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state diagrams are concerned with the responses of the object to external events. 
These diagrams are believed to be less relevant in describing the management of 
the deoiling process systems. On the other hand activity diagrams are found to be 
particularly suitable for representing processes, whether sequential or parallel. 
Therefore, UML activity diagrams are used in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
"In brief, the overall goal of 
enterprise modelling is to take 
an enterprise-wide view of an 
organisation, integrating all 
information that is available 
about the organisation. This 
enterprise-wide view can then 
be used as a basis for taking 
decisions." 
(Fraser, 1994) 
6. Process reengineering of conceptual 
deoiling systems' design procedure 
Chapter Three discussed the conventional procedure for designing deoiling 
systems, its limitations and prospects of improvements. In Chapter Four activity 
modelling and BPR were introduced. Chapter Five gave an overview of UML and 
highlighted the applicability of activity diagrams for process modelling. 
The first Section in this chapter goes through Hammer's reengineering concepts in 
general. Section 6.2 discusses the reengineering issues of the existing engineering 
procedure of deoiling conceptual design using Hammer's concepts. Section 6.3 
considers the reengineering of the design people. A new activity model is given 
for the involvement of people in the new procedure. Finally, Section 6.4 
summarises the conclusions of this chapter. 
6.1 Hammers BPR concepts 
Hammer (1990) introduced the following concepts that are widely used as the 
principles of Business Process Reengineering (BPR): 
• Concept 1: Organise around outcomes, not tasks. In other words it is preferred 
to combine tasks that are related in terms of their output. 
• Concept 2: Have those who use the output, perform the process. The 
individuals who need the results of a process should perform the process itself 
if possible. 
• Concept 3: Subsume information-processing work into the real work that 
produces the information. The people who generate the information should be 
able to enter the information directly into the system without extra steps of 
information processing. 
• Concept 4: Treat geographically dispersed resources as though they were 
centralised. This can be applied using telecommunication networks, remote 
databases and standardised processing systems. 
• Concept 5: Link parallel activities instead of integrating their results. Instead 
of having the review of results at the end of the process, it is preferable to link 
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the activities so that opportunities and problems can be identified as early as 
possible. 
• Concept 6: Put the decision point where work is performed and build control 
into the process. People who perform a task in the process should be given the 
opportunity to make the relevant decisions, but with adequate quality control. 
This will flatten the organisation structure and will make better use of the 
people who are involved in the process. 
• Concept 7: Capture information once at the source. Bar coding, relational 
databases and electronic data interchange, make it easy to collect, store and 
transmit information. There should be no need for information to be entered 
more than once in the process. 
These principles are applicable no.t only to business processes but also to many 
• 
different types of processes. 
6.2 Reengineering the deoiling system design process 
6.2.1 Activity model of deoiling design procedure 
According to the design process described in Chapter Three a UML activity 
diagram of the top-level activities is created using PowerPoint. As it is seen from 
the linear and simple activity model of the design process, shown in Fig 6.1, many 
weak points using Hammer's concepts can be located. Referring to Fig 6.1, each 
stage has its own sub-stages, which in turn could be decomposed further and so 
on. 
STAGE I 
Identify the sources and magnitude 
of each waste water stream 
STAGE 6 
Select the number of water 
treatment stages required to achiev 
the required water quality 
STAGE 7 
Select suitable water treatment 
quipmenl considering hydrocarbon 
droplet size and other constraints 
STAGE 2 
Identify the concentration and 
nature of contamination in each 
waste water stream 
STAGE 5 
Identify upstream processes which 
could complicate the water treatment 
and what steps can be taken to make 
the water easier to treal 
STAGE 8 
Identify the methods for treatment 
or disposal of secondary streams 
STAGE 3 
Identify the quality requirement for 
ifferenl disposal options including 
surface and subsurface disposal 
STAGE 4 
elect a suitable process location fo 
the water treatment system 
STAGE 9 
Review design 10 ensure the water 
treatment system is optimised and 
integrated into the overall 
production process scheme 
• 
FIG 6.1 AN ACfIVITY MODEL OF THE SEQUENTIAL PROCESS OF DEOILING SYSTEMS DESIGN. 
6.2.2 The reengineered top level model 
Several changes can be made to the model. First, following the first and fifth 
concepts of Hammer's, the stages with related outputs are combined and the 
optimisation stages are built within the stages, instead of being at the end of the 
process. The process is sequential and can be enhanced by introducing parallel 
activities. The identification of water source and magnitude (stage one) and 
contamination (stage two) could all be combined into one stage; thus, the stages 
are combined into a data input stage concerned with different issues of water 
assessment. Stage three and stage eight can also be combined into one stage that is 
concerned with the disposal options of the different streams assessed earlier. 
Stage five could be distributed among the stages instead of being a separate stage. 
This will make the "process optimisation" stage to be built into all other stages in 
the process instead of being a single stage at the end of the process. This is 
predicted to enhance the quality of the procedure as quality is built into the stages 
rather than being made at one stage of the process. Similarly some tasks of stage 
seven may be built into other stages, hence process optimisation is done in all the 
stages and not at the end of the procedure. 
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Secondly, The process contains of some stages that could be eliminated and/or 
replaced. Stage six, for instance, is not applicable as it asks to calculate the 
number of treatment stages before knowing the treatment types. This stage is 
considered to be false and it should be left to the user to decide later on how many 
trains of treatment are needed to decrease the load on a single equipment 
treatment method. Hence stage six is eliminated and the user is given a comment 
during the final stage telling him whether the recommended equipment is capable 
of achieving the quality requirements or not. This adds more flexibility in the 
procedure and also eliminates improper tasks. Another change is in stage four 
(choosing the location) where the user has to investigate all the possible locations 
and their applicability. Instead all the locations in the process have to be assessed 
\ 
within the design procedure. Hence a set of equipment is recommended at each 
location and the user has a better approach and more flexible choice of the 
location. 
Finally, Some other issues can be added to the new stages to enhance the design 
procedure. This includes the investigation of probable designs of the mixed 
streams. Hence a mixing test is done prior to mixing of different streams to 
investigate complications. Then the streams are mixed and integrated, and the 
probable designs are investigated. This will give a new feature of the design 
procedure and could extend its applicability. Also flexibility is given to the user to 
skip the disposal stage and continue into the final stage, when the disposal route is 
not important to the user and also when the user is not concern about meeting the 
quality requirements at that time as shown in Fig 6.2. 
Following the above a new lop-layer activity model of de oiling is proposed as 
shown in Fig 6.2. 
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STAGE I 
STAGE 2 
Water source 
[input:field inspections! determination 
estimations] Water magnitude Process locations. 
determination Equipment selection and 
[inpuccountryemission Contamination Upstream complications 
regulations] determination 
STAGE 4 [Consider further STAGE 3 
Cost. complexity, maintenance. treatment to meet Quality 
-
space investigation Final required quality] requirements 
... Equipment selection, Secondary and disposal 
stream options options. 
i' {Not consider further treatment to meet reouired oualitvl 
FIG 6.2 A NEW ACTIVITY MODEL OF DEOlLING DECISION SYSlEMS. 
Each stage in the top layer of the design procedure is decomposed into several 
sub-stages as discussed in the following Sections. 
6.2.3 Stage one 
In stage one the mam attention IS on general stream assessment. This reqUires 
certain inputs and generates some calculations that could lead to some major 
conclusions on the compositions, scale generation, and applicability of mixing for 
multi-stream operation. Hence in this stage several stages from the conventional 
procedure are paralleled. Stage one, two and some of the objectives of stage· five 
in the conventional procedure are now fused in one stage. 
The sub-models of this stage and the following stages are titled according to their 
position and level in the process. For example stage l.1 indicates sub stage 1 from 
stage 1 is investigated. On the other hand stage l.l.1.1 shows a fourth 
decomposition of stage 1, and so on. Also, the stages and the sub-stages are titled 
for easier tracing of the processes. The use of a synchronisation condition in the 
activity model indicates simultaneous activities and is used extensively in 
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representing the deoiling decision making, to speed up and improve the process 
where applicable. Figs 6.3-6.17 describe the sub-stages of stage one. 
STAGE 1.1 
Investigate types of waste water in the fie'dr 
Investigate magniwde of each stream 
Investigate chemical composition of I 
eam stream 
I Investigate physical properties of I 
'L each stream J 
[inputfield inspections/ 
l Investigate temperature of each stream 
J I 
-
estimationslreservoir engineering] Investig ate pressure of each stream 
\ J [inputcountry emission Investigate flow rate of each stream 
regulations] 
r Investig ale pipe diameter and material of l_ 
"l each stream I 
Investigate particle distribution data of r 
I ,,'" <lre,m 
"r Investigate mixing of different streams }----t (;f ,nv) 
FIG 6.3 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF WAS1EWA 1ER ASSESSMENT. 
STAGE 1.1.1 
[No] 
g'+----jNot in the scope of this study 10-----="-----' 
(Nol 
[Yes] 
FIG 6.4 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGA TlNG TYPES OF WASTE WA 1ER IN THE FIELD. 
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STAGE 1.1.3 
Investigate dispersed bydrocarbon concentrarions 
Investigate toxic metals 
Investigate corrosion inhibitors 
'1 Investigate demulsifiers 
-I Investigate suspended solids 
-I Investigate salinily(TDS) 
'1 1 Investigate pH 
-I Investigate hardness 
'1 Investigate dissolved O~ 
FIG 6.5 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF EACH STREAM. 
STAGE 1.1.4 
Investigate oil density of each stream 
1 
Invesliglltc water densily of each stream 
Investigate oil viscosity of c:lch strcam 
1 Investigate w:uer viscosity of each stream 
-I 
r 
"1 Investigate surface tension of each SIrC:1m r 
FIG 6.6 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF EACH STREAM. 
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STAGE 1.1.3.1 
~ Investigate Cadmium ~ 
~ Investigate Chromium ~ 
r 1 
l Investigate Copper I 
r 1 
"I Investigate Lead 1 
r 1 ---.. 
"I fnv es tigate Mercury J 
r~nvestigate MOIYbdenum1 
r Investigate Nickel 1 
I "\ J 
r . d' 1 
_I Invesugnte Yana turn I 
r Investigate Zinc 1 
°1 J 
FIG 6.7 AN ACfIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING TOXIC METALS. 
STAGE 1.2 
H Investigate pipeline coalescence 
Warning of scale because of 01 1 
rWaming of environmental toxicityl 
"I because of toxic metals 1 
Warning of pH for discharge I 
Warning of scale because of I------
bardness I 
r Invcuigatc scale because of 1 
l SaSO. and CaSO. 
. rw aming of Emulsion stabilisation 1 
-, because of :~~slence of corrosion J 
!cmic!l.! 
r Investigate use alGBS for 1 
ballast water 
( 
l Investig:ue scale after mixing I 
FIG 6.8 AN ACfIVITY DIAGRAM OF STAGE OUTPUT AND PROCESS STREAM INTEGRATION. 
STAGE 1.2.1 
---------001 Calcuiale Reynolds number 
Pipeline is not efficient for 
coalescing. other type of 
coaJescing devices should be 
used 
Pipeline is efficient in 
coalescing oil droplets. 
which helps separation 
downstream. 
[No] 
[Yes] 
FIG 6.9 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING PIFELINE COALESCENCE. 
STAGE 1.2.2 
No free 02 is found 
r--"-''''-_f'o risk of sca1e bec:J.us 
or free 02 
Is 0,> 5 mgll? 
Existence of free 02 
[Yes] in the stream may cause 
L-'-'-""'--->I extra scale problems 
de-oxygenation is 
recommended. 
FIG 6.] 0 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF WARNING OF SCALE BECAUSE OF O2. 
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STAGE 1.2.3 
[No] 
No risk of environmental 
contamination with toxic 
,----io! su bstances during discharge 
of water down stream 
Is any toxic metal in 
streams >0 mgll? 
(Yes] 
The presence of toxic metals 
will cause environmental 
contamination, revision of 
local emission regulations is 
recommended. 
FIG 6.11 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF WARNING OF ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICITY BECAUSE OF TOXIC 
STAGE 1.2.4 
[No] 
Is pH > 81 
[Yes] 
METALS. 
pH is witbin the discharge limit of 
most couDtries. Investigation 
ofloc31 emission regul:uions is 
recommended. 
pH is in a range where it 
'-__ ->j assisls emulsion stabilising. funlIer 
acidity and alkalinity measures 
are recommended 
FIG 6.12 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF WARNING OF pH FOR DISCHARGE. 
STAGE 1.2.5 
~ _____ ....,.j Investigate minimum hardness 
- that causes scale 
WARNING: Scale may be a 
problem. Precautions must be 
taken to prevent blockage. 
[No] 
No scale problems caused by the 
lObi hardness of the stream 
FIG 6.13 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF WARNING OF SCALE BECAUSE OF HARDNESS. 
STAGE 1.2.6 
No signific3fll scale 
WARNING: Scale 
Investigate Barium ions 
No significant 
scale 
5 (Ba~+or Ca2+) and 
SOl" 
>0 
Investigate Sulphate ions 
[No] 
" solubility of BaSO, or 
CaSO ~>slability 
constants? 
[Yes] 
[Yes) 
> ...... __ ~calculate the solubility 
of BaSO, oreaSO, 
FIG 6.14 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING SCALE FORMATION BECAUSE OF BAS04 AND/OR 
CAS04 (ALKALINE EARTH METALS). 
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STAGE 1.2.7 
o stabilising chemical 
arc found. No risk of 
[No] emulsion stabilisation 
arc chemicals 
>5 mg/l'? 
[Yes] 
because of these 
chemicals. 
Existence of stabilising 
chemicals in the s[ream 
may cause extra problems 
of emulsion stabilisation 
less use of these chemicals 
or coating are recommended 
Where a Iicable 
FIG 6.15 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF W ARNlNG OF EMULSION STABILlSATlON BECAUSE OF 
STAGE 1.2.8 
CORROSION CHEMICALS OR EMULSIFIERS. 
[Yes] For ballast water use Grnvity 
Based Storage(GBS) plus buffer 
water cells to provide protection 
Are dispersed hydrocarbons 
< 40 mgll 
[No] 
GBS are not suitable for 
L---->I ballast water. Another U'eaunent 
is recommended 
FIG 6.16 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING USE OF GBS (GRAVITY BASED SYSTEM). 
STAGE 1.2.9 
Add Barium ions 
concentrntions 
Add Sulphate ions 
concentrations 
No significant scale 1+---------, [No] 
WARNING: Scale 
Is 
solubility of BaS04 or 
CaSO.>stability 
constants? 
[Yes] 
10------' 
No significant 
scale 
[No] 
s (Ba2+or Ca2+) and 
SOl 
>0 
[Yes] 
Calculate the solubility 
>4----1 ofBaS04 orCaS04 
FIG 6.17 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING SCALE FORMATION AFTER MIXING BECAUSE OF 
BASO, AND/OR CAS04. (NOTE: SIMILAR TO STAGE 1.2.6). 
6.2.4 Stage two 
In this stage the emphasis is on understanding the process and the existing 
deoiling equipment. From the process description and equipment specifications 
several outputs could be generated. The process description should take a form of 
location basis. Hence investigations and calculations are done at different 
locations. 
The calculations of Reynolds number, Moody friction factor, mixing intensity can 
provide a means to investigate Hinze equation for all locations, and hence 
generate droplet sizing at different locations. Also, some of these calculations 
could be used to generate some conclusions on the applicability of the equipment 
in the specified locations and any proposed equipment to substitute for the 
existing equipment. The process description should lead to some 
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recommendations on the process conditions and could help in understanding the 
performance of some equipment such as hydrocyclones, etc. 
This stage parallels some important stages in the conventional design but it is 
more sophisticated as it considers different locations for the equipment instead of 
only one location. Stages four, five and seven in the conventional procedure are 
now fused together in stage two. The sub-stages of stage two are shown in Figs 
6.18-6.41. 
STAGE 2.1 
Invcuigatc process description 
Investigate fanning friction factor 
for corresponding Rc numbers 
Calculate mbdng intensity 
at different locations 
Investigate equipment description 
Calculnte Rcynolds number at 
different locations 
Calculate maximum droplet size 
at different locations 
FIG 6.18 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF PROCESS LOCATIONS, EQUIPMENT SELECTION AND UPSTREAM 
COMPLICATIONS. 
STAGE 2.1.1 
Investigate equipment types and location J 
Investigate equipmcm inlet and outlet total I 
flow rates in m 3/s 
,I Investigate equipment inlet and outlet d 
" 
I 
in microns J 
J Investigate equipment inlet and oudet pipeline 1 
1 inner diameters in m ) [-+ 
,I Investigate equipment inlet and outlet solid I 
contents in mgl1 J 
-' 
Investigate equipment inlet and cudet 1 
'L tempernture in degrees C 
I J Investigate equipment inlet and outlet pressure 1 
in kPa (g) ) 
FIG 6.19 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE PROCESS DESCRIPTION. 
STAGE 2.1.1.1 
~! Give user equipmem types to choose from 
~ 
Give each pipeline a number to indictl.te 
a location 
~ 
Ask user to put equipment in sequence 
os in field process in different locations 
FIG 6.20 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING EQUIPMENT TYPES AND WCA TIONS. 
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STAGE 2.2.1.2 
Investigate use of 
cartridge filter. membranes 
and the above 
Investigate use of 
tanks, vessels. plate 
packs, API 
Investigate use of 
centrifuges and 
theabon 
Investigate use of 
bUI,.....:::::,,;.~~RQ[ary hydrocyclones 
and the above 
Investigate use of 
gas flotation 
and the above 
nvesugate use 
f static hydrocyclones 
contents < ""'r-::::::,,;.~~ crushed nulfoJeophilic 
but 2: lOO? media bed filter and 
[No] 
_-A~contents < I 
but ~? 
[No] 
nvesUgate use 0 
sand and dual bed 
filters and 
Investigate use of 
pre-coat fLiters and 
the above 
F]G 6.21 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE APPLICABILITY OF HYDROCARBON 
CONTENTS TO BE LESS OR EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM ALLOWANCE OF EACH EQUIPMENT. 
STAGE 2.1.2 
Investigate type of production separator (if any) 
Investigate type of filter (if any) 
Investiglltc type of gas flotation (if any) 
Investigate type and design of hydrocyclonc 
(if30Y) 
Investigate type and design of coalescing device 
(if any) 
FIG 6.22 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION. 
STAGE 2.1.2.1 
Not considered 
Is it free Waler 
knockout service? 
Is it dehydration service? 
[No] 
Is it heater treater? 
Is it electrostatic 
coalescer? 
[Yes] 
[Yes] 
[Yes] 
, [Yes] 
Specify 
operating f-+ 
temperature? 
in this approach 1-----------------' [No] 
FIG 6.23 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING TIfE TYPE OF PRODUCTION SEPARATOR (IF ANY). 
STAGE 2.1.2.2 
Is it sandldua1; (Y~e,~] ___ _ 
media bed? 
it crushed nUl shell or,,-~-,IY.:.::",,-) ___ -+ 
oleophilic media? 
Is it crutridge filter? 
___ ~IY.::"=),--__ -+ 
[No] 
lJ it pre-coat filter? ..;"-,IY.::,,,::),-__ -+ 
Not considered in 
~~tru=·=s=ap=p=r=o=ac=h~_'~---------J[NOl 
FIG 6.24 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE TYPE OF FILTER (IF ANY). 
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STAGE 2.1.2.3 
Is it induced? 
(Yes] 
[No] 
[Yes] 
Is it dissolved? 
[No] 
Not considered 
in this approach 1-----------------' 
FIG 6.25 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE TYPE OF GAS FLOTATION (IF ANY). 
STAGE 2.1.2.4 
Is it Static? 
[No] 
Is it Rotary? 
[No] 
N at considered 
in this approach I----------~ 
Investigate hydrocyclone body 
diameter in m 
Investigate hydrocyc1onc inlet 
diameter in m 
Investigate hydrocyclone design 
type 
Investigate oil particle diameter 
to tcst hydrocyclone efficiency 
to remove it 
FIG 6.26 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE TYPE AND DESIGN OF HYDROCYCLONE (IF 
ANY). 
STAGE 2.1.2.4.3 
[Yes] 
[Yes] 
[No] 
[Yes] 
[Yes} 
Assume others 
FIG 6.27 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE HYDROCYCWNE DESIGN. 
STAGE 2.1.2.5 
Not considered 
in this approach [No] 
Is it media bed? 
Is it hydraulic? 
[No] 
Is it pipeline? 
Yes] 
Investigate plate 
spacing. 
Investigate 
inclination. 
Investigate inlet 
diameter. 
FIG 6.28 AN ACTIVITY DIAGR'AM OF INVESTIGATING THE TYPE AND DESIGN OF COALESCING DEVICE 
(IF ANY). 
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STAGE 2.2 
STAGE 2.2.1 
Investigate use of different (new) deoiling 
e ui ment at different lant locations 
Give recommendations to ease and help the 
deoiling systems b eliminating corn lications 
Investigate the effects of hydrocarbon feed 
concentrations on the existing equipment 
Investigate the effects of hydrocarbon droplet 
size on the existing equipment and any proposed 
chemical addition. 
Investigate the effects of inlet solid concentrations 
Investigate space and maintenance 
re uiremenls of che existing e i ment 
Check design of the existing gravity settlers and 
check the rfonnance of hydroc clones (if any) 
Check if different pipelines in the process 
ramote coalescence 
Investigate and size of sampling quills at different 
locations to maintain isokinetic conditions for 
dro let size sam Iin . 
FIG 6.29 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF STAGE Two OlITPUT. 
Investigate applicability of particle size 
to be higher or equal to the minimum size 
se arnled beach e ui ment 
Investigate applicability of hydrocarbon 
contents to be less or equal to the maximum 
allowance of each e ui ment 
Investigate applicability of pressure to fall 
within the range of each equipment 
Investigate applicability of temperature to fall 
within the safe range of each equipment 
Investigate applicability of solid contents 
to be less than or equal to the maximum 
allowance of each e ui ment 
FIG 6.30 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGA TlNG THE USE OF DIFFERENT (NEW) DEOILlNG 
EQUIPMENT AT DIFFERENT PLANT LOCATIONS . 
. . _---_ .. 
STAGE 2.2.1.1 
Investig.ue use of 
[Yes lllnks and vessels, 
Is size ~ISO microns? API separators. 
[No] 
IYes1 Investigate use of plate pack sepnrators 
{No] 
s sizc< 60 microns [Yes 
Investigate use of 
b.ydrocyclones. 
and 2:8? centrifuges. gas 
flotation, fillers and 
mcmbrtlllcs 
(Nol 
Investigate use of 
[Yes ccnlrifuges. gas 
and :<!:2 flotation, filters and 
membranes 
[No] 
[y" Investigate use of 
filters and 
membranes 
Not considered in 
this approach [Nol 
FIG 6.31 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE APPUCABILITY OF PARTICLE SIZE TO BE 
HIGHER OR EQUAL TO THE MINIMUM SIZE SEPARATED BY EQUIPMENT. 
STAGE 2.2.1.3 
pumping prior to use of 
::my deoiling equipment 
Investigate use of 
rotary hydrocyclones 
and the above 
use of tanks. 
CPI sandldua1 bed 
pee-coat filters, 
membranes and the above 
filters, 
bed, pec-coat filters. -:':::.j~~~~~::::::::=l~~ gas flotation.centrifuges, 
- rotary hydrocyclones 
pressure::S; I()(r-=:::,L~~ 
bUl>50? 
separntioos 
pressure S 'li'--:::::~~i==~~~~;:::,~~='l bUD-IO? ;:11 Investigate use of gas 
flotation, centrifuges, APJ, 
tanks and vessels and the above 
FIG 6.32 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE APPLICABILITY OF PRESSURE TO FALL 
WITHIN THE RANGE OF EACH EQUIPMENT. 
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STAGE 2.2.1.4 
Investigate use coolio 
[y" prior use of other 
Is temper. >110 °C? deoiling equipment 
[No) Investigate use of 
s temper :s; 110 [Yes) hydrocyclones and 
but > 80? the above 
[No) 
Is temper:s; 80 [y" Investigllle use of 
but >65? centrifuges 
and the above 
[No) 
Investigate use of 
[y" tanks. vessels, APt CPI 
fllters. membranes 
[No) and the above 
[Yes) Investigat:e use of 
gas fIotlltion and 
the above. 
Investigate use of 
[No) heating before use 
of any deoiling 
ui ment 
FIG 6.33 AN ACnVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE APPUCABILITY OF TEMPERATURE TO FALL 
WITHIN THE RANGE OF EACH EQUIPMENT. 
STAGE 2.2.1.5 
[y" Investigate use of tanks 
e coments >10000 mgl]? and vessels with 
ol'd , ., 
[No) 
contents SI [Yes) Investigate use APlor 
but >Iooo? centrifuges aod the above 
[No) 
{Yes] Investigate use induced 
gas flotation and the above 
Investigate use of rotary 
hydrocycloncs and the 
above 
Investigate use of static 
hydrocycJones and the 
""'" [No] nvestigate use of Crushed 
contents :ss [Yes} nut shelUoleophilic fillers. 
but>IO? Sand/dual media filters. dissolved gas flotation 
[No] and the above 
e contents SI (Yes] Investigate use of 
lnvesligate use of but>5? cartridge filters nnd 
the above membranes and the [No) 
above 
FIG 6.34 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE APPLICABILITY OF SOLID CONTENTS TO BE 
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM ALLOWANCE OF EACH EQUIPMENT. 
------- - - .. -
------- ~--~---
STAGE 2.2.2 
Recommend use of low shear pumps instead of 
other urn $ (if an ) 
Recommend use of coalescing devices wirhin 
rim se arntion e ui ment (if an ) 
Recommend use of control valves downstt'eam 
not upstteam the deoiling equipment where 
a Iicable if an 
Recommend use of continuous dehydration 
instead ofbalch deh mation jra licable (jran ) 
Recommend not exceeding the maximum 
h drocarbon allowance of each e . men! (if an ) 
Recommend not exceeding the maximum 
solid allowance of each e ui ment (if an ) 
Recommend to locale equipmcm where oil droplets 
sizeslJlfc giving the best perfonnance of 
u· e t 
Recommend low use of treatment chemicals and 
best locations of chemical use 
FIG 6.35 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF GIVING RECOMMENDATIONS TO EASE AND HELP THE DEOILING 
SYSTEMS BY ELIMINATING COMPLICATIONS. 
STAGE 2.2.3 
Warning: He contents 
are higher than 
equipment limit. 
Blockage or failure is 
expected 
[Yesl 
Investigate type of 
equipment 
Investigate whether He 
contents are within maximum 
Hmil of equipment 
There is no complication 
due to high He contents 
for that equipment 
FIG 6.36 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF HYDROCARBON FEED 
CONCENTRATIONS ON THE EXISTING EQUIPMENT. 
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STAGE 2.2.4 
Warning: Droplet size is 
lower than the equipment 
Hmil. Failure and lower 
efficiency is expected 
Investigate flocculation 
Investigate type of 
equipment 
Investigate whether droplet size 
is within minimum limit of 
equipment 
Yes] There is no complication L_--;-_.1!.~ ___ --.I due to smaller droplet sizes 
for that equipment 
FIG 6.37 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF HYDROCARBON-DROPLET SIZE 
ON THE EXISTING EQUIPMENT AND ANY PROPOSED CHEMICAL ADDlTlON. 
STAGE 2.2.5 
Warning: Inlet solids are 
higher than equipment 
limit. Blockage or failure 
is expected 
Investigate type of 
equipment 
Investigate whether inlet solid 
concentration is within 
maximum limit of equipment 
There is no complication 
due to high solid contents 
for that equipment 
FIG 6.38 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGA TlNG THE EFFECTS OF INLET SOLID CONCENTRA TlONS 
ON THE EXISTING EQUIPMENT. 
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STAGE 2.2.6 
J Investigate type of 
J l equipment 
~ 
1 1 
Investigate if equipment needs Investigate if equipment is big 
continuous maintenance and heavy 
Give comments according to Give comments according to 
equipment maintenance requir1ments equipment size and weight 
FIG 6.39 AN ACflVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE SPACE AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
OF THE EXISTING EQUIPMENT. 
STAGE 2.2.7 
! 1 l Check if gravity seulers are 
present in the field l Check if hydrocyclone is J present in the field 
Follow design guidelines Follow design guideline.s 
for different gravity for hydrocyclones 
settlers 
FIG 6.40 AN ACflVITY DIAGRAM OF CHECKING THE DESIGN OF THE EXISTING GRAVITY SETTLERS 
AND CHECK THE PERFORMANCE OF HYDROCYCWNES (IF ANY). 
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STAGE 2.2.8 
-
-------+1 Calculate Reynolds number 
at eacb location 
Pipeline is not efficient for 
coalescing. other type of 
coalescing devices should be 
u,ed 
Pipeline is efficient in 
coalescing oil droplets. 
which helps separation 
downstream. 
Investigate best mixing intensity 
range for deoiling at each location 
FIG 6.41 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE PIPELINE COALESCENCE AT EACH 
LOCATION IN THE DESCRIDED PROCESS. 
6.2.5 Stage three 
This stage is mainly concerned with the disposal options of the different streams. 
The stage requires some data such as the quality requirements of the end users and 
the disposal formation conditions. The stage then specifies different disposal 
routes for the water streams. The stage substitutes stage eight and some of the 
objectives of stage five in the conventional procedure. Some other outputs on 
scale prediction when mixing the streams with other injection water are also done, 
hence helping in easing and solving any complications before disposal is decided. 
The different sub-stages of this stage are described in Figs 6.42-6.51. 
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STAGE 3.1 
Investigate country and country's hydrocarbon I 
emission regulations J 
Ask user to give company's I dischar~e limits 
,I Investigate whether operations are 
1 constalloffshore/inland I----J 
"[ Investigate removed solid upstream of disposal 
J Investigate existence of bacteriological solids 1 
'[ 1 
-' Investigate fonnation conditions and end uses 1 
'L J 
-' Investigate use of other injection waters I 1 J 
FIG 6.42 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF THE QUALITY REQUIREMENTS AND DISPOSAL OPTIONS. 
STAGE 3.1.1 
Investigate coastal countries' list 1 
Invcsligatc inland countries' list 
Investigate offshore countries' list 1 
Give user choice of country (type OUI) 1 
FIG 6.43 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE COUNTRY AND COUNTRY'S HYDROCARBON 
EMISSION REGULATIONS. 
: 
STAGE 3.1.3 
Operation coastal? 
(Yes] 
[No] 
Operation inland? 
[Yes1 
[No] 
[Yes] 
FIG 6.44 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING WHETHER OPERA nONS ARE 
COAST AlioFFSHORE/INLAND. 
STAGE 3.1.6 
.1 Investigate if swelling of clays r---1 
1 Investigate if movement of formation fines r---1 
1 Investigate if tolerance is high or low 1 
J Investigate scale because of BaSO~ and caSo, I L 1 
-' Investigate if stimulation is possible I 
·t J 
.I Investigate if end uses are domestic/agricultural I 
-t or industrial J 
FIG 6.45 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE FORMATION CONDITIONS AND END USES. 
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STAGE 3.1.7 
Not considered 
in this approach )+------' 
Investigate flow rate 
Investigate scale 
became ofBaS04 
and CaSO. 
Investigate solids 
Investigate free 02 
Investigate if bacteria 
Investigate if toxic 
metals 
FIG 6.46 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING TIfE USE OF OTlfER INJECTION WATERS. 
STAGE 3.2 
---1 Investigate possibility of surface 
disposal ~ 
Investigate possibility of water 
injection for production 
enhancement! penneability 
impainnent investigation 
---1 Investigate possibility of r disposal injection 
FIG 6.47 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF STAGE THREE OUTPUT. 
STAGE 3.2.1 
Investigate whether coastal 
(list eaun ) limit is satisfied 
Investigate wbether inland 
(list eaun ) limit is satisfied 
Investigate wbether offshore 
(list country) limit is satisfied 
FIG 6.48 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBILITY OF SURFACE DISPOSAL. 
STAGE 3.2.2 
[Yes) 
Consider disposal injection 
Consider oilier injection waters! 
Seal riverl Lake conditions! 
compositions (if any) 
Consider production water 
conditions/compositions 
FIG 6.49 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBILITY OF WATER INJECTION FOR 
PRODUCTION ENHANCEMENTI PERMEABILITY IMPAIRMENT INVESTIGATION. 
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STAGE 3.2.2.1 
Investigate scale when mixing 
Investigate introduction of bacteria 
to formation 
Investigate introduction of toxic 
metals to formation 
Consider formation capabilities 
and conditions 
FIG 6.50 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF CONSIDERING THE OTHER INJECTION WATER CONDmONS (IF 
ANY). 
STAGE 3.2.3 
r Considc:r fonnation tolc:rance 
-I 
r Consider formation stimulation 
-I 
,I, 
r 
-I Consider formation end uses 
,I, 
. rConsider hydrocarbon quality I!: andl 
rl comnare with malt. of 40 m 
FIG 6.51 AN ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBILITY OF DISPOSAL- INJECTION. 
6.2.6 Stage four 
In this stage rating of the equipment generated in stage two is done by means of 
an expert system rating. This stage investigates costs, complexity, space 
requirements and maintenance requirements of probable equipment. Hence the 
recommended equipment will be the one which gives the lowest rating. The stage 
also provides a set of comments for all the probable equipment in stage two. This 
is to give more flexibility in the design and more options for the users. This stage 
also investigates mixing different streams. It calculates different properties of the 
mixed streams and hence recommends the probable equipment for the mixed 
streams. This stage adds the integration of streams, which is not explicitly found 
in the conventional procedure. It also combines stages eight and nine in the 
! 
conventional procedure. The activity diagrams of the stage are illustrated in Figs 
6.52 and 6.53. 
STAGE 4.1 
Compare costs of standard sizes of equipment 
(if any) by usin user and ex n rating 
Compare weight and space of standard sizes of 
e ui ment(if an ) b usin user and ex rt ratin 
Compare maintenance of equipment (if any) by 
usin user and ex ert ratin 
Compare maintenance of equipment (if any) by 
USlO user and ex eft ratin 
Compare generation of secondary streams in 
equipment and illustrate some treatment methods for 
second streams if an 
Investigate the new generated streams of mixing 
and their properties and all the above 
FIG 6.52 AN ACnVITY DIAGRAM OF STAGE FOUR TASKS. 
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STAGE 4.1.6 
Investigale resulting temperaturer--. 
of mixed streams 
Investigate resulting pressure ~ of mixed streams 
Investigate resulting density ~ 
of mixed streams 
I--
Investigate resulting viscosity r 
of mixed streams 
Investigate resulting common f---o droplet size of mixed streams 
Investigate resulting solid and oi 
'/---> compositions of mixed streams 
Investigate possible equipment 
for the mixed streams and whether 
further treatment is needed to 
achieve the quality required 
FIG 6.53 AN ACrIVITY DIAGRAM OF INVESTIGATING THE NEW GENERATED STREAMS OF MIXING AND 
THEIR PROPERTIES AND THE PROPOSED DEOILING EQUIPMENT. 
6.3 People consideration 
The different stages of deoiling design involve different people. The involvement 
of people in the design process is mainly done through a referral route. 
Contractors are mainly offered the opportunity for the design hence, insufficient 
utilisation of engineers within the host organisation is made. In this section, 
Hammer's concepts are considered and applied to the role of people in the 
deoiling organisation. The effect of the reengineering is expected to reduce costs 
and also increase productivity of engineers within the organisation. 
Many points of change are proposed to improve the people productivity and 
reduce cost and time of design. Firstly, it is proposed that one party perform the 
decision-making instead of different parties to perform each task. In this point 
conceptual engineering is given more authority in the decision-making. Hence, 
instead of having petroleum engineers, production engineers and the conceptual 
engineers to contribute to each stage of the design, only conceptual engineers 
perform the design of the deoiling systems. The conceptual engineers should be 
given access to electronic databases of the other groups to gather the information 
needed for the design and have the authority of design decisions providing 
external investigation of the design. This change was done following concepts two 
and three of Hammer's concepts. 
Secondly, it is proposed to generate electronic databases of information for all the 
deoiling systems departments to provide a basis of design. All databases should be 
accessible by conceptual engineers and be updated. For example, databases of 
petroleum data, production chemistry analysis and field location and status (of 
production engineering) have to be provided and kept updated with any change. 
I 
This will make information gathering and the design time shorter and will 
eliminate information cascading described in concept three of Hammer's 
concepts. Also, these databases will link conceptual engineers with all other 
departments without the need for any geographical links. In other words, 
following the use of advances of information technology, the electronic databases 
will link geographically dispersed departments as being centralised. This point 
contributes to concept four and seven of Hammer's concepts. 
Finally, by providing a controllable decision support system of the design 
procedure, other capable parties could be trained to perform the design. These 
parties such as field-workers will be given the authority for decisions, as they are 
more aware of the process needs. Hence control is provided and also productivity 
of field workers is increased. This point contributes to concept six of Hammer's 
concepts. 
By applying the above points to the design people a new deoiling activity model 
of the involved persons is obtained as shown in Fig 6.54. In this figure, the 
conceptual designs could be done by conceptual engineers or experienced 
fieldworkers. The engineer co-operates with other departments through electronic 
databases and is responsible for conceptual design decision making. In order to 
build control into the design procedure, it has to be implemented through a 
Decision Support System (DSS) with built-in-control elements, hence guiding the 
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designer. This system has to offer multi-access to all the design parties in order to 
provide management investigation and hence the reliability of design is enhanced. 
The engineer (either the field or conceptual design engineer) is given the authority 
for making decisions, provided that management is capable of accessing the 
design procedure during the decision-making iterations. The conceptual design is 
then referred to the design group for detailed design and to project engineers for 
design implementation afterwards. 
In Fig 6.54 a proposal for a direct interaction between the electronic databases and 
the deoiling DSS is provided for future work. This shall make the decision of 
\ 
deoiling even quicker with every change of data. However, this approach has to 
provide sufficient control elements to avoid any data exchange errors, hence 
getting less reliable decisions. Due to many difficulties, this approach is not 
considered in this thesis, as the interaction of conceptual engineers with electronic 
databases is only achieved manually at the present time. 
__ -------_--.tElectronic dat_a_bas-es--__ 
Experienced field 
workers 
)+-__ -.{ Conceptual Engineering 
group 
Management monitoring l+-----t!- Design 
DSS 
Conceptual Engineering ) .... __ ~ 
group 
Project Engineering )+-__ -j 
group 
Detailed 
design 
Electronic 
database 
Experienced field 
workers 
Production chemistry 
Petroleum engineering 
Production engineering 
FIG 6.54 A NEW PROPOSAL FOR ENGINEERING PEOPLE INVOLVEMENT AFTER IMPLEMENTING BPR 
CONCEPTS. 
6.4 Summary 
The conventional procedure of deoiling decisions and designs can be improved by 
implementing two of the most recent but beneficial sciences: Activity modelling 
and Business Process Reengineering (BPR). The use of activity modelling will 
allow a deeper analysis of the present people involvement and the decision 
procedure of deoiling systems and hence, will help in allocating the weakness 
points in the system. Activity modelling is done through the use of UML activity 
diagrams. Activity titles were added to indicate level and position of the sub-
stages. 
\ 
BPR concepts are mainly concerned about limiting the information cascading of 
the process and giving the decision authority to the activity workers. The activity 
of deoiling decision making is also improved by changing its tasks sequence to a 
more parallel and applicable four-stage system. The Design DSS has to offer 
many features, in order to accomplish the new people consideration. These 
features include multi-user access to allow the management to monitor the design 
development and also to allow for many people within the design party to 
contribute to the design hence, to increase the reliability of the design. Also it is 
proposed to have as many as possible of electronic databases for the conceptual 
engineers to access and use in the design process. These databases are related to 
the different departments that contribute to the design. 
The reengineering of the conventional design procedure and the corresponding 
people could lead to improvements into both the design procedure and the 
productivity of design people. It also could contribute to shortening the design 
time and design costs through the elimination of design contracts and enhancing 
the efficiency of the engineers within the organisation. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
" It is also important to allow 
flexibility in the enactment of 
processes to ensure that the 
people's time is used as 
effectively as possible, giving 
people the choice of what to do 
and when to do it." 
"The integration of available 
tools is an important aspect of 
enterprise modelling, in some 
cases because the tools can 
directly support modelling 
activities, and in other cases 
because the tools support some 
of the operations of the 
organisation. " 
" Support must be provided to 
take care of technical details 
and to ensure that the given 
flexibility does not result in 
confusion and that processes are 
carried out effectively." 
(Stader, 1998) 
7. CODES: Conceptual Design of deoiling 
Systems: requirements and implementation 
In the prevIOus chapter a new activity model of the deoiling system design 
procedure was proposed. In order to support the new procedure, a new decision 
support system called CODES (COnceptual DEsign of deoiling Systems) is 
created. It allows the user to interact with the design stages and produce decisions 
I 
regarding deoiling alternatives and optimisation methods. CODES also allows 
many users to contribute to the design process by offering multi-user access. 
Additional features such as support of annotation and discussions, and hyper-links 
to useful web sites are also provided. 
In this chapter the design of CODES is discussed in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 
discusses the implementation of CODES using the specified support tools and 
Section 7.3 summarises the contents of this chapter. 
7.1 Design 
CODES has to support the new procedure, which has four stages. Hence CODES 
has four basic components, one for each stage. Each stage includes input, 
comments and recommendations. Some stages have also calculations. Data from 
each stage are automatically linked to other stages to trigger calculations or 
commentary sections. Other feature of CODES is the allowance of multi-access, 
which allows different users to contribute to the design. Thus the design can be 
monitored by the management and is not an isolated activity. This feature is 
believed to increase the reliability of design, as the designers are aware of 
investigation, hence less prone to errors. 
The system general architecture is shown in Fig 7.1. CODES provides a user 
interface with the four stages and also shows interaction of different stages with 
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each other. Each stage has its own components and configuration, but it is 
correlated with other stages and contributes to the final configuration of design. 
Calc.: Calculations 
Recommend.: Recommendations 
FIG 7.1 THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF CODES. 
7.2 Design implementation 
7.2.1 System components 
CODES consists of four stages, each with different components, and a user 
interface. Each of these is discussed in the following sections. 
7.2.1.1 Stage one (wastewater assessment) components 
Initially the conceptual engineer collects data from the field with assistance of the 
field workers, from petroleum engineering forecast estimations and asks for a full 
chemical analysis from the production chemistry department. In this way the 
water source and its magnitude are estimated and the contaminant level and 
droplet size distribution are evaluated. 
The chemical analysis of the process streams provides the basis for contamination 
detection. In this stage many investigations are made depending on the input. The 
possibility of scale due to the existence of O2, barium, calcium and sulphate is 
investigated. The pH of streams is also investigated to see if it is suitable for 
deoiling processes. 
Many other investigations are done such as emulsion stabilisation due to existence 
of corrosion chemicals. Calculations of stream Reynolds number and the 
corresponding flow regimes are done in this stage. This stage needs input data 
regarding droplet size distribution and it also calculates droplet size using Hinze's 
equation. This kind of calculation can be compared to the real size data and may 
I 
help in studying the suitability of Hinze's equation to a particular case study. It 
should be stated that Hinze's equation is known to be inaccurate as it is only used 
for unstable oil-in-water emulsions and in the absence of free gas. In this stage, 
and in the case of two or more wastewater streams are being investigated, a 
mixing test is performed to test for scale production (due to earth alkaline metals). 
This stage in all cases provides remarks about scale formation due to mixing and 
asks the user whether to proceed with mixing or not. From the above 
investigations, the process stream integration is done by indicating the possibility 
of stream mixing and suggestions to overcome any process complications due to 
the composition and inlet conditions of the different water streams. Compared to 
the task-based procedure, this single step gathers step one, two, five and nine into 
one stage. The source identification, magnitude identification, contamination 
investigation, and upstream complications resolving are all done simultaneously 
instead of four different stages. 
In this stage a new approach is added, which is the investigation of mixing and 
scale formation. This kind of investigation integrates the process streams with 
each other and provides a better view of the process variables. The stage's 
requirements, in other words its input and outputs are summarised in Table 7.1. 
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7.2.1.2 Stage two (equipment alternatives at different locations and process 
analysis) components 
Most of the decision making is done in this stage. In this stage the conceptual 
engineer is interacting mostly by considering the process description. This will 
include the existing equipment types, general specifications, pipeline inner 
diameters, total flows, temperatures, pressures, solid concentrations, oil 
concentrations and some droplet size specifications such as Dso. This data IS 
necessary to reduce the decision-making errors due to inaccurate estimations. 
Table 7.1 Stage one inputs and outputs. 
The data is then processed through the stage to generate a proposed set of deoiling 
equipment at different locations of the production process. In other words, instead 
of having other parties decide a location for the equipment and to save time and 
reduce decision errors, the DS (Decision Support system) investigates each 
location in the process and decide what sort of equipment is suitable at each 
particular location. This is better than stage four in the sequential procedure, 
which selects one location for the deoiling equipment, giving less flexibility and 
higher error. 
The process integration within the stage starts with investigating the existing 
equipment specifications and finds out any correlated suggestions that may 
enhance the deoiling process. Also the impact of process conditions such as 
temperature and pressure on the existing equipment is investigated. 
Investigations on solid handling, hydrocarbon handling, chemical additions, and 
droplet size effects on the performance of the existing equipment are also 
considered. This stage also investigates space and maintenance requirements of 
the field equipment and checks the design of any existing gravity settlers. 
Also this stage tests the performance of hydrocyclones (if any) and checks 
I 
whether the pipelines act as sufficient coalescing devices by providing the 
appropriate mixing intensity. Finally, in this stage the design of line quills for 
droplet size sampling is calculated at different process location, providing an extra 
tool of process enhancement. 
The stage's requirements are summarised in Table 7.2. 
7.2.1.3 Stage three (disposal options) components 
In this stage the quality requirements and the disposal recommendation for 
different wastewater streams is investigated. The stage starts with user interaction 
again by specifying firm emission limits and the country of production to ·see if 
the environmental specifications are exceeded. The user then specifies the type of 
location of the production field (offshore, inland or coastal) and some other 
important data such as reservoir state to investigate any impairment if water 
injection is recommended, and the specifications of other injection waters if 
applicable to investigate mixing impacts and scale formation. 
The process integration is applied agam within the stage to specify disposal 
options regarding the user data and the disposal formation specifications. Also, 
the integration includes the impact and possibilities for mixing with other waters 
prior to disposal through injection. The stage's input and outputs are summarised 
in Table 7.3. 
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7.2.1.4 Stage four (equipment rating, configuration, control and stream 
integration) components 
In this final stage, the set of equipment generated in stage three is compared 
according to their costs, ease, complexity, space, maintenance requirements and 
the quality requirement. In this stage the conceptual engineer can contribute to 
equipment rating according to his needs, otherwise proceed with the automatic 
rating given by the expert system. 
The stage recommends one or more deoiling equipment according to their ratings. 
Furthermore, the stage suggests disposal routes for any secondary stream 
generated from the equipment and highlights some of the recommended control 
! 
configurations for particular equipment. 
This stage also integrates the mixed streams (if any) and gives all the above 
recommendations for each mixture. This stage gives a better view than task six in 
the old procedure as, after choosing an equipment according to the engineer's 
wish, it will automatically indicate whether that equipment is enough to satisfy the 
quality requirements. 
The preference of the proposed four-stage procedure over the nine-stage 
conventional procedure is not only because there are fewer tasks to accomplish, 
but also because process stream integration and optimisation is done in parallel to 
the decision process. The integration step in the sequential procedure is preferred 
at the end of the design process, which contradicts sensible engineering practice. 
The integration of process streams in this project starts with the overall process of 
deoiling design. The new DS has to offer other preference points such as multi-
user accessibility and use of computer tools, which are discussed further in the 
next section. Many design instructions are not shown in the activity modelling due 
to being confidential. The stage's requirements are summarised in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4 Stage four inputs and outputs. 
-'lnput§ ;' .. 
In order to achieve the inputs and outputs shown in the prevIOus section and 
integrate them in the new people involvement of de oiling designs several criteria 
have to be satisfied. The system has to have an acceptable front end that is capable 
of linking the different stages with each other and provide multiple access for 
design engineers and the corresponding management, This multiple -access will 
allow design investigation, design study and design discussions. CODES has also 
to sort out the support tools at each stage. These support tools have to be linked to 
the front end and are capable of unlimited designs. 
7.2.1. User interface 
7.2.2.1 Front end environment 
CODES has to provide an appropriate user environment where a user can start the 
overall decision-making system. This environment must be user-friendly and 
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works as the front and the end of the DS. In other words the front-end 
environment has to provide access for the user, or multiple users, to the DS and 
guide them across the different stages of the DS. Also, the front end has to be 
capable of linking to useful computer tools such as word processors and 
spreadsheets. 
7.2.2.2 Stage performing tool 
In order to accomplish the different tasks and activities of different stages of the 
deoiling DS mentioned earlier in Section 7.1.1 it is necessary to find a proper tool 
that is capable of calculating and presenting different associated inputs and 
outputs. The tool has to be handy and simple. Also, the tool must be reliable and 
fast to go through the different tasd of the DS. 
7.2.2.3 System integration tool 
As CODES in being integrated with other engineering-related systems, it must 
contain a tool, which is capable of automating the integration with these systems. 
This tool has to provide suitable and successful links to other related systems for 
appropriate integration. For example, it can be linked to documentary or detailed 
design systems. Also it can provide a design specifications (in an Excel data file, 
that easily can be converted by the user to hislher preferred data file format) for 
any equipment supplier to perform the equipment sizing and specifications. This 
tool can also be part of the front-end environment. 
The above requirements will help in promoting the following objectives: 
• Improved design time 
The use of computer support will reduce significantly the time to carry out a DS 
by simply guiding a user through the appropriate tools and performing the 
necessary calculations. 
• Decision investigation and integration 
Decision investigation can be achieved by allowing different members of a design 
team or management to be linked to the design performing tools where they can 
watch and monitor the proceeding of the DS. This facility will also help in 
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integrating the design process with other links to related systems, hence widen the 
applicability of the system. 
• Decision flexibility 
Every set of input data in the DS will have different influences on the decisions 
and outputs. The use of computer automation will allow different decision 
alternatives to be investigated much more quickly. For example, the process 
conditions can be aliered in order to investigate the applicability of particular 
equipment. These conditions may include temperature, pressure, contaminants 
level of process streams, etc. The changes may lead to consideration of the use of 
coolers, heaters, valves or contaminant removers prior to any deoiling equipment. 
Computer automation will help the user to investigate many DS alternatives by 
I 
simply "playing" with the input. Hence the provision of design flexibility could 
enhance the process. 
7.3 Computer tools 
As described in Chapter Two computers are used widely in aiding the petroleum 
processes to overcome the long time required for design and to reduce errors in 
calculations. For deoiling systems it is necessary to implement the new design 
procedure using computers in order to demonstrate the advantages over traditional 
manual design methods. In other words, computers have to be used to automate 
the changes made to the deoiling decision systems, and therefore, it will be 
possible to integrate the system with the new engineering practice shown earlier in 
Fig 6.2.1. The use of computer tools can reduce decision time and can also 
introduce decision investigation and control. Many ready-made computer 
packages can be used to accomplish this automation. However CODES was 
implemented through very familiar and simple computer tools such as Netscape 
Communicator and Microsoft Excel. These computer programs are commonly 
available and are user friendly and, therefore, they could reduce or even eliminate 
any associated costs with the implementation process. 
In the search for suitable computer tools to satisfy the system requirements of 
CODES three aspects were taken into consideration. The tools have to be: 
• friendly tools 
• common and cheap tools 
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• flexible tools 
Many existing software packages could be used to generate the front-end of 
CODES, but it was found that generating a web page through a common web 
browser such a Netscape Communicator can provide sufficient elements of the 
DS. The Netscape Browser can make links to different other programs such as 
word processors and spreadsheets, etc. It also can work as an integrating tool 
through linking to other systems and parties or linking to more guidance 
documentation, or web sites. The web page can be distributed in a local network 
and hence used by management to provide investigation and/or control. The use 
of a Netscape Browser does not require any programming skills and it is simple 
and effective. The web page through Netscape can also provide project annotation 
through the facility of e-mail and therefore allows different users to discuss and 
resolve different issues of the DS. 
For the CODES handling and performing calculations, Excel spreadsheets offer a 
powerful decision generation tool through the use of Visual Basic macros. Excel 
is well known for performing fast calculations and, therefore, can be used to 
generate the needed mathematical calculations for the different stages of the new 
deoiling decision system. Excel is easy to use and can be linked to the Netscape 
Browser provided an appropriate plug-in is present. The use of these two familiar 
computer tools will make CODES a user-friendly tool hence fewer user 
instructions are needed. 
7.4 Implementation issues 
7.4.1 Front end 
In order to link all the spreadsheets that represents the new stages of the deoiling 
process design, a tool is needed to link all the files together in a simple acceptable 
form. This was considered and a web page was created in order to provide a front 
end of the decision system. The web page was created in the Netscape 
Communicator browser and simply represented to show the different stages and 
their proper links. The page also uses the facilities provided by any web page such 
as the multi-user access and links to other web sites that are related to the deoiling 
design process. These features provide design investigation, flexibility and design 
simplicity, as most people are aware of navigating the web. Fig 7.1 shows the web 
page with the related plug-in. The plug in is needed to provide proper links to 
Excel files and to accommodate any changes to them. The activity applet shown 
in Fig 7.1 is a Java file that is needed to facilitate the linking and provides a means 
of opening different files simultaneously. 
~Java Console ~~ EJ 
FIG 7.1 THE FRONT-END PAGE AND THE ASSOCIATED PLUG-IN, ACTrVlTY APPLET AND ANNOTATION 
TOOL. 
7.4.2 Calculations 
In each stage and in order to achieve some of the outputs shown earlier in tables 
7.1-7.4 some necessary calculations are made. In some cases the calculations are 
applied through Visual basic codes (plus conditional functions such as IF AND, 
OR and THEN) or through the normal routines (only conditional functions) in 
Excel. VB scripts are linked to certain associated input cells (arguments), or/and 
previousl y calculated values that are needed in the calculations. The number of 
arguments per code is limited, hence the codes have to specify the most related 
arguments or break down the results by using several codes for each output. 
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7.4.2.1 Stage one 
In this stage three VB codes are used for calculating the actual density, Moody 
friction factor and the mixing intensity of the streams. Eight Excel routines are 
used for calculating Reynolds number, specifying the flow regime, Hinze's 
droplet sizes and the actual masses of five droplet grades specified by the user. If 
the user uses less than four streams (maximum number of streams per run), then 
the stage responds by indicating "n/a" (non-applicable) in the appropriate cells. 
The corresponding VB codes used in the stage are shown in Table 7.5. An 
example of using a VB code in this stage is shown in Fig 7 .2. 
Estimated particle size: 
lIIIIacro fUnction used to 
calculate mlxlnB Intanslrv 
ealmale lh. fanning friction factor using 
f- ~ ... __ =.==J in/a __ ... J 
thlll milling Intensity: 
o.o3sim21&3 rnz;:=--- ---, :~ 
• - 351 cmZIsJ nla nla 
roughly Ih. maximum droplet -':ca (In mll:l'om) __ .IInl'llln9 ulUt.bl. emulsion: 
(Hln"a equation' 
C::::::li!BO!!"~lmICfons (;;lnl1;.C:==Jlmlc:rtu .. (;;lnI!!;.C:::Jlmlaons (;;lnl1;.C:::Jlmlcrons 
If stabl. emulsion (normally tha case) the droplats .r. going to ba ..,...nar and If fr •• gaD alii ... lh. aquatlon '- not valid. 
orde, to make It mar. rall.ble tha maMlm.,," ab. Is multiplied by 11 (.CUI" pla_ antar your raCUlr or oth.~ plint ""_ 
modify Hln". aquatJon: ! 0.02001 
sugg~lI!Id dro,,'e, slz8 Is: 
L-_.::,62:oJlmh::ra ... l "'nI:.:. __ --llm'crans ",lnI:.:.,--,lm,cro ... ",lnI:.:.,--,lm'crons 
FIG7.2 A VB CODE (MACRO) IN STAGE ONE. 
7.4.2.2 Stage two 
In this stage three VB codes are used for specifying the flow regimes, Moody 
friction factor, mixing intensity at nine different locations of the process. In other 
words some of the VB codes used in stage one are reused in stage two, but now 
more than once for each stream (as nine different locations are investigated rather 
than only the inlet). Eighteen routines are used for calculating the Reynolds 
number and the Hinze droplet sizes at the nine locations, specified by the user. If 
the user uses fewer locations the stage responds by indicating "n/a" (non-
applicable) in the appropriate cells. The corresponding VB codes used in the stage 
are shown in Table 7.5. 
7.4.2.3 Stage three 
In this stage no calculations are made. 
7.4.2.4 Stage four 
In this stage the calculations are made on the integrated streams. In other words, 
once the user asks to mix different streams together with different probabilities 
(10 different probabilities for mixing four streams) the corresponding calculations 
are triggered. Thirteen VB codes are used to calculate different temperatures, solid 
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contents, hydrocarbon contents, densities, and the estimated droplet sizes of the 
different probable streams. Also, thirteen routines are used to trigger the probable 
pressures, actual masses of droplet grades, mass fractions of droplet grades and 
the total mass fraction of the different probable streams. These calculations give a 
more clear idea of the generated streams after mixing and the user is given the 
choice to decide which streams he would like to mix to improve the design 
flexibility. The corresponding VB codes used in the stage are shown in Table 7.5. 
7.4.3 Rules for recommendations and comments 
In each stage of CODES there are a set of comments and recommendations 
triggered depending on the user's input. In the case of no input, a "n/a" Cnot 
applicable) remark is given instead. All rules are triggered using VB coding and 
conditional statements Ce.g. IF C .. ), Then C .. )). VB codes are linked to certain 
associated input cells C arguments) or/and previously calculated values that are 
needed in the calculations. The number of arguments per code is limited, hence 
the codes have to specify the most related arguments or brake down the results by 
using several codes for each output. 
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Table 7.5 VB codes for calculations in various CODES stages. 
7.4.3.1 Stage one 
All the generated comments m this stage are performed us10g conditional 
statements. The use of such a technique is easier and quicker in the case of non-
complicated routines and calculations. Six statements are used for: assessing the 
suitability of mixing intensity to promote coalescence, warning of existence of 
free oxygen, warning of toxic metals, assessing suitability of pH for deoiling, 
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prediction of scale in the streams, and warning of existence of corrosion inhibitors 
that may cause emulsion stabilisation. An example of using conditional statements 
in this stage is shown in Fig 7.3. 
the mixing intensity is not suitable for deoillng, inlet pipeline is not sufficient to act as coalescence devia 
-===~-.... not be mixed with other water streams as It contains oxygen which causes scaling and corrosion 
contains no toxic metals 
·Streonn1 got the typical discharge pH 
in Straam1 
extstance of corrosion InhlbltolS In Stream1 can cause emulsion stabillsadon of ollJwater, consideration should t 
'nS're •• m2 the mixing intensity Is not suitable for deoillng, Inlet pipeline Is not sufficient to act as coalescence devla 
no oxygen, no scale problems because offre8 oxygen. 
contains no toxic motam 
·Streonn2 got the typical discharge pH 
No scale in Stream2 
There is no risk of oil in water emulsion stabilisation in Str8lllm2 because of corrosion chemicals 
FIG 7.3 A CONDITIONAL FUNCTION IN STAGE ONE. 
7.4.3.2 Stage two 
In this stage ten VB codes are used together with conditional functions. These are 
used to give comments and recommendations on: 
• The possible equipment, that suit the different locations of the users process, 
applicability of pressure to suit the existing equipment operating-envelopes. 
• Applicability of temperature to suit the existing equipment operating-
envelopes. 
• Applicability of droplet SIze to suit the existing equipment operating-
envelopes. 
• Applicability of hydrocarbon contents to suit the existing equipment 
operating-envelopes. 
• Applicability of solid content to suit the existing equipment operating-
envelopes. 
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• Investigating possibility of pipeline coalescence 
• Investigating the requirement of space and maintenance of the existing 
equipment. 
• Ways of enhancing the separation in the existing process by considering low 
shear and promoting coalescence. This includes recommendations of 
continuous dehydration process upstream of de oiling instead of batch 
operations, use of low shear pumps and eliminate, where possible, the use of 
control valves upstream of deoiling devices. 
The corresponding VB codes and their functions are shown in Table 7.6. 
Table 7.6 VB codes for recommendations and comments in stages one, two and three. , 
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7.4.3.3 Stage three 
In this stage conditional functions together with four VB codes are used to 
investigate different types of disposal for the different stream outlets shown in 
stage two. The codes also give wamings: if oxygen exists to prevent the 
possibility of fonnation expansion and if scale is predicted to prevent scale in 
fonnation or scale recycling in case of water injection to reservoir. The 
corresponding VB codes and their functions in this stage are shown in Table 7.6. 
7.4.3.4 Stage four 
In this stage eighteen VB codes are used together with conditional functions to 
I 
produce recommendations and comments on the following: 
• Possibility of different alternatives for deoiling at the nine locations described 
in stage two and for the mixed streams (if any). 
• Secondary stream options for the recommended equipment in Stage Two. 
• Control configuration for the recommended equipment in Stage Two. 
• Further treatment in order to meet the quality requirement for the 
recommended equipment in stage two and those for the mixed streams (if 
any). 
The corresponding VB codes and their functions in this stage are shown in Table 
7.7. 
7.4.4 Multi-access applet 
In order to accommodate changes to different stages and in order to allow 
different users to work together in one run of CODES, a suitable plug-in was 
required and a Java applet was written. The plug-in that only exists from NC 4.6, 
helps in promoting the links to the different spreadsheets and at the same time, 
together with the Java applet, accommodates any changes to the files. The applet 
also gives the option of opening all the different spreadsheets (representing the 
four stages of the deoiling design process) simultaneously so the userls can 
navigate freely in them. The applet gives the option of saving or not saving the 
changes made in the linked spreadsheets. This flexibility and allowance of multi-
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access via the web can help in enhancing and promoting the design investigation 
and would induce simplicity due to familiarity of the tools. 
Table 7.7 VB codes for reconunendations and conunents in stage four. 
, 3 ' , 
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7.5 Summary 
In this chapter CODES requirements and implementation are discussed. CODES 
consists of two components: 
• A front end, which is a web page that gives all the facilities for decision 
investigation, annotation and integration with other design parties. 
• Decision System stages, which are Excel spreadsheets that use all the facilities 
in Excel that can aid the DS and produce proper calculations, comments and 
recommendations. These are mainly conditional functions (IF (AND JOR) 
THEN) and the powerful VB coding. 
The use of such simple but effective functions makes CODES a user-friendly tool 
and also could aid in adding more\ flexibility to the design process. The tools are 
familiar and hence can be used for implementing similar reengineering 
approaches. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
The use of a suitable case study 
will assess the maturity of process 
modelling technology and the 
corresponding support tool. It aids 
in breaking the ineffective 
traditional standard methodologies 
and leads to better knowledge of 
the overall process. 
(Coppola, 1997) 
8. Case studies 
In order to evaluate the reengineered deoiling systems design process and the 
corresponding support tools, CODES, two case studies were carried out. Deoiling 
of petroleum water is a highly sensitive area due to the confidentiality nature of 
the data. It is not easy to find a published data for this project, however, data was 
obtained from PDO (Petroleum Development of Oman) company. The chosen 
case studies are based on data from two of the most productive fields in Oman: 
Marrnul and Yibal. The Marrnul fi~ld is in the south of Oman and produces heavy 
crude. On the other hand, the Yibal field is in the north of Oman and produces 
light crude. The use of different fields with different processes tests the 
applicability of CODES to different conditions. Due to the confidentiality of the 
data, some of the values are not shown in the case study descriptions. 
The Marrnul and Yibal case studies are described in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 
respectively. Each case study description begins with an overview of the oil fields, 
followed by the objectives and the data collection of the case. Then the case study 
description goes through the input, calculations, and comments and 
recommendations from the case study in each stage of CODES. Finally, Section 
8.3 summarises the conclusions gained from the two case studies. 
8.1 Case one - Marmul field 
Marrnul produces heavy crude. This means that the density difference between oil 
and water is smaller than in light crude fields. This makes it more difficult for 
deoiling because it is harder to separate two components with sintilar densities. 
Fig 8.1 shows a process Activity diagram of the Marmul mam station. The 
streams considered in the case study are highlighted in bold lines. The inconting 
fluids from the manifold are fed to a Free-Water Knock Out (FWKO) tank (T-
2412), which is a concentric wash tanle The water then passes to a skim tank (T-
2411), which has a 3 to 4 hour residence time. The water is then fed into three 
, 
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Corrugated Plate Interceptors (CPI) vessels (V-2425, V-2426, V-2427) in parallel. 
Water is then transferred into the water injection plant, where it is disposed into a 
disposal formation. 
Heaters 
Manifold 
V·2425 
T·2467 V·2458 V·2426 
V·2427 
FIG 8.1 THE MARMUL WATER TREATMENT DIAGRAM. 
8.1.1 Objectives of case study 
ToWIP 
ToWlP 
WIP: Water Injection Plant 
MAF: :Mina Al Fahel (coast) 
This case study has several interesting features. As mentioned earlier Marmul is a 
difficult field because heavy oil is involved. Several pilot plants with different 
types of equipment were built to investigate their applicability. These trials 
provided the data for evaluating CODES. 
Many reservations were made recently in Marmul regarding the performance of 
the skim tank (T -2411) and the CPIs (V2425N2426N2427), but installations of 
CPI units in Marmul are still being made, possibly because no serious 
investigation of alternatives have been performed. 
In this case study CODES investigates the efficiency of T-2412, T-2411 and the 
CPIs. In the case that any of these devices suggests poor performance, using 
CODES, further experimental tests should be performed. CODES will also give 
some suggestions on other applicable deoiling alternatives. These alternatives are 
compared to some previous trial plants, hence providing information on the 
reliability of the tool. 
8.1.2 Data collection and preparation 
Several visits to the production chemistry department of PDO were made, where 
most of the chemistry data were stored in a large database. The data were listed 
under the different labels given to ,the sample points. These labels were, in many 
cases, misleading and did not provide enough indication to identify the location of 
the samples taken. Also, several locations did not have data. A number of tests, 
therefore, particularly droplet size distribution, were requested from the 
production chemistry department. The result of a request was generally made 
available in about three weeks. However, in some cases the process took more 
than two months. Some of the tests could not be made because there were no 
sample points in the requested locations. However, a large set of data was 
collected with the help of the production chemists in the laboratories. These data 
sets were then processed and the dimensional units were converted into 
international units as used in CODES. Once the tasks of data collection and 
preparation were finished the testing and evaluation of CODES began. 
8.1.3 Stage one 
Input 
The stage one button on the CODES web page was implemented and the Stage 
One spreadsheet was presented to the user ready for input. The data is filled into 
the appropriate cells. Examples of data input of the inlet stream are shown in Figs 
8.2 and 8.3. The stream as shown in the data contains a large amount of solids. 
This is due to the properties of the heavy crude produced from the wells. Because 
of the difficulty of processing heavy crude, it is expected to have limited deoiling 
options. 
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temperature and pressure: 
Stream1 .~.~!-!~m2 
·······oio421m3J$ . ~~!.~.~.~. Stream. "O~m3/$: Oim3/s ··· .... ·····.Oim3Js 
... :)Ij] degree C ::~idegree CC~:::::::::~idegree C .. 'ji!degrea 
, .......... 1~)kpa ... Qlkpll L ............ ~jkpa ... Qjkpa 
, (1.2) Contaminants and physical properties: 
FIG 8.2 AN INPUT SAMPLE OF TIlE MARMUL FIELD CASE. 
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FIG 8.3 AN INPUT SAMPLE OF TIlE MARMUL FIELD CASE. 
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Calculations 
After the inlet stream data was inputted, the following calculations were carried 
out automatically: total density, Reynolds number, Moody friction factor, mixing 
intensity and the Hinze's droplet. size (Figs 8.4,8.5). The calculations also made 
use of the different droplet grades to get the actual masses of each grade. In 
general, these calculations are used to investigate the droplet size of mixed 
streams. However, there are no mixed streams in this case. 
,.---.. -...... 
L_ ... _ ... _~~~ 
Reynolds number and flow regime: 
H"", ""lieu"". the Reynolds number: 
R. -
Flow regime 
Estimated particle size: 
estimate the fanning friction fador using 
f- r-----' L-...!h'!.g) 
n C.I ... "", the mixing intensl1y: 
l!!(~._ ............ _ ... j [~~::::::::::] LrY.~. __ . .. __ • 
wa------j 
Df11'-'-'-' in/a : ~.-.-
FIG 8.4 CALCULATIONS OF TIlE RE, MOODY FRICTION FACTOR IN STAGE ONE OF TIlE MARMUL 
CASE. 
The Hinze' s calculation of the maximum droplet size of 8075 microns is shown in 
Fig 8.5, is hugely different from the actual average value (155 microns). This 
difference was expected as Hinze equation is used to calculate the maximum 
droplet size in non-stable emulsions and in the absence of gas, but not the average 
size. As it is more important to use the average value in our calculations to figure 
out the appropriate deoiling equipment, an attempt of estimating a correction 
factor for Hinze's equation was made. By mUltiplying the result with a correction 
factor of 0.02, the difference, after comparison with the actual D50 of the inlet 
stream of 155 microns, is reduced (the droplet size now is 162 microns after using 
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the correction factor). This however, should not be assured to be a general 
correction factor for the equation, but just a rough value for similar case studies in 
order to estimate the average droplet size rather than the maximum size, as in 
Hinze's equation. 
Calculate the mixing Intensity: 
IO.@]m2/sl @O_._' 'nlo_J r;;r.0_ol 
a - 351 cm2IsJ n/a nla Ri-o--
Estimate roughly the maximum droplet size Q~ microm) assumming unstable emulsion: 
(Hinze equation) 
L--,<B",Ol",5Imicrons l",nI"'"'-__ ...Jlmlcrons "!n1,,,o=---Ilmicrons 1[2n1Z!o=:::Jlmlcrons 
Note: if stable emulsion (normalfy the case) the droplets are going to be smaller and irfree gas exists, the equation is 
So In order to make it more reliable the maximum size Is multiplied by Cl factor, please enter your factor or orh,.". ••• ! 
Factor to modify Hinze equation: I 0.02001 
suggested droplet size is: 
,--_.;.;16,;;,21 microns ",I nI",0'-__ ...J1 microns "I "::.;,o=----,'microns ,,1"::.;'0=----,' microns 
FIG 8.5 AN EXAMPLE OF A CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE HINZE'S EQUATION FOR THE MARMUL 
CASE. 
Comments and recommendations 
Expert rules within VB were executed automatically, which made comments on 
the input data where appropriate. These comments are shown in Fig 8.6. The main 
comment was that scale was predicted in the line; hence precautions must be made 
to avoid it from happening. In Marmul lines were internally coated to prevent 
scaling. Also the comments suggests related links in the web which are concerned 
with some of the recent scale issues as shown in Figure 8.6. 
~~:~~,!::~~'n~ the mixing Intensity Is not suitable for deolllng, Inlet pipeline is not sufficient to act as enlascencs 
1:1 I no o)C}'gen. no scale problems because offree oxygen. 
contZlins no toxic metals 
~~.""e",m' pH is in a flInge where It assists emulsion stabilising, further acidity and alkalinity measures are ,ecom,n."d] 
Warning Scale due to alkaline nnh metals is predicled to form in Stream1 Generallmo 
There is no risk of oil in water emulsion stabUis2ltion in Stream1 because of corrosion chemicillIs 
FIG 8.6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS IN STAGE ONE FOR THE MARMUL CASE. 
8.1.4 Stage two 
Input 
This stage is simply activated by returning back to the web page and pressing the 
second stage button. This stage uses the data from stage one and further input data 
to generate its own comments, hence this stage could not be run without running 
stage one first. 
In this stage a water stream is described as shown in Fig 8.7. In the description the 
manifold is indicated as a CT (a set of valves called: the Christmas Tree): The 
outlet of the manifold is fed into a Production Separator with Coalescing Devices 
(PS CD), i.e. the FWKO tank. The outlet of the production separator is fed into a 
Skim Tank (ST) and from there to a CPI. Pumps and valves are not included in 
the process description for simplicity and because not enough data is available. 
The description of the production separator and the corresponding coalescing 
devices built into it, are shown in Fig 8.8. In a case where no particular design 
exists (none of the facilities are yet built) the user can input his inlet stream data 
as a CT to a pump (P) or any prospective equipment to test its applicability. 
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Oil tankers with segregatea ballast tanks 
Gravity based storage platform 
GBS with buffer water cells 
ch,istmastree valves, PS: production separator, PSCD: PS with coalscing device, T: surge tank, ST: skim tank, 
: ST with coalscing device, H: hydrocyclone, C: centrifuge, F: filter, 0/: control valve, P: pump, GF: gas flotation 
tannkers, OTS: OT 'Nith segregated ballast tanks, GBS: gravity based storage platform, KV: knockout/degassing vessel 
GBS with buffer water cells, BOT: batch dehyration tank, COT: contineous dehydration tank, API= American Petroleum 
''',IiI,...,,= Plale pack interceptors, M= Membrane 
FIG 8.7 THE PROCESS DESCRIPTION OF THE MARMULFIEW IN CODES. 
production separator i!l ....................... J 
water knockout. b: dehyration service, c: heater Ireat~rJ .. ~; .. ~!~.~!r.~~~'!I.t.i~.~.oalecers 
please specify operating temperature: l~!l ....................... idegree C 
iniia--·· .. · .... ··--· .. ···j 
Sandld",lmedia bed, b: Crushed nut sheiliOieop~iijjc·media, c: Cartidge, d: Pra-coal 
of hydro cyclone i:~i : 
,b: Static ................ . 
~[!JHyU'oq'Clone design l!Y.~ __ ... _ ........... __ .. : 
, b: Hydropak. c: Krebs, d: .. t:t1~!'9.~.~I_, .. ~~_9.~her 
~:::::~::: body diameter :n/a :m 
H inlet diameter i'riii' ..... jm 
particle to test Ev.~:: ...... _._. :micro m 
hydn"yclo,ne efficiency 
of coalescing device ~!I ...... , 
paths or coarse packing(e.g. piaie'piick'interceptors), Knitmesh DC mesh. MPE SP packs, 
FIG 8.8 THE EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION OF THE MARMUL IN CODES. 
Calculations 
In this stage, similar to stage one, calculations of Reynolds number, Moody 
friction factor, mixing intensity and the Hinze droplet size are made for the 
different locations of the process (Figs 8.9-8.11). In this stage the locations are 
indicated as numbers. For instance the pipeline from equipment I (CT) to 
equipment 2 (PS CD) is called location 1-2 and so on. Again the Hinze calculation 
of the maximum droplet sizes shown in Fig 8.11 are hugely different from the 
average actual size values. By multiplying the results with the factor of 0.02, as in 
stage one, the differences remained large except for location 1-2 (from the CT to 
the PS CD) as shown in Fig 8.11. 
(2.1) Reynolds number and flow regime: 
I N ..... llcuhlt. the Raynolds number: 
FIG 8.9 CALCULATIONS OF TIlE REYNOLDS NUMBER AND THE FLOW REGIME AT THE DIFFERENT 
LOCATIONS OF THE MARMUL CASE. 
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FIG 8.10 CALCULATIONS OF TIlE MOODY FRICTION FACTOR AND TIlE MIXING INTENSITY AT TIlE 
DIFFERENT LOCATIONS IN TIlE MARMUL CASE. 
i smaller and If frea gas exists, the equlIItion Is 
to m2lke it mora reliable the maximum size Is multiplied by III factor, please enter your factor or othelWisa 
10 modify Hlnle equation: I 0.021 
FIG 8.11 CALCULATIONS OF HINZE' S DROPLET SIZE AT THE DIFFERENT LOCATIONS OF THE MARMUL 
CASE. 
Comments and recommendations 
The expert rules for this stage generated many comments. Part of the output is 
shown in Fig 8.12. 
Stream1 
In case of blank. that means no equipment satlsfles the conditions and case provided. 
I deOlling t:quiment 31 loc<itiom: 
nI. 
Centrifuge. 
Rotary hydrocyclone. Centrifuge. 
RotZllry hydrocydone. Centrifuge. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
Gl!ner&1 commenli 
built In coalescing devices in/prior s1dm tanks to enhance the separation 
Hyd,m,,"'," feed concenfral1on effect 
coarse COlllescars In the production separator make no restriction on the hydrocarbon Inlet concentration. 
H,d,mea"'," partil:Ja sIze and chemical additions 
sJdm tank is located In ill position that has smaller hydrocarbon particle size th"ln the minimum size sop ... ',ed.Ti 
11 
FIG 8.12 EQUIPMENT AND WCATIONS OPTIONS FOR THE MARMUL CASE. 
Comparing the input data with the operating envelopes of the different deoiling 
equipment, only two different types of units were recommended for Marmul in 
three different locations. A centrifuge could be placed according to CODES III 
three locations: 
• Downstream of the production separator hence replacing the inefficient skim 
tank T-2411 (location 2-3: between unit 2 (PS CD) and unit 3 (ST), I.e. 
downstream of the PSCD and upstream of the ST). 
• Downstream of the skim tank hence replacing the CPI units (location 3-4). 
• Downstream of the CPI to enhance the quality of the injected water (location 
4-5). 
A rotary hydrocyclone on the other hand could be used in two locations: 
• Downstream of the skim tank hence replacing the CPI units (location 3-4). 
• Downstream of the CPI to increase the quality of the injected water (location 
4-5). 
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Many expert rules are used to trigger comments, which are made to enhance and 
clarify the process. These comments are as follows: 
• Use built-in coalescing devices in/prior to skim tanks to enhance the 
separation 
• The coarse coalescers in the production separator make no restriction on the 
hydrocarbon inlet concentration; therefore this equipment may be located just 
downstream of the well. 
• The skim tank is located in a position that has smaller hydrocarbon droplet 
size than the minimum size recommended. This will make the tank inefficient 
and it is recommended to use a built-in coalescer or/and another method of 
separation, which can achieve separation of smaller droplets. 
• The CPI is located in a position that has smaller hydrocarbon droplet size than 
the minimum size recommended by CPI manufacturers. This will make the 
CPI inefficient and it is recommended to use another treatment method, which 
can achieve separation of smaller droplets. 
• The skim tank is not efficient in the separation process, as the separated outlet 
feed droplet size is higher than the inlet. The tank's performance must be 
analysed immediately. 
• The coarse coalescers other than plate pack interceptors in the gravity settler 
can be designed to handle large amounts of solids within settlers with high 
solid capacity. In the case of plate interceptors it is recommended to remove 
solids prior entering the plate packs to avoid blockage or increase the plat pack 
spacing which is in turn might reduce the separation performance. 
• Solids will settle in the gravity settler, allowance must be made for 
accumulation and removal of solids by jetting or manual cleaning. 
• Check whether the design of your water knockout separator is within the 
following range: DxL (m x m): 3.3 x 13, total vertical cross sec. area=8.6 m2, 
4.3 m2 below 0.5 D and 3.2 m2 above 0.6 D. 
• The design of the plate pack at Re = 800 is estimated to have an area of 2.92 
m2. The length of the plates is estimated to be 4.34 m. The area with Re = 400 
is estimated to be = 5.83 m2. The length of the plates is 2.17 m. 
• The mixing intensity at this location (1-2,2-3,3-4,4-5) is exerting very low 
energies to promote coalescence for both dehydration and deoiling operations. 
Use of coalescence devices is strongly recommended upstream/or within (if 
applicable) any downstream deoiling equipment. 
• At this location (1-2) the sample quill should have an internal diameter in the 
order of 5.72 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 mls. The 
sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside diameter, 
with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 1.3 rn to 
prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic conditions 
must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic conditions in 
the remainder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are left in the 
reminder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 2.8 magnitude/s 
higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
• At this location (2-3) the sample quill should have an internal diameter in the 
order of 4.79 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 mls. The 
sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside diameter, 
with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 1.3 m to 
prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic conditions 
must only be achieved in the ~ampling quill, with isoenergetic conditions in 
the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are left in the 
remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 3.2 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
• At this location (3-4) the sample quill should have an internal diameter in the 
order of 4.88 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 mls. The 
sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside diameter, 
with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 1.3 m to 
prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic conditions 
must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic conditions in 
the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are left in the 
remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 3.2 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
• At this location (4-5) the sample quill should have an internal diameter in the 
order of 4.98 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 mls. The 
sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside diameter, 
with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 1.3 m to 
prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic conditions 
must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic conditions in 
the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are left in the 
remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 3.1 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
All these comments help in understanding the processes of water treatment in 
Marmul. Most importantly the comments show that the skim tank T -2411 and the 
CPI units are inefficient in separating the oil from the water. Hence, Marmul 
engineers should consider replacing these two treatment stages with other efficient 
treatment methods. As discussed above, CODES gave two options and located the 
options on the process. 
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The input and the output of this stage are investigated further in stage three where 
all the alternatives given in the stage are rated and several other comments are 
given accordingly. 
8.1.5 Stage Three 
Input 
As the water in Marrnul is used for water disposal injection there is no interest in 
investigating other disposal options. However, as stage four uses the quality 
requirement information from this stage, it was important to go into this stage to 
select the appropriate location so that the disposal option is set accordingly. In this 
case the inland location option was filled in and the default discharge limit of 40 
• 
mgll was not changed. As a result, a comment on the recommended disposal 
option is given and it agrees with the existing disposal in Marrnul. It should be 
noted that stage four could be run without any input in stage three. However, 
comments on the ability of the given deoiling alternatives to achieve the quality 
requirements could be incorrect (as the discharge limit is set to 40 mgll). 
There are no calculations provided in this Section. 
9.1.6 Stage Four 
Input 
This stage uses the input and outputs from stage one and two to rank the different 
deoiling alternatives. The stage also uses the quality requirement information 
from stage three to test weather the given alternatives satisfy the requirements. No 
further input to this stage is required. 
Calculations 
In this stage no input on equipment rating were filled in, hence alternatives of 
deoiling are rated accordingly through CODES expert rating. Each applicable 
deoiling equipment option (considered in Stage Two) was given certain ratings 
(starting from 1 for lowest and ending with 6 for highest) on its capital cost, 
complexity, space/weight requirements, and maintenance requirements. These 
ratings are then summed for each equipment option and the recommended 
equipment will be the one that has the lowest sum of ratings. 
,...... ... 
A~;~ ... ;~ :-~; 
Comments and recommendations 
CODES recommended rotary hydrocyclone to be installed for treatment of 
wastewater in Marrnul as shown in Fig 8.13. 
Vcuals dud tanks CPI API Centrifuge St<ltic Hydrocyclone R01ary I 
n. n. n. n. n. n. 
n. oo n. yo. oo n. 
n. n. n. yos n. yes 
n. n. n. yes oo yes 
n. n. n. n. n. n. 
n. n. n. n. n. 
"' n. n. n. n. n. n. 
n. n. n. n. •• n, n. ,. no n. no 
"' 0 0 0 6 0 5 
0 0 0 6 0 4 
0 0 0 I 0 3 
recommended: 
.?' 
no n. no no n. recamrmmdod n. 
no n. n. n. no llquiplmml n. 
no n. no no n. n. 
n. no n. n. n. n. 
ill 
FIG 8.13 RECOMMENDATION OF A ROTARY HYDROCYCLQNE FOR THE MARMUL CASE. 
Several comments were generated in this stage regarding second stream options, 
and control configuration as shown in Fig 8.14. These comments are: 
e Centrifuge: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water can either 
be disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to the 
export line. Solids (> 0.5mm in size) should be removed upstream of a 
centrifuge, otherwise a minimum flow recycle system is required. 
e Rotary hydrocyclone: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water 
can either disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to 
the export line. High solids contents should be strained upstream of the 
cyclone. For low solid contents, it is preferred to treat oil from solids before 
recycling. 
e Centrifuge: A control valve is positioned on the water outlet to adjust the 
backpressure on the water stream and alter the position of water/hydrocarbon 
interface position in the centrifuge. Solid removal is done automatically by a 
time controller, with a discharge interval set according to the rate of feed 
solids. 
e· Rotary hydrocyclone: The level control valve of the upstream equipment is 
located downstream of the hydrocyclone. For intermittent flows the 
hydrocyclone is operated with a recycle control valve receiving signals from 
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level control valves. The flow rate of the hydrocarbon reject stream IS 
controlled by a flow controller or a low shear pump. 
Cen,lrlfu"e: Depending on the quality requirements ofw31er, water C21n either disposed or fed to a final stage 
Cen'lrlfu!le: A control valve Is positioned on the water outlet to adjust the backpressuro on the water stream and altar 
FIG 8.14 COMMENTS ON THE SECONDARY STREAM OPTIONS, THE CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS AND 
ANY RECOMMENDED DOWNSTREAM TREATMENT FOR THE RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT OF 
DEOILING FOR TIlE MARMUL CASE. 
8.1.7 Evaluation 
CODES output compared favourably with trials made earlier for the Marmul field. 
The trials highlighted the inefficiency of T -2411 but not that of CPI. It was 
suggested that the poor performance of T -2411 was the main reason for the poor 
performance of CPI. However this is not true, as both equipment are inefficient as 
they were put in a location where the droplet size of the hydrocarbon phase is 
smaller than what these units have been designed for. Hence it is imponant to 
investigate funher by conducting more experimental analysis and to consider 
replacing these units with more efficient ones such as centrifuges or rotary 
hydrocyclones as suggested by CODES. 
Several trials were made in Marmul field usmg flotation, filtration and 
hydrocyclones. Filtration and flotation trials gave disappointing results. CODES 
correctly predicted the inefficiency of these types of units for use in Marmul; 
hence it did not recommend them. The use of a static hydrocyclone with doses of 
flocculants adjusted, improved the results but was overall still unsatisfactory. 
Rotary hydrocyclones were not tested in Marmul. However trials made at the 
Orkney Water Test Centre (OWTC) (EP-90-3599) showed that rotary 
hydrocyclones performed better than static hydrocyclones. Hence, rotary 
hydrocyclone should still be considered for Marmul. 
Alfa Laval (a centrifuge manufacturing company) trials in Marmul indicated that 
the performance of a centrifuge unit was successful. The unit was capable of 
maintaining an output of 20-30 mgll oil in water even with very high feed 
I 
concentrations such as 2000 mgll. However, installation at Marmul was rejected, 
as the feed flow is very large and requires several centrifuge units. 
This trial emphasised the applicability of a centrifuge to difficult Marmul water. 
This trial also emphasised the applicability of CODES's ratings, as centrifuges are 
higher in cost than rotary hydrocyclones. 
Hence, after this comparison and referring to CODES output, it is suggested to 
investigate the applicability of rented centrifuges in Marmul or considering trials 
of rotary hydrocyclone units. 
In general, CODES was easy and simple to use. The computer support tools used 
for executing CODES were familiar and sophisticated. 
CODES front-end page runs from the Netscape Communicator, which is a 
familiar program. CODES links to the Excel files (stages of deoiling designs) 
through the use of an activity applet that has to be opened from a local directory 
on the PC. The activity applet could run all the Excel files at the same time, which 
makes navigation across the stages manageable and simple. Once finished with a 
certain stage, the user has to close that stage from the applet to update the changes 
into the original file. The files are linked automatically to each other, hence, it is 
important to update the input from previous stages before initiating others. This 
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simple linking procedure together with the familiarity of CODES makes it simpler 
to use than any professional complicated tool. 
The multi-user access through a web page assists the design group to get together 
using the tool and each person can open the files and see the changes made by the 
other members of the group. This facility allows for design investigation and 
could stop some input faults from being processed further. Also, the design group 
could study the effects of process layout and conditions on the options given for 
deoiling. This allows design input output dependency analysis. Design discussions 
also can be done through the email facility in the web page. The design group can 
be in several locations and do no!t need to be in the same office. Provided an 
access to the internet exists, CODES is a simple tool to handle conceptual 
(configuration) designs of deoiling. 
The front end also links to useful sites that could be of use to the designers. This 
also adds an advantage to CODES and makes it even more useful. 
Through the case study CODES was found to be effective and simple throughout 
the design process. Proper linking to the different Excel files and to the web sites 
were established easily and effectively. No special requirements were needed and 
the tool gave sensible results in the case study indicating good information flow 
among the different stages. 
8.2 Case two - Yibal Field 
Yibal is one of the most productive fields in the north of Oman, which was 
discovered in 1962. It is responsible for 20% of the production and reserves in the 
country. Yibal consists of five different stations: Yibal A, B, C, D and Al-
Howaisah. All gathering, dehydration and export work is done in the main station 
Yibal A. As showing in Fig 8.15, the crude flows from the wells to a two-phase 
production separator and three-phase test separator trains, where gas is separated 
from the liquids. The liquids from the production separator and water from test 
separator are mixed and are fed to surge tanks. The oil from the test separator is 
settled in a knock out vessel and then injected to the inlet stream of the surge tank. 
In the surge tanks, further gas separation IS performed and then liquids are 
pumped to Yibal A' dehydration tanks, where production water is separated from 
the oil. The water from the dehydration tartks is then pumped along with water 
make up from Fahud (a near by field) and treated in skim tartks. The outlet water 
is re-injected into the aquifer for reservoir pressure maintenance. The skimmed oil 
is recycled to the export line. 
ESD 
Crude from Yib DC-tJ<)----tr 
ESD Water from Fahud 
Crude 
from 
production 
wells 
Crude from Alhuwaisa'"C-~ __ -t 
Crude from 
YibB 
Crude from 
ESD 
ESD 
Yib C nt*l---+IT 
Water to drain pit 
Water to ring main 
supply header 
L...J 
T·09(j31 
041051 
Note: flow diagram does not show oil and gas lines 
and controls 
To water inOection wells 
FIGS.15 YmALFIELDWATER TREATMENT DIAGRAM. 
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Yibal uses a simple process for de-oiling where gravity settling is the main route 
for separation as many other inshore oil fields in the world. This simplicity will be 
a good case study of CODES and can assess the effectiveness of the traditional 
gravity settling procedure. Yibal processes that are considered in CODES are 
highlighted in bold in Fig 8.15. 
8.2.1 Objective of case study 
Unlike the Marmul case, this case deals with more than one stream. Hence the 
applicability of CODES for stream integration is mainly assessed. CODES is also 
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used to assess the efficiency of skim tanks in Yibal to separate the oil from the 
water. The case also tests the ability of CODES to offer alternatives to skim tanks 
in order to meet the quality requirements and to offer any options of disposal. 
8.2.2 Data collection and preparation 
During the course of generating CODES, some experimental data around the 
Yibal skim tanks was requested. Similar to the Marmul case study, the data was 
held in a large database. The search for the data and the experimental results took 
long periods to accomplish. Some data such as Fahud droplet size distribution 
could not be found due to lack of sample locations. Hence estimations were made 
for Fahud production water stream mixed with Yibal production water stream. 
I 
Unlike Marmul laboratories, Yibal's lab is small and less well equipped. Many 
data for Yibal samples are done in other labs such as Fahud and Lekhwair. Hence, 
these labs database had to be investigated. Unfortunately, many data were not 
found due to lack of sample points or being missing. Due to the concentration on 
oil lines, data on water lines was not given much attention. In this case data was 
found around the skim tanks, hence the study takes place primarily to test the 
skim tanks performance. 
8.2.3 Stage one 
Input 
The data included an overall compositional analysis of the incoming (two streams 
Fahud and Yibal production waters from the dehydration tanks (T-
0903/04/05/06/07) and from Fahud skim tank (T -452) and outlet water of the 
Yibal skim tanks (T -951/52/55). The data included droplet size distribution in the 
inlet and the outlet of the skim tanks. The droplet size distribution data, for 
example as in Fig 8.16, has been converted into mass fractions as shown in Fig 
8.17. This conversion helped in calculating the expected maximum droplet size of 
the generated stream after mixing. 
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FIG 8.16 A SAMPLE OF THE DROPLET-SIZE DISTRmUTION DATA FOR THE YmALFIELD. 
Please divide the particle range into a distribution of fIVe gr"des and;ill in the appropriate columns: 
Minimum droplet size 
Maximum droplet size 
Mass fraction of grade1 
Mass fraction of gradeZ 
i Mass fraction of gradeJ 
Mass fraction of grade4 
Mass fraction of grade5 
(2.1) Total Density 
\ Calculate density (kglm~ 
'3'!microns 
... _ ......... ~~lmlcrons 
. 0.413: 
0:58~! 
--jj1 
~:::::_ :~i 
, (2.2) Reynolds number and flow regime: 
Re-
~:!mlcrons 
55: microns 
"0"21 
"(;i1 
---------02; 
............... -. 
0.2; 
::::::::::::::::::~:~J 
'Oimlcrons 
'iiimicrons 
r"" ·::::::~l 
ii; 
----------ii; 
:::.01 
!.~~ .......... ! 
····Oimicrons 
····jj~mlcrons 
...... ········0\ 
;··········--·01 
'--ii; 
o! 
::::~J 
FIG 8.17 INPUT OF THE DROPLET GRADES IN MASS FRACTIONS FOR THE YmALAND FAHUD 
(ESTIMATED) STREAMS (NB: THE WATER IS HIGHLY SALINE AND LOADED WITH SOLIDS). 
Calculations 
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As in Marmul case the total density, Reynolds number, Moody friction factor, 
actual masses of droplet grades and Hinze' s maximum droplet sizes are calculated 
as shown in Figs 8.18-8.19. By trying a correction factor of 0.02 with the Yibal 
case, the generated droplet sizes were still different than the actual average droplet 
sizes in both Yibal and Fahud streams as in Fig 8.19. A correction value of 0.001-
0.005 would be more realistic for the Yibal stream as in Fig 8.20. However, Fahud 
data are estimated, hence it can not be relied on to estimate the value of the 
correction factor. It should be emphasised that Hinze's equation is known to 
calculate the maximum droplet size in the emulsion and not the average size. Also 
Hinze's equation is only applicable for non-stable emulsions and in the absence of 
gas. However, the attempt of figuring out a correction factor can be investigated 
! 
further for more accurate measures. 
~ .. _ ...... ~_~~7! .......... _._. __ 1~ZJ f.~~ ... _ ...__ .j 
lumber and flow regime: 
Im!!H"W calculate the Reynolds number: 
Ra - l=-~5i~l 
Flow regime Turbulent flOW 
(2.3) Estimated particle size: 
estimate the fanning friction radar using 
r-
~ .. - .. .., 
:n/a ' !.... ___ • .l 
mCaJc"JatBthe mixing Intensity. 
FIG 8.18 CALCULATIONS OF RE, MOODY FRICTION FACTOR AND THE MIXING INTENSITY IN STAGE 
ONE FOR TIlE YmAL CASE. 
Comments and recommendations 
Similar to Marmul case, expert rules written in VB were executed automatically, 
which made comments on the input data where appropriate. These comments are 
shown in Fig 8.21. The main comment was that scale was predicted in both lines, 
" ~-
Fahud and Yibal waters to skim tanks, hence precautions must be made to avoid it 
from accumulating. In both lines internal coating was included to prevent scaling. 
In this stage more information on the scale and the other principles in the 
commentary section is given by providing suitable links to appropriate web sites. 
At the end of this stage wamings of scale formation are given to highlight the 
users attention. In this case it was answered with "yes" to investigate the options 
of the combined stream. It should be emphasised however that scale in both Yibal 
and Fahud might have a serious impact on the disposal formation. Further 
investigations on scale effects are recommended . 
. -
roughly the maximum droplet size (In mlcrom) assummlng unstable emulsion: 
(Hlnze equation) 
,--,'",136,,"lmlcrons LI __ ",'9557=lmlcrons L!!!nI'-'.'_.Jlmicrons ,,!nI""'--.J!mlcrons 
if stable 8mul~on (normally the cue) the drop"lels ala going to ba smaller and Iffrea gas exists, the equation Is 
I order to make It more reliable the maximum size is multiplied by a facto" please anter your factor or otherwise IThi~F"".'t. modify Hlnza equation: I 0.D2001 
suggested droplet size is: 
,-_-"BJ::!JJmla.ns LJ __ ...;1.::;39:.:J1Jmla.ns I!:JnI:':'O_.JJmla.ns t:;JnI"'O'--.JJmlaons 
. l 
FIG 8.19 CALCULATIONS OFHINZE'S SIZES AND THE ACTUAL MASSES (IN GlS) IN EACH GRADES FOR 
THE YlBAL CASE. 
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(Hlnze equation) 
,-_'"',,,36,,!mlcrons LI __ ....::6'J551=",lmlaons ~mlcrons ~mlaons 
If stable emulsion (normally the case) the droplets are going to be smaller and If fr8e gas exists. the aquatlon is 
order to make It mare reliable the mulmum size Is multiplied by a factor, pleae enteryaur factor or otherwise 
to modify Hlnze equation: ! 0.00501 
suggested droplet size is: 
'-_--=z,,'lmlaons L' ___ ..:",,=lmlaons ~mlaons ~mlaons 
Droplet size caJculatie~~.!!-~.~~.rding to ~.~~.~.~~ 
mass In grade1 L .... ~~~mg/s ~ ...... _ .... j.~1g1s 
mass In grade2 L .... ~~~~.~jgls ...... _ ...... t;J.~!gIa 
mass In gradaJ L ............. !I.!g/s L......... !I.~jgl. 
mass In gradlM L ............. !l.igls t : ............. J!~lg1s 
mass In gradeS i .............. ~jgls ................ t;J.~~gllI 
! .... --. .-.. :.~jgl. 
......... .O!gIs 
c::::::::Jj~ 
L ........... J~gI· 
FIG 8.20 THE USE OF A CORRECfION FACfOR OF 0.005 FOR THE HINZE'S EQUATION IN STAGE ONE 
FOR THE YIBAL CASE. 
The "yes" for mixing implements stage four: integration of the streams. In this 
stage the generated stream properties are calculated including the average droplet 
size. Also, the options of deoiling are investigated at different stream pressures. 
However, stage four has to be run after running stages two and three. 
!"';", .. nl' tha mixing Intensity Is not suitable for deolllng. inlat pipeline Is not sufficient to ad as coalescence 
I not be mixed with other water str~ams as it contains oxygen which causes scaling and corrosion 
contains no toxic metals 
typical discharge pH 
· u, ... , •• Scala due to alkaline earth metals is predicted to farm in Stream1 Generallnfo 
· There is no risk of 011 In water emulsion stabilisatlon In Stream1 because of corrosion chemicals 
Stream2 
.lnStream2 the mixing Intensity is not suitable for deoillng, inlet pipeline is not sufficient to ad as coalescence 
.Stream2 shOUld not be mixed with other water streams as it contains oxygan which causes scaling and corrosion 
· Streaml contains no toxic metals 
.",ea"" got the typical discharge pH 
· Warning Scale due 10 alkaline earth met2l1s is predicted to form in Stream2 GenNill InfQ 
, . There Is no risk of oil In water emulsion stabilisatlon in Stream2 because of corrosion chemicals 
Streaml 
FIG 8.21 COMMENTS ON SCALING AND OTHER RELATED ISSUES IN STAGE ONE FOR THE YIBAL CASE. 
8.2.4 Stage two 
Input 
Using input and output from stage one together with this stage's input, 
calculations and comments are made consequently. In this stage the simple 
process of both streams is described separately to investigate the options for 
separate streams, as well as the mixed streams. The processes are shown in Figs 
8.22 and 8.23 for Yibal and Fahud streams. The processes are straightforward. In 
Yibal the water from the Continuous Dehydration Tanks (CDT) is fed into the 
Skim Tanks (ST). From the skim tanks the water is pumped (P) into the 
formation. In Fahud water is pumIled to the skim tanks and then pumped into the 
formation. No equipment description was required at this stage. 
SIream1 
er: christmas tree valves, PS: production separator, PSCD: PS 'Nilh coalscing device, T: surge tank, ST: skim tank, 
STCD: ST with coalscing device, H: hydro cyclone, C: centrifuge, F: fiher, 01: control vaNe, P: pump, GF: gas flotation 
. OT: od tannkers, 015: OT with segregated ballast tanks, GOS: gravity based storage platform, KV: knockouVdegassing vessel 
GBB: G8S with buffer water cells, BOT: batch dehyration tank, COT: contineous dehydration tank, API= American Petroleum I 
, CPI= Plate pack interceptors, M= Membrane 
: Please state the Initial watercut %: 
: ................ · ...... 901 
........... ---_ .... -........ . 
. ; 
j Stre2lRl2 
eT: christmas tree valves, PS: production separator, PSCD: PS with coalscing device, T: surge lank, ST: skim lank 
FIG 8.22 THE PROCESS DESCRIPTION OF THE YmAL WATER STREAM lNCODES. 
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christmas tree valves, PS: production separator, PS CD: PS with coaJscing device, T: surge tank, ST: skim tank 
: ST with coalscing device, H: hydrocyclone, C: centrifuge, F: filter, CJ: control valve, P: pump, GF: gas flotation 
i tannkers, OTS: aT 'Nith segregated ballast tanks, GBS: gravity based storage platform, KV: knockout/de gassing vessel 
GBS with buffer water cells, BDT: batch dehyration tank, COT: contineous dehydration tank, API= American Petroleum I 
CPI= Plate pack interceptors. t.t= Membrane 
state the Initial watercut 'Ill: [······················'0, 
............................. 
, . 
christmas tree valves, PS: separator, PSCD: PS with coalscing device, T: tank, ST: skim tank 
FIG 8.23 THE PROCESS DESCRIPTION OF THE FAHUD STREAM IN CODES. 
Calculations 
Similar to the Marmul case and to Stage One, calculations of Reynolds number, 
Moody friction factor, tbe mixing intensity and tbe Hinze's droplet sizes are made 
for the different streams at different locations of tbe described process. 
Comments and recommendations 
The expert rules generated many comments in this stage. Part of this is shown in 
Figure 8.24. 
, , 
of blank. that means no equipment satisfies the conditions and case provided. 
deoiling equiment at locations 
Centrifuge. 
Centrifuge. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI. 
nI • 
. Gl?neral comments 
built In coalesclng devices In/prolr skim 12Inks to enhance the separation 
Hyd,o",bon feed concentt<ltion effect 
Hydroca,bon particle size and chemical additions 
skim tank Is located in a posldon that has smaller hydrocarbon particle size than the minimum size separated. 
concentration equipment tolerance 
will settle In the settler, allowance must be made for accumuladon and removal of solids by Jetting or 
FIG 8.24 A CENTRIFUGE RECOMMENDATION FOR TIlE YIBAL STREAM IN STAGE TwO OF TIlE YIBAL 
CASE. 
One deoiling equipment option was recommended for processing Yibal and Fahud 
production waters separately in two different locations as in Fig 8.24 for the Yibal 
stream (Fahud stream got similar results). 
A centrifuge could be placed according to CODES in two locations for both Yibal 
and Fahud streams: 
• Replacing the skim tanks T-0951152/55 (location 1-2: that is in the line 
between unit 1. (COT). and unit 2. (ST). hence. upstream of the ST and down 
stream of the COT. This means replacement of the skim tank. as a centrifuge 
is more efficient in separation than a skim tank. 
• Downstream of the skim tank hence meeting the quality requirements 
(location 2-3). 
The following comments and recommendations are also generated: 
• Use a built-in coalescing device in/prior to skim tanks to enhance the 
separation. 
• The skim tank is located in a position that has smaller hydrocarbon droplet 
size than the minimum size recommended. This will make the tank inefficient 
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and it is recommended to use built-in-coalescers or/and another method of 
separation, which can achieve separation of smaller droplets. 
• Solids will settle in the gravity settler, allowance must be made for 
accumulation and removal of solids by jetting or manual cleaning. 
• The mixing intensity at this location (1-2,2-3) is exerting very low energies to 
promote coalescence for both dehydration and deoiling operations. Use of 
coalescence devices is strongly recommended upstream/or within (if 
applicable) any downstream deoiling equipment. 
• At this location (1-2, Yibal) the sample quill should have an internal diameter 
in the order of 4.34 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 rnIs. 
The sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside 
diameter, with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 
1.3 m to prevent adding any nuxing energy to the sample. The isokinetic 
conditions must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic 
conditions in the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are 
left in the remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 3.5 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
• At this location (2-3,Yibal) the sample quill should have an internal diameter 
in the order of 4.66 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 rnIs. 
The sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside 
diameter, with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 
1.3 m to prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic 
conditions must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic 
conditions in the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are 
left in the remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 3.3 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
• At this location (1-2, Fahud) the sample quill should have an internal diameter 
in the order of 14.33 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.18 
rnIs. The sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside 
diameter, with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 
1.3 m to prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic 
conditions must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic 
conditions in the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are 
left in the remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 3.0 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
• At this location (2-3, Fahud) the sample quill should have an internal diameter 
in the order of 4.17 mm. The velocity in the sampling line should be 0.19 rnIs. 
The sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch outside 
diameter, with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 
1.3 m to prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample. The isokinetic 
conditions must only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic 
conditions in the reminder of the sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are 
left in the remainder of the line, the mixing energy will be in the order of 5.2 
magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic sampling. 
All these comments will help in guiding the process engineers in Yibal and Fahud. 
Despite the comments on the skim tanks T-095 1/52/55, they do not have a 
problem in separation, unlike the skim Tank in Marmul. However, the outlet 
concentration of hydrocarbons is higher than the quality discharge limit hence 
replacement or addition of a new stage may be needed. As discussed above 
CODES gives one option of de oiling and locates the option in the process. 
The input and output of this stage are used in stage three to generate the disposal 
options for the skim tank outlet streams of both Fahud and Yibal. Also in stage 
four the most suitable option of deoiling in Yibal is generated. 
8.2.S Stage three 
Input 
This stage uses the inputs from stage one, two and its own input to generate the 
disposal options for both Yibal and Fahud water streams. Input was provided in 
this stage regarding the injection formation, quality requirements, etc. as shown in 
Figs 8.25 and 8.26. 
(plena choose from tha table below,lf not found 
.... ".., country in lower case) 
Yo."p,.clfled discharge limit (mg oiVI ~tef): C· .. ::·.:·:4jijmgll 
Position, waste water and disposal formation specifications: 
it; .......... _-_ ... . L~.·.· ...... _ ......... j 
FIG 8.25 INPUT OF THE COUNTRY. THE DISCHARGE LIMITS, AND THE LOCATION IN STAGE THREE OF 
THE YmAL CASE. 
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materials 
or Industrial 
!:~::::::::::::::::jmgls 
t~!::::::::::::::::: 
[~~:: ............ ::: 
~~F""-"---"::i 
i~~::::::::::::::::j 
Lo/..~ ... _ ............ jmgl1 
L~~ ...... __ .... ____ jmgll 
l~~ .............. _jmgll 
l!!!'!! ................ ! 
[~~::::::::::::::::j 
FIG 8.26 INpUT OF TIlE FORMATION DATA AND ITS END USES IN STAGE THREE OF TIlE YIBAL CASE. 
Calculations 
There are no calculations provided in this stage. 
Comments and recommendations 
In this stage several comments are given regarding the quality of the outlet stream 
for both Yibal and Fahud as shown in Fig 8.27. CODES recommended disposal 
injection as the outlet streams are high in hydrocarbon and solids contents. 
CODES recommended filtration prior to disposal and de-oxygenation to avoid 
fonnation expansion. 
ll1!i~n1i"",dlonwill recommend <ill particular route for dlsp0S31 afthe different waste wator stre2llm$ 
Stream1 
· Need to consider disposal injection 
nI • 
. The existenc.e of 02 In the production strollm will cause $Ula ~md formation expansion, deoxygenation must be 
· Need to consider disposal injection 
· The hyrocarbon contents oflhe stream Is very high, filtration before disp0S<!llI is required 
FIG 8.27 DISPOSAL OPTIONS FOR THE YmAL AND FAHUD STREAMS. 
8.2.6 Stage four 
Input 
In this stage no input was attempted and the ranking was left to CODES. 
However, this stage uses the inputs and outputs of stage one, two and three to 
fully generate the commentary section. 
Calculations 
Alternatives for deoiling are rated accordingly through CODES expert rating. 
Each applicable de oiling equipment option (considered in Stage Two) was given 
certain ratings (starting from I for lowest and ending with 6 for highest) on its 
capital cost, complexity, space/weight requirements, and maintenance 
requirements. These ratings are then summed for each equipment option and the 
recommended equipment will be the one that has the lowest sum of ratings. 
Comments and recommendations 
A centrifuge option only was given. CODES recommended a centrifuge to be 
installed for treatment of wastewater in Yibal and Fahud separate streams. Several 
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comments were generated in this stage regarding, second stream options, and 
control configuration similar to those given in the Marmul case for centrifuge 
option. The most important are the stage calculations on the mixed stream (Yibal 
and Fahud) properties (as shown in Fig 8.28). These properties were automatically 
generated through the use of VB thermodynamics rules within CODES. For the 
pressure calculations, more flexibility was given by considering both the lowest 
and the highest pressures in selecting the equipment. As may be expected a 
centrifuge was also recommended for the mixed streams as shown in Fig 8.29. 
Some control configuration comments were given as follows: 
• Centrifuge: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water can either 
be disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to the 
export line. 
• Solids (> 0.5mm in size) should be removed upstream of the centrifuge, 
otherwise a minimum flow recycle system is required. 
• Centrifuge: A control valve is positioned on the water outlet to adjust the 
backpressure on the water stream and alter the position of waterlhydrocarbon 
interface position in the centrifuge. Solid removal is done automatically by a 
time controller, with a discharge interval set according to the rate of feed 
solids. 
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FIG 8.28 CALCULATIONS OF SOME OF THE CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE COMBINED 
STREAM AFTER MIXING YIBALAND FAHUD WATERS. 
centl"lfuge 
n/a 
n/a 
n/ .. 
n/a 
n/a 
n/ .. 
n/a 
n/ .. 
n/a 
centrifuge 
n/a 
n/ .. 
n/a 
n/a 
n/ .. 
n/ .. 
n/a 
n/ .. 
ng se 
FIG 8.29 DEOILING OPTIONS FOR THE COMBINED STREAM AFTER MIXING YmAL AND FAHUD 
WATERS. 
8.2.7 Evaluation 
CODES output compared favourably with trials made earlier on Yibal field. The 
trials highlighted the need for Yibal to consider other options of deoiling in 
parallel to skim tanks. However, no trials were made on other options of deoiling 
as the concern was mainly made to modify the internals of the dehydration and 
skim tanks. Hence, it is recommended to make plant trials on some deoiling 
equipment particularly centrifuges especially as the water quality of Yibal is 
thought to deteriorate with increase of production and time. 
CODES proved to successfully deals with multi-stream integration and it also 
offers flexibility in proposing options for deoiling as it considers both separate 
streams and mixed streams in the same run. 
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Again in this case study, similar to case one, CODES was found easy and simple 
to run. There were no complications raised during the work and in general the tool 
is considered successful, simple, and reliable. 
8.3 Summary 
In the previous sections several recommendations are given for processing of 
Mannul, Fahud and Yibal fields in Oman. A rotary hydrocyclone or centrifuge 
options were given to replace the inefficient skim tank and the CPI units in 
Mannul. CODES showed that the perfonnance of the existing equipment is not 
adequate, as they are located in a position where the droplet size distribution is 
outside the equipment's operating envelope. Hence, trials should be made to 
• 
achieve better separations before any attempt to use other trains of CPIs is 
considered in the field. 
CODES also showed that the skim tanks in Yibal are located outside their droplet 
size envelope. Although the tanks are making adequate separations they are not 
achieving the quality requirements for the disposal regulations. In order to achieve 
that, CODES recommended the use of a centrifuge in place, or downstream, of the 
skim tanks. These recommendations particularly for Mannul are supported by the 
trials made in the field. Centrifuges gave excellent perfonnance in Mannul 
throughout the trials hence confirming CODES's logic. Other comments were 
also given such as control configurations for the recommended equipment, 
secondary stream options and calculations of the properties of the mixed streams 
such as Yibal and Fahud waters. Scale investigations were made and wamings on 
scale for all the three fields were given. For Yibal and Fahud case CODES only 
suggested disposal injection as a disposal option but after filtration of solids and 
de-oxygenation to avoid fonnation expansion. 
In this chapter evaluation of Hinze's equation was made. Hinze's equation 
predicted higher droplet sizes by around two orders of magnitude. Hence, Hinze's 
equation is not currently adequate for droplet size distribution. Multiplication of 
the equation by correction factors ranging from 0.005-0.02, gave rough estimates 
of the droplet sizes only in the inlet of the streams. However, this does not mean 
that these factors could work with similar cases. More studies have to be made to 
investigate the applicability of Hinze's equation dimensional factor. Overall 
applicability of Hinze's equation provides another experimental research area that 
may lead to formulation of new mathematical relationships for calculating the 
particle size in different types of emulsions. 
In general CODES was easy to operate and needed no special requirements to be 
run. The use of the activity applet and the front-end page went smoothly and 
indicated simplicity but effectiveness of the tool. Features such as multi-user 
access and links to different useful sites added more advantages to the tool than 
the traditional process engineering methods. The tool could be used easily in 
investigating conceptual designs 'rith different input conditions, hence offering 
design investigation and discussions. 
At the end of each case study an Excel data file is created to refer to all the 
specifications needed in further design packages. This data file can be converted 
by the user to a suitable text format, hence forwarded to a certain equipment 
supplier or a design package. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
" On the other hand, there is 
a very positive reaction to the 
assistance given by the tool in 
terms of reducing the mental 
load (one task at a time), to 
identify the input and tools to 
be used and, last but not the 
least, synchronise activities 
between the various roles 
involved." 
(Coppola, 1997) 
9. Conclusions and future work 
9.1 Summary 
Computers are widely used in the petroleum industry and they have proven to be 
important in supporting many activities. Decision Support Systems are found to 
be particularly useful. Applications of AI techniques are in the areas of 
exploration and refining activities, well control and simulation, as well as refinery 
process control. Applications in production operations are in the area of drilling 
advisory control. Computer-aided design tools are mainly in mechanical design 
and in general chemical process design. 
Two projects have been found which seem to be most relevant to the work 
described in this thesis. Though related, they are also very different. Dharaphop 
(1993) appears to have created an expert system that aids in exploring the disposal 
options of production water. His approach seems similar, but limited, to one of the 
stages of deoiling system design described in this thesis. However, his work could 
not be fully assessed because related publications are not available. Despite the 
similarity, this thesis not only investigates the disposal route of de oiling systems 
but also other deoiling system design issues. 
Alva-Argaez's work concentrated on finding a network configuration for an 
existing process of water treatment that will minimise the demand for fresh water 
generation (hence minimise wastewater generation) and annual operating costs. 
To a certain extent Alva-Argaez is not concerned with the individual water 
treatment units that are selected. Instead, his concern is mainly on establishing a 
configuration using the already selected equipment with the aim of minimising 
operation costs and water usage. He also does not consider options of contaminant 
removals. 
Process/activity modelling is a recent innovation, which has become popular in 
organisational management. The use of activity modelling can lead to a better 
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understanding of a process and better resource management. The principles of 
activity modelling can be applied to all sorts of different processes and they have 
been applied successfully, for example, in medicine and science, astronomy and 
space sciences, manufacturing and engineering. 
UML is a standard modelling language and it offers many representations used by 
system analysts and developers. UML activity diagrams are found to be 
particularly suitable for representing processes whether sequential or parallel. 
Therefore, UML activity diagrams were used in this thesis. 
The conventional deoiling system conceptual design procedure is described as 
I 
nine sequential stages. These stages are performed by many people involving 
different departments and contractors. This procedure and people involvement can 
result in long design time, and repetition due to design revision performed at the 
end of the design process. In many cases the designs are carried out by 
contractors, which can under utilise the expertise and resources within the host 
organisation. 
The engineering aspects of the deoiling systems were analysed and reengineered. 
The task-based procedure of the design was changed and a new version 
implemented using proper support tools. In order to reengineer the conventional 
procedure of deoiling system design an activity model (using UML) was 
constructed. The use of activity modelling permits a deeper analysis of the people 
involvement and the design procedure hence it will help in identifying the points 
of weakness in the process. 
Following the reengineering of the design procedure and design people, a new 
decision support system CODES (Conceptual DEsign of deoiling Systems) was 
generated. CODES demonstrated features such as multiple accessibility, links to 
the different deoiling stage calculation tools and ease of use. 
CODES is implemented through the use of simple but effective computer tools. 
Netscape Communicator and Excel are used to implement CODES. These tools 
are fairly cheap and are PC mounted which make CODES a convenient tool. 
CODES links a web page to four Excel files (stages of deoiling designs) through 
the use of an activity applet that has to be opened from a local directory on the 
Pc. The activity applet could run all the Excel files at the same time, which makes 
navigation across the stages manageable and simple. Once finished with a certain 
stage, the user has to close that stage from the applet to update the changes into 
the original file. The files are linked automatically to each other hence, it is 
important to update the input of previous stages before initiating others. This 
simple linking procedure together with the familiarity of CODES makes it more 
transparent than any professional complicated tool. 
\ 
The multi-user access through a web page assists the design group to get together 
using the tool and each person can open the files and see the changes made by the 
other members of the group. This facility facilitates design investigation (by 
allowing several parties including the management to access the design process) 
and hence could stop some input faults from being processed further. Also, the 
design group could study the effects of process layout and conditions on the 
options given for deoiling. This allows design input output dependency analysis. 
Design discussions also can be done through the email facility in the web page. 
The design group can be in several locations and do not need to be in the same 
office. Provided an access to the internet exists, CODES is a simple tool to handle 
conceptual (configuration) designs of deoiling. The web page also links to useful 
sites that could be informative to the users. 
Through two case studies conducted from working fields in Oman, CODES was 
found to be effective to use throughout the design process. Proper linking to 
different Excel files and to the web sites were established easily and effectively. 
No special requirements were needed and the tool gave reasonable 
recommendations indicating proper information flow among the different stages. 
9.2 Contributions 
This thesis emphasises the contribution of BPR (Business Process Reengineering) 
as a major method for organisational development. This thesis applied the 
principles of BPR to one of the major concerns of the petroleum industry, which 
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is water deoiling. If the proposed changes in this thesis (using BPR concepts) are 
shown to enhance production and increase profits within the organisation, BPR 
could also be used for other organisational changes within the industry in other 
areas. 
The use of BPR principles aims to efficiently utilise the human resources of the 
deoiling department and hence reduce any unnecessary contracting costs. 
However the achievements of BPR can not be assessed unless it is implemented 
and the improvements are measured. 
In this thesis a direct interaction of design procedure (CODES) with electronic 
I 
databases was proposed (but not implemented due to confidentiality). 
In this thesis reengineering of the conventional deoiIing design procedure is 
presented. The procedure was modelled through the use of UML activity 
diagrams. Then the procedure was analysed and Hammer's concepts of 
reengineering were applied. The new procedure consists of four stages instead of 
nine stages. The people involvement in the procedure was also analysed and 
reengineered. 
The activity model of the new four-staged procedure was then implemented using 
appropriate computer support tools. These tools include Netscape Communicator 
(version 4.6) and Excel. The simplicity, availability and familiarity of these tools 
are behind this choice. 
The support tools provided multi-user access and flexibility. These features are 
contained in a web page that is linked to Excel spreadsheets for calculations and 
comments. The new deoiling conceptual design procedure (CODES: COnceptual 
DEsign of deoiling Systems) uses the powerful links of a web page and the 
effectiveness of Excel sheets. 
Also the activity model of the design procedure helps in understanding the 
deoiling process and the changes made. The model objective was to allow better 
analysis of the procedure and improvements to the deoiling design process. 
CODES has many positive features. These are summarised as follows: 
• Design gnidance 
The front end of CODES works as a design guidance tool as it leads the user 
to the different stages of the conceptual design. The user may open all the 
stages at once and the automated linking between the stages updates the 
design with every new input data. 
• Design flexibility 
The designer is able to investigate different issues during the design process. 
For example, he could test the performance of the existing deoiling equipment 
\ 
and at the same time be given alternatives for deoiling. The designer does not 
have to accomplish, for example, stage three (water disposal options) in order 
to generate the design; instead he could go directly to stage four and verify the 
optimum design. CODES gives several design options in stage two and the 
designer may then stop his design and investigate his own design requirements 
afterwards. Hence, he does not need to go for stage three or four. 
• Design evaluation 
Though deoiling data in the petroleum industry is considered confidential, 
CODES had the opportunity to be tested using real petroleum data. 
CODES used two case studies in Oman. A rotary hydrocyclone or a centrifuge 
was suggested to replace the inefficient skim tank and the CPI units in the 
Marmul field. CODES showed that the performance of both existing pieces of 
equipment, is not satisfactory as they are both located in a position where the 
droplet size distribution is outside the equipment operating envelope. Hence, 
trials should be made to achieve better separations before any attempt is made 
to use other trains of CPls in the field. CODES also showed that the skim 
tanks in the Yibal field are located outside their droplet size envelope. 
Although the tanks are making adequate volumetric flow separations they are 
not achieving the quality requirements for the disposal regulations. In order to 
achieve that, CODES recommended the use of a centrifuge in place, or 
downstream, of the skim tanks. These recommendations, particularly for 
Marmul, are supported by the trials made in the field. Centrifuges gave 
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excellent perfonnance in Mannul throughout the trials hence, vindicating 
CODES design recommendations. 
• System extendibility 
The system of CODES can be extended to include more related issues to 
deoiling systems such as including equipment used for separating dissolved 
hydrocarbons, integrating sampling analysers with CODES, etc. 
9.3 Limitations 
9.3.1 BPR approach 
One major draw back of using BPR is that it is very difficult to implement. BPR 
\ 
contributions to the host organisation can not be measured until the changes are 
implemented and show some reliable, noticeable increase in the productivity and 
profit of the organisation. Any BPR project can not be implemented directly due 
to many psychological and financial difficulties. Also it is not guaranteed that any 
promises given by implementing BPR could actually provide the benefits 
expected. In the case of deoiling BPR suggestions have to be implemented in the 
petroleum-company in order to validate its promises. However, this 
implementation may go through several iterations of discussions and may be 
ignored at the end due to its unmeasured impacts and risks. 
Hence in this thesis it was not fully possible to assess the benefits of BPR changes 
to the deoiling systems. The contribution to the host organisation remains' to be 
validated. 
9.3.2 Computer tool: CODES 
CODES establishes the conceptual designs of deoiling systems and provides a 
simple but effective way of studying the effects of design data on the design 
configuration. It works as a conceptual layer of design just before the detailed 
design process. CODES is implemented to establish changes to the deoiling 
design process and design personnel. In this Section some limitations of CODES 
are discussed together with any improvements. 
One of the major drawbacks in CODES is its dependency on a specific plug-in 
(Java (T") JRE version 1.2.1) from Netscape Communicator. This plug-in provides 
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the way to update the Excel sheets with the new input data from the user. Hence, 
CODES could not be run from other Internet programs such as Internet Explorer 
and also without that specific plug-in. An attempt should be made to locate the 
plug-in into the source of the front-end page; hence, it could be opened from other 
internet environments. 
CODES activates the Java applet by manually opening it from a local directory. 
Hence, the front- end can not perform automatic links without that manual 
opening. This makes the front-end page less user friendly and may introduce some 
disturbance or confusion to the user/so An attempt to automate the opening of that 
applet once the front -end page is opened must be considered. Also, once an 
\ 
iteration of CODES is done, a template file (called activities. bin) is automatically 
created in the user's local directory. This file might interfere with the subsequent 
iterations and has to be manually deleted before a new iteration. This interference 
could be prevented by investigating the template file source, and eliminating its 
generation without affecting the utilisation of the activity apple!. 
CODES offers investigation of four different streams in a single run. In many 
processes there are more than four streams, hence CODES has to offer more 
flexibility on the number of the streams in the process. However, this option will 
give more possibilities of mixing and hence, more complicated identification of 
the streams involved in each set. 
Some outputs in stage four, in CODES, are dependent on some input from stage 
three. This could be simplified by transferring the necessary inputs from stage 
three into stage one instead and hence, go directly to stage four from stage one. 
This will make stage three optional. 
9.4 Future work 
9.4.1 BPR considerations 
In order to assess the validity of the BPR changes described in this thesis, it has to 
be implemented in the deoiling company. Hence the objectives and feedback of 
the BPR approach could be investigated and visualised. This kind of 
implementation is a long time procedure, hence patience and determination are 
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recommended. However, BPR changes may hardly result in any improvements, 
but then it should be emphasised that an organisation needs several changes to 
improve its process and the development never stops at any point but has to be 
continued. 
If the implementation of BPR in deoiling resulted in establishing its objectives 
then applying BPR to similar processes of the petroleum industry has to be 
considered. For example, BPR can be applied to other processes such as 
dehydration, production chemistry, petroleum engineering, etc. 
9.4.2 Computer tool: CODES 
Many extension points can be applied to CODES. CODES may include detailed 
designs of the equipment by dtending its applicability. This will include 
additions of some more design functions that calculate the sizes of the 
recommended equipment. This may save the need for generating data files as 
CODES is establishing the design specifications by itself. Otherwise, CODES 
may be directly connected to some design packages and presents the results at the 
end of the design iterations. 
Also CODES may consider other hydrocarbon separations such as dissolved 
hydrocarbons. Separation of dissolved hydrocarbons is requested by some 
customers and is important in the design of some deoiling systems. Including the 
separation of dissolved hydrocarbons in CODES will extend its applicability and 
meet more customer quality requirements. This will involve many other 
equipment selection criteria hence more design function should be implemented. 
Several other enhancements of the tool can be made. This includes establishing a 
direct interaction between CODES and the available electronic database in the 
deoiling company. This will reduce the need for manual input, and may result is 
time and error reduction. 
One of the important conclusions made from the case studies was that Hinze's 
equation is not currently adequate for droplet size distribution. Therefore, more 
experimental work on Hinze's equation is recommended. 
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Appendix (A) 
" Some examples of the Visual Basic 
programming in Excel" 
Note: 
All the VB programming and the web page construction were 
totally performed by Badria Ibrahim AIshihi. 
1 
Examples of VB codes used in Stage Two: 
Example (1): quilll( ) function. This function calculates the quill 
size for establishing isokinetic conditions for better droplet sizing 
methods. 
Function quill(intensity, f, waterden, watervisc, material, totflow, pipedia) 
kt = (f' 1.3/0.0158) + (2' (3' f)) + (1 '(3' f» + (20' f) + (2' (12' f» + 0.78 + 1 
For velo = 1 To 0.1 Step -0.01 
t = 1.3/ velo 
pd = 5 '0.000001 ' kt ' waterden • (velo A 2) 
delta = pd ' 100000 
e = 10000' (delta / (waterden' t» 
If e <= (intensity + 100) And e >= (intensity - 100) Then GoTo line4 
Next velo 
line4: 
qs = (velo ' 3.141593 • «0.0158) "2» / 4 
vp = 4 ' totflow / (3.141593 ' (pipedia) "2) 
mm = 3.141593' vp 
d = (4 • qs / mm) "0.5 
dq=d'1000 
Re2 = waterden ' vp • 0.0158/ watervisc 
f2 = frf(Re2) 
kt2 = (f2 ' 1.3/0.0158) + (2 ' (3 • f2)) + (1 ' (3 ' f2» + (20 ' f2) + (2 ' (12 • f2» + 0.78 + 1 
pd2 = 0.000005 • (kt2 ' waterden • (vp) A 2) 
delta2 = pd2 • 100000 
t2 = 1.3/ vp 
e2 = 10000 ' delta2 / (waterden ' t2) 
inten1 = Format(e, "###0.0") 
inten2 = Format(e2, "###0.0") 
r = inten2 / inten1 
res = Log10(r) 
rr = Format(res, "##0.0") 
Oqq = Format(dq, "###0.00") 
quill = "- At this location the sample quill should have an internal diameter in the order of " 
& Oqq & "mm." & " The velocity in the sampling line should be " & Format(velo, 
"###0.00") & "m/s." & " The sampling line is normally designed with nominal 0.5 inch 
outside diameter, with internal diameter of 15.8 mm and an overall piping length of 1.3 m 
to prevent adding any mixing energy to the sample." & " The isokinetic conditions must 
only be achieved in the sampling quill, with isoenergetic conditions in the reminder of the 
sampling system. If isokinetic conditions are left in the reminder of the line, the mixing 
energy will be in the order of " & rr & " magnitude/s higher than the isoenergetic 
sampling." 
End Function 
Function frf(Re) 
If Re > 3000 Then temp = 0.00?2 + (0.636 / (Re" 0.355» 
If Re <= 3000 Then temp = 64 / Re 
frf = temp 
End Function 
Static Function Log10(X) 
Log10 = Log(X) / Log(1 0#) 
End Function 
Example (2): equipm( ) function. This function figures out the best 
equipment in different locations of the process by comparing the 
equipment operating envelopes with the process conditions. 
Function equipm(item1, item2, item3, item4, itemS, item6, item?, itemS, item9, temper, 
press, HC, solid, size) 
temp = IIn 
If size >= 150 And item1 <> "PS" And item1 <> "ST" And item1 <> "PSCD" And item1 <> 
"STCD" And item2 <> "PS" And item2 <> "ST" And item2 <> "PSCD" And item2 <> 
"STCD" And item3 <> "PS" And item3 <> "ST" And item3 <> "PSCD" And item3 <> 
"STCD" And item4 <> "PS" And item4 <> "ST" And item4 <> "PSCD" And item4 <> 
"STCD" And itemS <> "PS" And itemS <> "ST" And itemS <> "PSCD" And itemS <> 
"STCD" And item6 <> "PS" And item6 <> "ST" And item6 <> "PSCD" And item6 <> 
"STCD" And item? <> "PS" And item? <> "ST" And item? <> "PSCD" And item? <> 
"STCD" And itemS <> "PS" And itemS <> "ST" And itemS <> "PSCD" And itemS <> 
"STCD" And item9 <> "PS" And item9 <> "ST" And item9 <> "PSCD" And item9 <> 
"STCD" And temper <= 65 And temper >= 5 And press <= 1000 And press >= 10 Then 
temp = temp & "Vessels and tanks. " 
If size >= 60 And item1 <> "PS" And item1 <> "ST" And item1 <> "PSCD" And item1 <> 
"STCD" And item1 <> "CPI" And item2 <> "PS" And item2 <> "ST" And item2 <> "PSCD" 
And item2 <> "STCD" And item2 <> "CPI" And item3 <> "PS" And item3 <> "ST" And 
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item3 <> "PSCD" And item3 <> "STCD" And item3 <> "CPI" And item4 <> "PS" And 
item4 <> "ST" And item4 <> "PSCD" And item4 <> "STCD" And item4 <> "CPI" And 
item5 <> "PS" And item5 <> "ST" And item5 <> "PSCD" And item5 <> "STCD" And item5 
<> "CPI" And item6 <> "PS" And item6 <> "ST" And item6 <> "PSCD" And item6 <> 
'STCD' And item6 <> "CPI' And item? <> "PS" And item? <> "ST' And item? <> "PSCD" 
And item? <> 'STCD" And item? <> "CPI" And item8 <> "PS" And item8 <> "ST" And 
item8 <> "PSCD" And item8 <> "STCD" And item8 <> "CPI" And item9 <> "PS" And 
item9 <> "ST" And item9 <> "PSCD" And item9 <> "STCD" And item9 <> "CPI" And 
temper <= 65 And temper >= 5 And press <= 1000 And press >= 20 Then temp = temp & 
"CPl. " 
If size >= 60 And solid <= 10000 And iteml <> "PS" And iteml <> "ST" And iteml <> 
"PSCD" And iteml <> "STCD" And iteml <> "CPI" And iteml <> "API" And item2 <> "PS" 
And item2 <> "ST" And item2 <> "PSCD" And item2 <> "STCD" And item2 <> "CPI" And 
item2 <> "API" And item3 <> "PS" A~d item3 <> "ST" And item3 <> "PSCD" And item3 
<> "STCD" And item3 <> "CPI" And item3 <> "API" And item4 <> "PS" And item4 <> "ST" 
And item4 <> "PSCD" And item4 <> "STCD" And item4 <> "CPI" And item4 <> "API" And 
item5 <> "PS" And item5 <> "ST" And item5 <> "PSCD" And item5 <> "STCD" And item5 
<> "CPI" And item5 <> "API" And item6 <> "PS" And item6 <> "ST" And item6 <> "PSCD" 
And item6 <> "STCD" And item6 <> "CPI" And item6 <> "API" And item? <> "PS' And 
item? <> "ST" And item? <> "PSCD" And item? <> "STCD" And item? <> "CPI" And 
item? <> "API" And item8 <> "PS" And itemS <> "ST" And item8 <> "PSCD" And item8 
<> "STCD" And item8 <> "CPI" And item8 <> "API" 
And item9 <> "PS" And item9 <> "ST" And item9 <> "PSCD" And item9 <> "STCD" And 
item9 <> "CPI" And item9 <> "API" And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 
1000 And press >= la Then temp = temp & "API. " 
If size >= 10 And solid <= 100 And iteml <> "H" And item2 <> "H" And item3 <> "H" And 
item4 <> "H" And item5 <> "H" And item6 <> "H" And item? <> "H" And itemS <> "H" And 
item9 <> "W And HC < 400 And temper <= 110 And temper >= 4 And press <= 20000 
And press >= 300 Then temp = temp & "Static hydrocyclone. " 
If size >= 8 And solid <= 500 And iteml <> "H" And item2 <> "H" And item3 <> "H" And 
item4 <> "H" And item5 <> "W"And item6 <> "H" And item? <> "H" And itemS <> "H" And 
item9 <> "H" And HC <= 600 And temper <= 11 0 And temper >= 4 And press <= 2000 
And press >= 50 Then temp = temp & "Rotary hydrocyclone. " 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 10000 And iteml <> 'C" And item2 <> "C" And item3 <> 'C" And 
item4 <> "C" And item5 <> "C' And item6 <> "C" And item? <> "C" And itemS <> 'C" And 
item9 <> "C" And HC < 1600 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 500 And 
press >= 10 Then temp = temp & " Centrifuge" " 
If size >= 5 And solid <= 1000 And iteml <> "GF" And item2 <> "GF" And item3 <> "GF" 
And item4 <> "GF" And item5 <> "GF" And item6 <> ·'GF" And item? <> "GF" And itemS 
<> "GF" And item9 <> "GF" And HC < 500 And temper <= Ba And temper >= 4 And press 
<= 100 And press >= 10 Then temp = temp & "Induced gas flotation. " 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 50 And item1 <> "GF" And item2 <> "GF" And item3 <> "GF" 
And item4 <> "GF" And itemS <> "GF" And item6 <> "GF" And item? <> "GF" And itemB 
<> "GF" And item9 <> "GF" And HC < 500 And temper <= 40 And temper >= 4 And press 
<= 50 And press >= 10 Then temp = temp & "Dissolved gas flotation. " 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 50 And item1 <> "F" And item2 <> "F" And item3 <> "F" And 
item4 <> "F" And itemS <> OF" And item6 <> "F" And item? <> "F" And itemB <> "F" And 
item9 <> "F" And HC <= 30 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 1000 And 
press >= 100 Then temp = temp & "Sand/dual media filter. " 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 50 And item1 <> "F" And item2 <> "F" And item3 <> "F" And 
item4 <> "F" And itemS <> "F" And item6 <> "F" And item? <> "F" And itemB <> "F" And 
item9 <> "F" And He < 150 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 1000 And 
press >= 100 Then temp = temp & "CrtJshed nut media filter. " 
If size >= 0.6 And solid <= 10 And item1 <> "F" And item2 <> "F" And item3 <> "F" And 
item4 <> "F" And itemS <> "F" And item6 <> "F" And item? <> "F" And itemB <> of'' And 
item9 <> "F" And HC < 5 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 500 And 
press >= 100 Then temp = temp & "Cartridge filter. " 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 5 And item 1 <> "F" And item2 <> "F" And item3 <> "F" And 
item4 <> "F" And itemS <> "F" And item6 <> "F" And item? <> "F" And itemB <> "F" And 
item9 <> "F" And HC < 15 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 1000 And 
press >= 100 Then temp = temp & "Pre-coat filter. " 
If size >= O.B And solids <= 0.5 And item1 <> "M" And item2 <> "M" And item3 <> "M" 
And item4 <> "M" And itemS <> "M" And item6 <> "M" And item? <> "M" And itemB <> 
"M" And item9 <> "M" And HC <= 5 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 
1000 And press >= 100 Then temp = temp & "Membranes. " 
If temp = "" Then temp = "n/a" 
equipm = temp 
End Function 
Example (3): assesslinel( ) function. This function gives comments 
on use of low shear pumps to reduce turbulence and mixing that 
gives more stable oil/water emulsions if a pump exists in the 
process. 
Function assessline1 (item1, item2, item3, item4, itemS, item6, item?, itemB, item9) 
'Rule 1: Should use low shear pumps to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more 
stable oil/water emulsions 
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temp1 = rule1 (item1, item2) & rule1 (item2, item3) & rule1 (item3, item4) & rule1 (item4, 
item5) & rule1 (item5, item6) & rule1 (item6, item?) & rule1 (item?, item8) & rule1 (item8, 
item9) 
'Rule 2: Should always use PSCD rather than PS 
temp2 = rule2(item1) & rule2(item2) & rule2(item3) & rule2(item4) & rule2(item5) & 
rule2(item6) & rule2(item?) & rule2(item8) & rule2(item9) 
'Rule 3: Should use STCD rather than ST 
temp3 = rule3(item1) & rule3(item2) & rule3(item3) & rule3(item4) & rule3(item5) & 
rule3(item6) & rule3(item?) & rule3(item8) & rule3(item9) 
If temp1 <> "" Or temp2 <> "" Or temp3 <> ,,,, Then temp = temp1 & temp2 & temp3 
If temp1 = "" And temp2 = '''' And temp3 = "" Then temp = "n/a" 
assessline1 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule1 (itema, itemb) 
temp = !Ill 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "T" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
surge tank to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "ST" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
skimming tank to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oiVwater 
emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "STCD" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps 
upstream skimming tank to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water 
emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "PS" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
production separator to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water 
emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "PSCD" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps 
upstream production separator to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable 
oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "H" Then iemp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
hydrocyclone to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "C" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
centrifuge to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "F" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
filter to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "GF" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
gas flotation unit to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water 
emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb ':' "API" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
API to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "CPI" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
CPI to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water emulsions" 
If itema = "P" And itemb = "M" Then temp = temp & "- Use low shear pumps upstream 
membrane unit to reduce turbulence and mixing that gives more stable oil/water 
emulsions" 
rule1 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule2(item) 
If item = "PS" Then temp = "- Use built in coalescing devices in production separators to 
enhance the separation" 
rule2 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule3(item) 
If (item = "ST") Then temp = "- Use built in coalescing devices in/prior to skim tanks to 
enhance the separation" 
rule3 = temp 
End Function 
Example (3): assessline2( ) function. This function gives comments 
on eliminating or reducing the use of control valves upstream of 
de-oiling equipment if these valves exist in the process. Also 
comments on preference of the use of continuous dehydration 
process instead of batch process if a batch tank is used. 
Function assessline2(item1, item2, item3, item4, itemS, item6, item?, item8, item9, 
oilcon1, oilcon2, oilcon3, oilcon4, oilconS, oilcon6, oilcon?, oilcon8, oilcon9, filter, 
hydrocy, coalescer) 
'Rule 4: Eliminate or reduce use of control valves upstream of de-oiling equipment 
temp4 = rule4(item1, item2) & rule4(item2, item3) & rule4(item3, item4) & rule4(item4, 
itemS) & rule4(itemS, item6) & rule4(item6, item?) & rule4(item?, item8) & rule4(item8, 
item9) 
'Rule 5: Should use continuous dehydration process instead of batch process 
tempS = rule5(item1) & ruleS(item2) & ruleS(item3) & rule5(item4) & rule5(item5) & 
rule5(item6) & rule5(item?) & ruleS(item8) & ruleS(item9) 
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'Rule 6: Do not exceed the maximum stated hydrocarbon concentration 
, at the inlet of the de·oiling equipment 
temp6 = rule6(item1, oilcon1, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) & rule6(item2, oilcon2, filter, 
hydrocy, coalescer) & rule6(item3, oilcon3, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) & rule6(item4, 
oilcon4, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) & rule6(item5, oilcon5, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) & 
rule6(item6, oilcon6, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) & rule6(item7, oilcon?, filter, hydrocy, 
coalescer) & rule6(item8, oilcon8, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) & rule6(item9, oilcon9, filter, 
hydrocy, coalescer) 
If temp4 <> '" Or temp5 <> "" Or temp6 <> '" Then temp = temp4 & temp5 & temp6 
If temp4 = "" And temp5 = "" And temp6 = ,," Then temp = "n/a" 
assessline2 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule4(itema, item b) 
temp = 1111 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "PS" Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream 
production separator can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV 
downstream the equipment or use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "PSCD" Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream plate 
pack' production separator can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV 
downstream the equipment or use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "T" Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream surge tank 
can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the equipment or 
use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "ST" Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream 
skimming tank can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream 
the equipment or use low shear valves" 
If item a = "CV" And itemb = "STCD" Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream plate 
pack' skimming tank can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV 
downstream the equipment or use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "F" Then temp '= temp & ". Control valve upstream filter can 
cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the equipment or use 
low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "H" Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream 
hydrocyclone can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the 
equipment or use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "COO Then temp = temp & ". Control valve upstream centrifuge 
can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the equipment or 
use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "GF" Then temp = temp & "- Control valve upstream gas 
flotation unit can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the 
equipment or use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "API" Then temp = temp & "- Control valve upstream API unit 
can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the equipment or 
use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "CPI" Then temp = temp & "- Control valve upstream CPI unit 
can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream the equipment or 
use low shear valves" 
If itema = "CV" And itemb = "M" Then temp = temp & "- Control valve upstream 
membrane unit can cause turbulence and fine emulsions, check use of CV downstream 
the equipment or use low shear valves" 
rule4 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule5(item) 
If item = "BOT" Then temp = temp & "- The use of batch dehydration process will cause 
flow variations due to falling tank head and may pass sludge to down stream equipment, 
it is recommended to have continuous dehydration process for better de-oiling" 
rule5 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule6(item, oilcon, filter, hydrocy, coalescer) 
temp = "" 
If item = "PSCO" And coalescer = "a" Then temp = temp & "- The coarse coalescers in 
the production separator make no restriction on the hydrocarbon inlet concentration, 
therefore this equipment may be located just downstream the well" 
If item = "PSCO" And coalescer = "b" Then temp = temp & "- Due to the use of fine 
coalescing device in the production separator, the separator is more in a risk of fouling. It 
is advisable to use coarse coalescers for production separators as they are working as 
primary separation equipment. Fine coalescers can be located further down stream to 
enhance the separation of the next (secondary treatment) deoiling device such as 
hydrocyclones, centrifuges or gas flotation units" 
If item = "PSCO" And coalescer = "c" Then temp = temp & "- The media bed coalescers 
are not suitable for production separators containing well fluids with high hydrocarbon 
contents, as this will cause rapid fouling of the equipment. It is recommended to use this 
type of coalescers further downstream to enhance the separation of a polishing(third 
stage) treatment such as filters and membranes." 
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If item ~ "STCD" And coalescer ~ "c" Then temp ~ temp & "- It is recommended to use 
fine coalescers upstream or within the skimming tanks instead of media bed coalescers 
which are more rapidly fouled by extensive hydrocarbon concentrations." 
If item ~ "H" And hydrocy ~ "a" And oilcon >~ 600 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the 
rotary hydrocyclone contains high hydrocarbon concentration which means higher outlet 
concentration than 40 mg/l. It is recommended to use a primary separation device 
upstream of the hydrocyclone to reduce the hydrocarbon concentration and achieve a 
maximum outlet of 40mg/l." 
If item ~ "H" And hydrocy ~ "b" And oilcan >~ 400 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the 
static hydrocyclone contains high hydrocarbon concentration which means higher outlet 
concentration than 40 mg/l. It is recommended to use a primary separation device 
upstream of the hydrocyclone to reduce the hydrocarbon concentration and achieve a 
maximum outlet of 40mg/l." 
If item ~ "C" And oilcan >~ 1600 T~en temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the centrifuge 
contains high hydrocarbon concentration which means higher outlet concentration than 
40 mgll. It is recommended to use a primary separation device upstream of the centrifuge 
to reduce the hydrocarbon concentration and achieve a maximum outlet of 40mg/l." 
If item ~ "GF" And oilcan >~ 500 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the gas flotation unit 
is highly concentrated with hydrocarbons, this may lead to unsatisfactory effluent. It is 
recommended to use an earlier stage of separation upstream to prevent formation of 
slugs with failure of the unit." 
If item ~ "F" And filter ~ "a" And oilcan >~ 30 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the filter 
is highly concentrated with hydrocarbon, this may result in filter blockage. It is 
recommended to use an earlier stage of separation upstream the filter." 
If item ~ "F" And filter ~ "b" And oilcan >~ 150 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the filter 
is highly concentrated with hydrocarbon, this may result in filter blockage. It is 
recommended to use an earlier stage of separation upstream the filter." 
If item ~ "F" And filter ~ "c" And oilcan >~ 5 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the filter is 
highly concentrated with hydrocarbon, this may result in filter blockage. It is 
recommended to use an earlier stage of separation upstream the filter to avoid cartridge 
replacement." 
If item ~ "F" And filter ~ "d" And oilcan >~ 15 Then temp ~ temp & "- The feed to the filter 
is highly concentrated with hydrocarbon, this may result is filter blockage. It is 
recommended to use an earlier stage of separation upstream the filter." 
If item ~ "M" Then temp ~ temp & "- Membranes are capable of maintaining a low outlet 
hydrocarbon concentration when forced with high inlet hydrocarbon concentrations. 
however, to avoid fouling it is recommended to keep the inlet hydrocarbon concentration 
as low as possible. Slugs of hydrocarbon cause membrane blockage." 
If coalescer ~ "d" Then temp ~ temp & "- The use of hydraulic coalescer must insure the 
use of suitable recycle hydrocarbon stream that is of low solubility in water, have high 
density difference than water and should not introduce further contamination." 
If coalescer ; "e" Then temp; temp & "- the use of pipeline coalescers must insure 
sufficient mixing energy for separation and given sufficient residence time." 
rule6; temp 
End Function 
Example (4): assessline3() function. TWs function gives comments 
on weather the equipment is located in a position where the 
droplet size is within the range of the equipment separation 
capabilities. Also gives comments on the use of chemicals to 
enhance the separation. 
Function assessline3(item1, item2, item3, item4, itemS, item6, item7, item8, item9, size1, 
size2, size3, size4, size5, size6, size7, size8, size9, filter, gasflot, hydrocy, coalescer) 
'Rule 7: Use the equipment where the droplet size is within the range of the equipment 
separation capabilities 
, Rule 8: Use chemicals with caution and to enhance the separation 
'Rule 9: Equipment, which outputs similar or bigger size than the input is inefficient 
temp1 ; rule7(item1, size1, filter, gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) & rule7(item2, size2, filter, 
gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) & rule7(item3, size3, filter, gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) & 
rule7(item4, size4. filter, gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) & rule7(item5, size5, filter, gasflot, 
hyrocy, coalescer) & rule7(item6, size6, filter, gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) & rule7(item7, 
size7, filter, gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) & rule7(item8, size8, filter, gasflot, hyrocy, 
coalescer) & rule7(item9, size9, filter, gasflot, hyrocy, coalescer) 
temp2 ; rule8(item1, filter, coalescer) & rule8(item2, filter, coalescer) & rule8(item3, filter, 
coalescer) & rule8(item4, filter, coalescer) & rule8(item5, filter, coalescer) & rule8(item6, 
filter, coalescer) & rule8(item7, filter, coalescer) & rule8(item8, filter, coalescer) & 
rule8(item9, filter, coalescer) 
temp3 ; rule9(item1, size1, size2) & rule9(item2, size2, size3) & rule9(item3, size3, 
size4) & rule9(item4, size4, size5) & rule9(item5, size5, size6) & rule9(item6, size6, size7) 
& rule9(item7, size7, size8) & rule9(item8. size8. size9) 
If temp1 <> ". Or temp2 <> "" Or temp3 <> ,'" Then temp; temp1 & temp2 & temp3 
If temp1 ; ". And temp2 ; "" And temp3 ; "" Then temp = "n/a" 
assessline3 ; temp 
End Function 
Function rule7(item, size, filter, gasflot, hydrocy, coalescer) 
temp;;;; IIU 
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If item = "PS" And size < 150 Then temp = temp & ". The production separator is located 
in a position that has smaller hydrocarbon particle size than the minimum size separated. 
This will make the separator inefficient and it is recommended to use built in coalescers 
or/and another method of separation which can achieve separation of smaller droplets." 
If item = "API" And size < 150 Then temp = temp & ". The API is located in a position that 
has smaller hydrocarbon particle size than the minimum size separated. This will make 
the API inefficient and it is recommended to use another method of separation which can 
achieve separation of smaller droplets." 
If item = "ST" And size < 150 Then temp = temp & ". The skim tank is located in a 
position that has smaller hydrocarbon particle size than the minimum size separated. This 
will make the tank inefficient and it is recommended to use built in coalescers or/and 
another method of separation which can achieve separation of smaller droplets." 
If item = "CPI" And size < 40 Then temp = temp & ". The CPI is located in a position that 
has smaller hydrocarbon particle site than the minimum size recommended by CPI 
manufacturers. This will make the CPI inefficient and it is recommended to use another 
treatment method, which can achieve separation of smaller droplets." 
If (item = "PSCO" Or ite'!' = "STCO") And coalescer = "a" And size < 40 Then temp = 
temp & ". The gravity settlers are located in a small droplet size range outside the 
capability of the coalescing device. This makes the settlers ineffective. It is recommended 
to investigate use of fine coalescing devices or other de·oiling devices than the settlers." 
If item = "H" And size < 1 0 And hydrocy = "b" Then temp = temp & ". The static 
hydrocyclone is ineffective in this location as it is in a lower particle size range. It is 
recommended to shift it further upstream or use other deoiling device such as 
centrifuges, filters or membranes." 
If item = "H" And size < 8 And hydrocy = "a" Then temp = temp & ". The rotary 
hydrocyclone is ineffective in this location as it is in a lower particle size range. It is 
recommended to shift it further upstream or use other deoiling device such as 
centrifuges, filters or membranes." 
If item = "C" And size < 8 Then temp = temp & ". The Centrifuge is ineffective in this 
location as it is in a lower particle size range. It is recommended to shift it further 
upstream or use other deoiling device such as filters or membranes." 
If item = "GF" And size < 5 And gasflot = "a" Then temp = temp & ". The induced gas 
flotation unit is ineffective in this location as it is in a lower particle size range. It is 
recommended to shift it further upstream or/and use deoilers and polyelectrolytes or use 
of other deoiling device such as filters or membranes." 
If item = "GF" And size < 2 And gasflot = "b" Then temp = temp & ". The dissolved gas 
flotation unit is ineffective in this location even with the use of coagulation flocculation as 
it is in a lower particle size range. It is recommended to shift it further upstream or use of 
other deoiling device such as filters or membranes." 
If item = "F" And size < 2 And filter = "a" Then temp = temp & "- The sand or dual media 
bed filter is ineffective in this location as it is in a lower particle size range. It is 
recommended to shift it upstream if possible or use of other types of filters such as 
cartridge filters or membranes." 
If item = "F" And size < 2 And filter = "b" Then temp = temp & "- The crushed nut shell 
media filters or oleophilic media filter is ineffective in this location as it is in a lower 
particle size range. It is recommended to shift it upstream if possible or use of other types 
of filters such as cartridge filters or membranes." 
If item = "F" And size < 2 And filter = "d" Then temp = temp & "- The pre-coat filter is 
ineffective in this location as it is in a lower particle size range. It is recommended to shift 
rt upstream if possible or use of other types of filters such as cartridge filters or 
membranes." 
If item = "F" And size < 0.6 And filter = "c" Then temp = temp & "- The cartridge filter is 
ineffective in this location as it is in a Ibwer particle size range. It is recommended to shift 
it upstream if possible or use of other deoiling devices such as membranes(e.g. 
microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis)." 
rule? = temp 
End Function 
Function rule8(item, filter, coalescer) 
temp:;:; nil 
If (item = "PSCD" Or item = "STCD") And coalescer = "c" Then temp = temp & "- The use 
of chemicals for oleophilic media bed coalescer use can include addition of chemicals to 
make the bed oleophilic. Consideration should be taken to study the effect of such 
chemicals on downstream equipment." 
If item = "F" And filter = "a" Then temp = temp & "- The use of coagulants and flocculants 
can be used upstream of the filter to enhance the separation. The effect of such 
chemicals on the downstream equipment must be investigated." 
If item = "F" And filter = "b" Then temp = temp & "- The use of HCI injection is used in 
some areas to prevent formation of iron precipitates. The investigation of the effect of the 
acid on the downstream equipment is strongly recommended." 
If item = "M" Then tem = temp & "- The use of coagulants and flocculants can be used 
upstream of the membrane to enhance the separation. The effect of such chemicals on 
the downstream equipment must be investigated." 
rule8 = temp 
End Function 
Function rule9(item, sizea, sizeb) 
temp = 'H, 
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If (item = "PSCO" Or item = "PS") And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= 
(sizea - 3))) Then temp = "The production separator is not efficient in separating the 
droplet size of the feed as the outlet feed got similar size as the inlet' 
If (item = "PSCO" Or item = "PS") And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The 
production separator is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the 
separated outlet feed droplet size is higher than the inlet. The separator's performance 
must be analysed immediately" 
If (item = "STCO" Or item = "ST') And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= 
(sizea - 3))) Then temp = "The skim tank is not efficient in separating the droplet size of 
the feed as the outlet feed got similar size as the inlet" 
If (item = "STCO" Or item = "ST') And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The skim tank 
is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed 
droplet size is higher than the inlet. The tank's performance must be analysed 
immediately' I 
If item = "CPI" And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= (sizea - 3))) Then temp 
= "The CPI separator is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the outlet 
feed got similar size as the inlet" 
If item = "CPI" And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The CPI separator is not efficient 
in separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed size is higher than 
the inlet. The CPI's performance must be analysed immediately" 
If item = "API" And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= (sizea - 3))) Then temp 
= "The API separator is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the outlet 
feed got similar size as the inlet" 
If item = "API" And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The API separator is not efficient 
in separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed size is higher than 
the inlet. The API's performance must be analysed immediately" 
If item = "F" And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= (sizea - 3))) Then temp = 
"The filter is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the outlet feed got 
similar size as the inlet" 
If item = "F" And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The filter is not efficient in 
separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed size is higher than the 
inlet. The Filter's performance must be analysed immediately' 
If item = "GF" And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= (sizea - 3))) Then temp = 
"The gas flotation unit is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the 
outlet feed got similar size as the inlet" 
If item = "GF" And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & ''The gas flotation is not efficient in 
separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed size is higher than the 
inlet. The gas flotation unit's performance must be analysed immediately" 
If item; "H" And (sizea ; sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >; (size a - 3))) Then temp = 
"The hydrocyclone is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the outlet 
feed got similar size as the inlet" 
If item = "H" And (sizea < size b) Then temp = temp & "The hydrocyclone is not efficient in 
separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed size is higher than the 
inlet. The hydrocyclone periormance must be analysed immediately" 
If item = "C" And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= (sizea - 3))) Then temp = 
"The centrifuge is not efficient in separating the droplet size of the feed as the outlet feed 
got similar size as the inlet" 
If item = "C" And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The centriluge is not efficient in 
separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet feed size is higher than the 
inlet. The centrifuge's periormance must be analysed immediately" 
If item = "M" And (sizea = sizeb Or (sizeb < sizea And sizeb >= (sizea - 3))) Then temp = 
"The membrane is not efficient in sep~rating the droplet size of the leed as the outlet feed 
got similar size as the inlet" 
II item = "M" And (sizea < sizeb) Then temp = temp & "The membrane is not efficient in 
separating the droplet size of the feed as the separated outlet leed size is higher than the 
inlet. The membrane's periormance must be analysed immediately" 
rule9 = temp 
End Function 
Example (5): assessline4( ) function. This function gives comments 
on weather the equipment is located in a position where the solid 
allowance is within the range of the equipment separation 
capabilities. 
Function assessline4(item1, item2, item3, item4, item5, item6, item7, item8, item9, filter. 
hydrocy, coalescer, gasllot, solid1, solid2, solid3, solid4, solid5, solid6, solid7, solid8, 
solid9) 
'Rule 10: Do not exceed the maximum allowance lor solids 01 the specific equipment 
temp = rule1 0(item1, solid1, filter, hydrocy, coalescer, gasllot) & rule10(item2, solid2, 
filter, hydrocy, coalescer, gasllot) & rule10(item3, solid3, filter, hydrocy, coalescer, 
gasllot) & rule10(item4, solid4, filter, hydrocy, coalescer, gasllot) & rule10(itemS, solidS, 
filter. hydrocy, coalescer, gasflot) & rule10(item6, solid6, filter, hydrocy, coalescer, 
gasflot) & rule10(item7, solid7, filter, hydrocy, coalescer, gasllot) & rule10(item8, solid8, 
filter, hydrocy, coalescer, gasllot) & rule10(item9, solid9. filter, hydrocy, coalescer, 
gasflot) 
II temp <> '''' Then assessline4 ; temp 
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If temp = "" Then assessline4 = "n/a" 
End Function 
Function rule1 O(item, solid, filter, hydrocy, coalescer, gasflot) 
temp = ,,11 
If (item = "PSCO" Or item = "STCO") And coalescer = "a" And solid> 100 Then temp = 
temp & "- The coarse coalescers other than plate pack interceptors in the gravity settler 
can be designed to handle large amounts of solids within settlers with high solid capacity. 
In the case of plate interceptors it is recommended to remove solids prior entering the 
plate packs to avoid blockage or increase the plat pack spacing which is in turn might 
reduce the separation perfomnance. " 
If (item = "PSCO" Or item = "STCO") And coalescer = "b" And solid> 5 Then temp = temp 
& "- The fine coalescers in the gravity settler are not designed to handle solids which tend 
to block the coalescer element. It is Jdvised to use coarse coalescers instead or a solid 
removing facility upstream of the gravity settler. " 
If (item = "PSCO" Or item = "STCO") And coalescer = "c' And solid> 5 Then temp = temp 
& "- The media bed coalescers in the gravity settler are not designed to handle solids 
which tend to block the coalescer bed element. It is advised to use coarse coalescers 
instead or a solid removing facility upstream of the gravity settler. " 
If item = "API" And solid <= 10000 Then temp = temp & "- Solids will settle on the bottom 
of API settler, it can be continuously removed by using scraper bars." 
If item = "API" And solid> 10000 Then temp = temp & "- Although API separator can 
handle high amounts of solids, but the accumulation of high concentrations can cause 
poor performance which can lead to excessive oil concentrations to the nex1 deoiling 
equipment. It is recommended to use a solid removing facility upstream of the API to 
prevent deterioration of performance." 
If (item = "PS" Or item = "ST") And solid <= 10000 Then temp = temp & "- Solids will 
settle in the gravity settler, allowance must be made for accumulation and removal of 
solids by jetting or manual cleaning." 
If (item = "PS" Or item = "ST") And solid> 10000 Then temp = temp & "- Although gravity 
settlers without coalescing plate packs can handle high amounts of solids, but the 
accumulation of high concentrations can cause poor performance which can lead to 
excessive oil concentrations to the nex1 deoiling equipment. It is recommended to use a 
solid removing facility upstream of the gravtty settler to prevent deterioration of 
performance." 
If item = "H" And hydrocy = "b" And solid > 100 Then temp = temp & "- Static 
hydrocyclones are susceptible to erosion with high solid concentrations. It is advisable to 
use special liners to minimise erosion and a solid removing device upstream of the 
cyclone to reduce the passing of solids to downstream equipment." 
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If item; "H" And hydrocy ; "a" And solid> 500 Then temp; temp & ". Although rotary 
hydrocyclones not as subject to erosion as static hydrocyclone. but excessive solids can 
cause reduction of separation performance. It is recommended to remove solids 
upstream of the hydrocyclone to maintain its performance." 
If item; "C" And solid >; 10000 Then temp; temp & ". The amount of solids entering the 
hydrocyclone is very high and can cause blockage of the discs. It is advisable to have a 
solid removal facility prior the centrifuge. Also solid particles must be less than 500 micro 
m to avoid blockage." 
If item; "GF" And gasflot; "a" And solid> 1000 Then temp; temp & ". Solids must be 
removed prior the induced gas flotation unit to avoid any reduction of the performance." 
If item; "GF" And gasflot ; "b" And solid> 100 Then temp; temp & ". Solids must be 
removed prior the dissolved gas flotation unit to avoid any reduction of the performance." 
If item; "F" And filter; "a" And solid> 50 Then temp; temp & ". Solids entering the 
sand/dual bed filter are high and could stop the filtration cycle. It is recommended to have 
a solid removing device prior to the filter to insure adequate filtration cycle." 
If item; "F" And filter; "b" And solid> 50 Then temp; temp & ". Solids entering the 
crushed nut shell media bed filter are high and could stop the filtration cycle. Nutshells 
are not as effective as sand filters in removing solids. It is recommended to have a solid 
removing device prior to the filter to insure adequate filtration cycle." 
If item; "F" And filter; "c"And solid> 10 Then temp; temp & ". Solids entering the 
cartridge filter are high and can cause complications of filter cycle. It is recommended to 
have a solid removing device upstream the filter." 
If item; "F" And filter; "d" And solid> 5 Then temp; temp & ". Solids entering the pre· 
coat filter are high and can cause complications of filter cycle. It is recommended to have 
a solid removing device upstream the filter." 
If item ; "M" And solid> 0 Then temp; temp & ". The solids at the entrance of the 
membrane can cause membrane fouling as they will not pass through the membrane 
pores. It is recommended to have a solid removing device upstream the membrane to 
prevent blockage." 
rule10; temp 
End Function 
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Examples of VB codes used in Stage Three: 
Example (1): surface( ) function. This function gives comment on 
weather surface disposal is applicable for a certain stream or not. 
Function surface(limit, location, country) 
Select Case location 
Case lIa" 
Select Case limit 
Case Is > coastallimit(country) 
temp = " . Need to consider disposal injection" 
Case Is <= coastallimit(country) 1 
temp = ". Coastal surface disposal is allowed" 
End Select 
Case "b" 
Select Case limit 
Case Is > inlandlimit(country) 
temp = " . Need to consider disposal injection" 
Case Is <= inlandlimit(country) 
temp = ". Inland surface disposal is allowed" 
End Select 
Case "d' 
Select Case limit 
Case Is > offshorelimit(country) 
temp = " . Need to consider disposal injection" 
Case Is <= offshorelimit(country) 
temp = ". offshore surface disposal is allowed" 
End Select 
End Select 
surface = temp 
End Function 
Function coastallimit(country) 
If country = "belgium" Or country = "nigeria" Or country = "venezuela" Then coast = 20 
If country = "denmark" Then coast = 1 0 
If country = "usa" Then coast = 42 
if Else: coast = 1 0 
coastallimit = coast 
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End Function 
Function inlandlimit(country) 
If country; "belgium" Or country; "denmark" Or country; "germany" Then inland; 5 
If country; "italy" Or country; "malysia" Or country; "nigeria" Or country; "switzerland" 
Then inland; 10 
If country; "france" Then inland; 20 
If country; "norway" Or country; "portugal" Then inland; 12.5 
if Else: inland; 5 
inlandlimit ; inland 
End Function 
Function offshorelimit(country) 
If country; "abu dhabi" Or country; "egypt" Then offshore; 15 
If country; "australia" Or country; "canada" Then offshore; 50 
If country; "france" Then offshore; 20 
If country; "india" Or country; "netherlands" Or country; "norway" Then offshore; 40 
If country; "usa" Then offshore; 42 
If country; "nigeria" Then offshore; 75 
If country; "spain" Or country; "parcom" Or country; "united kingdom" Then offshore; 
100 
If country; "malysia" Then offshore; 110 
if Else: offshore; 40 
offshorelimit ; offshore 
End Function 
Example (2): disposalinjection( ) function. This function gives 
comment on weather disposal injection is applicable for a certain 
stream or not. 
Function disposalinjection(hc, tolerance, stimulation, enduse1, enduse2) 
Select Case tolerance 
Case "high" 
Select Case stimulation 
Case "yes" 
Select Case enduse1 
Case "yes" 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yesl! 
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temp = "- The formation is used for drinking/domestic and agricultural/industrial 
applications, so no discharge of petroleum waters is permitted. New proper disposal 
formation must be found" 
Case "no" 
temp = "- The formation is used for domestic application, so no discharge of petroleum 
waters is permitted. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
End Select 
Case "no" 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yes" 
temp = '- The formation is used for agricultural/industrial applications, so no discharge of 
petroleum waters is permitted. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
Case "no" 
temp:::::: '''' 
If hc < 40 Then temp = temp & ' - Disposal injection is allowed" 
If hc > 40 Then temp = temp & " - The hydrocarbon contents of the stream is very high, 
filtration before disposal is required" 
End Select 
End Select 
Case "no" 
Select Case enduse1 
Case "yes" 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yes" 
temp = " - The formation can not be stimulated and therefore is not acceptable for 
disposal injection purposes, also the formation is used for domestic and industrial 
applications and no petroleum waters must be disposed to. New proper disposal 
form'ation must be found" 
Case "noli 
temp = " - The formation can not be stimulated and therefore is not acceptable for 
disposal injection purposes, also the formation is used for domestic applicatio'ns and no 
petroleum waters must be disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found' 
End Select 
Case "no" 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yes" 
temp = " - The formation can not be stimulated and therefore is not acceptable for 
disposal injection purposes, also the formation is used for industrial applications and no 
petroleum waters must be disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
Case "no" 
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temp = " - The formation can not be stimulated and therefore is not acceptable for 
disposal injection purposes." 
End Select 
End Select 
End Select 
Case "Iowl! 
Select Case stimulation 
Case "yes" 
Select Case enduse 1 
Case "yes" 
Select Case enduse2 
Case I'yes" 
temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. 
Several other tests must be applied to1investigate the real tolerance of the formation, also 
the formation is used for domestic and industrial applications and no petroleum waters 
must be disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
Case "no" 
temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. 
Several other tests must be applied to investigate the real tolerance of the formation, also 
the formation is used for domestic applications and no petroleum waters must be 
disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
End Select 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yes" 
temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. 
Several other tests must be applied to investigate the real tolerance of the formation, also 
the formation is used for industrial applications and no petroleum waters must be 
disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
Case lino" 
temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. 
Several other tests must be applied to investigate the real tolerance of the formation, if 
proven to be tolerant, the formation can be used for disposal injection" 
End Select 
End Select 
Case "no" 
Select Case enduse1 
Case "yes" 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yes" 
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temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. Also 
the formation can not be stimulated which means it is not accepted for disposal injection 
operations, also the formation is used for domestic and industrial applications and no 
petroleum waters must be disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
Case "no" 
temp = " - The fonmation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. Also 
the formation can not be stimulated which means it is not accepted for disposal injection 
operations, also the formation is used for domestic applications and no petroleum waters 
must be disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
End Select 
Case "non 
Select Case enduse2 
Case "yes" 
temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. Also 
the formation can not be stimulated which means it is not accepted for disposal injection 
operations, also the formation is used for industrial applications and no petroleum waters 
must be disposed to. New proper disposal formation must be found" 
Case "no" 
temp = " - The formation can not be used for disposal injection as it of low tolerance. Also 
the formation can not be stimulated which means it is not accepted for disposal injection 
operations. Investigation of real tolerance and possibility of stimulation must be made" 
End Select 
End Select 
End Select 
End Select 
disposalinjection = temp 
End Function 
Example (3): injection( ) function. This function gives comment on 
weather water injection is applicable for a certain stream or not. 
Function injection(production, sea, river, lake, seaba, seaca, seas04, riverba, riverca, 
rivers04, lakeba, lakeca, lakes04, formba, formca, forms04, prodba, prodca, prods04) 
If production> 0 And (sea> 0 Or river> 0 Or lake> 0) Then temp3 = scales(seaba, 
seaca, seas04. riverba, riverca, rivers04, lakeba, lakeca, lakeso4, formba, formca, 
formso4, prodba, prodca, prodso4) 
If production> 0 And (sea = 0 And river = 0 And lake = 0) Then temp3 = " - Consider 
water injection" 
If production = 0 Then temp3 = " - Consider disposal injection" 
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injection = temp3 
End Function 
Function scales(seaba, seaca, seas04, riverba, riverca, riverso4, lakeba, lakeca, lakes04, 
form ba, formca, forms04, prodba, prodca, prods04) 
temp4 = 1111 
If (seaba • 1000 1 137.3 • 1000 • seas04 1 96.1) > 10 1\ -9.7 Or (1000 • seaca 1 40.1 • 
seas04 • 1000/96.1) > 101\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Sea water cannot be mixed 
with any fluids as it contains scale, use of sulphate membranes or chemical inhibition to 
prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (prodba • 1000/137.3' 1000' prods04/96.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000' prodca 140.1 • 
prods04 • 1000/96.1) > 101\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Production water cannot be 
mixed with any fluids as it contains scale, use of sulphate membranes or chemical 
inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (riverba • 1000/137.3' 1000' rivers04/96.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000' riverca 140.1 • 
rivers04 • 1000 1 96.1) > 10 1\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - River water cannot be 
mixed with any fluids as it contains scale, use of sulphate membranes or chemical 
inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (lakeba • 1000/137.3' 1000 • lakes04 1 96.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000' lakeca 140.1 • 
lakes04 • 1000 1 96.1) > 10 1\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Lake water cannot be 
mixed with any fluids as it contains scale, use of sulphate membranes or chemical 
inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (formba • 1000/137.3' 1000' forms041 96.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000' formca 140.1 • 
fomns04 • 1000/96.1) > 101\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Formation fluids cannot be 
mixed with any water as it contains scale, use of sulphate membranes or chemical 
inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (seaba • 1000 1137.3 • 1000 • seas04 1 96.1 + prodba • 1000 1137.3 • 1000 • prods04 1 
96.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000' seaca 140.1' seas04' 1000/96.1 + 1000' prodca 140.1 • 
prods04 • 1000/96.1) > 101\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Production water cannot be 
mixed with sea water as scale will be generated, use of sulphate membranes or chemical 
inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (riverba '1000 1137:3' 1000' rivers04/96.1 + prodba' 1000/137.3' 1000' prods04 
196.1) > 10 1\ -9.7 Or (1000 • riverca 140.1 • rivers04 • 10001 96.1 + 1000 • prodca 1 40.1 
• prods04 • 10001 96.1) > 101\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Production water cannot 
be mixed with river water as scale will be generated, use of sulphate membranes or 
chemical inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (lakeba • 1000 1 137.3 • 1000 • lakes04 1 96.1 + prodba • 1000 1 137.3 • 1000 • prods04 
196.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000 • lakeca 1 40.1 • lakes04 • 1000/96.1 + 1000 • prodca 1 40.1 
• prods04 • 1000/96.1) > 10 1\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Production water cannot 
be mixed with sea water as scale will be generated, use of sulphate membranes or 
chemical inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
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If (formba • 1000 I 137.3 * 1000 * forms04 I 96.1 + prodba * 1000 I 137.3 • 1000 * 
prods04 I 96.1) > 10 1\ -9.7 Or (1000 * formca I 40.1 * forms04 • 1000 I 96.1 + 1000 • 
prodca I 40.1 • prods04 * 1000 I 96.1) > 10 1\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Production 
water cannot be mixed with formation fluids as scale will be generated. use of sulphate 
membranes or chemical inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (seaba * 1000 1137.3 * 1000 * seas04 I 96.1 + formba • 1000 I 137.3 • 1000 • forms04 I 
96.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000 • seaca I 40.1 * seas04 * 1000 I 96.1 + 1000 • formca I 40.1 • 
forms04 • 1000 I 96.1) > 101\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Formation fluids cannot be 
mixed with sea water as scale will be generated. use of sulphate membranes or chemical 
inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
If (riverba • 1000/137.3 • 1000 • rivers041 96.1 + formba • 1000/137.3' 1000 • forms04 
196.1) > 101\ -9.7 Or (1000 • riverca I 40.1 • rivers04 • 1000 I 96.1 + 1000 • formca I 40.1 
• forms04 • 1000 I 96.1) > 10 1\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4 & " - Formation fluids cannot 
be mixed with river water as scale J,iII be generated. use of sulphate membranes or 
chemical inhibition to prevent scale before mixing is recommended" 
II (Iakeba • 1000 I 137.3 • 1000 * lakes04 I 96.1 + formba • 1000 1137.3 * 1000 • lorms04 
196.1) > 10 1\ -9.7 Or (1000 * lakeca I 40.1 * lakes04 • 1000 I 96.1 + 1000 • formca I 40.1 
• forms04 • 1000 I 96.1) > 10 1\ -5.26 Then temp4 = temp4' & " - Formation fluids cannot 
be mixed with lake water as scale will be generated. use of sulphate membranes or 
chemical inhibition to prevent scale belore mixing is recommended" 
scales = temp4 
End Function 
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Examples of VB codes used in Stage Four: 
Example (1): temperature1( ) function. This function gives the 
generated temperature of mixing two streams. 
Function temperature1 (11ow1, flow2, temp1, temp2, den1, den2) 
11 = IIow1 • den1 
12 = IIow2 • den2 
t = (11 • temp1 + 12 • temp2) I (11 + 12) 
temperature1 = t 
End Function 
Example (2): temperature2( ) function. This function gives the 
generated temperature of mixing three streams. 
Function temperature2(flow1, IIow2, IIow3, temp1, temp2, temp3, den1, den2, den3) 
11 = IIow1 • den1 
12 = IIow2 • den2 
13 = flow3 • den3 
t = (11 • temp1 + 12 • temp2 + 13 • temp3) I (11 + 12 + 13) 
temperature2 = t 
End Function 
Example (3): temperature3( ) function. This function gives the 
generated temperature of mixing four streams. 
Function temperature3(flow1, IIow2, IIow3, Ilow4. temp1, temp2. temp3. temp4. den1. 
den2, den3, den4) 
11 = IIow1 • den1 
12 = IIow2 • den2 
13 = IIow3 • den3 
14 = IIow4 • den4 
t = (11 • temp1 + 12 • temp2 + 13 • temp3 + 14 • temp4) I (11 + 12 + 13 + 14) 
temperature3 = t 
End Function 
Example (4): viscosity( ) function. This function gives the viscosity 
at a certain temperature. 
Function viscosity(temp) 
tempk = temp + 273 
tempO = tempk - 281.435 
recipvis = 2.1482 • (tempO + «8078.4 + tempO" 2»" 0.5) - 120 
viscosity = (1 I recipvis) • 0.1 
End Function 
Example (5): density 11 ( ) function. This function gives the density 
I 
after mixing two streams. 
Function density11 (oilcon1, oilcon2, oilden1, oilden2, waterden1, waterden2) 
denwater = (waterden 1 + waterden2) I 2 
newc1 = oilcon1 • 0.001 
newc2 = oilcon2 • 0.001 
dens = denwater' (1 - (newc1 + newc2» + (oilden1 • newc1) + (oilden2' newc2) 
density11 = dens 
End Function 
Example (6): density2( ) function. This function gives the density 
after mixing three streams. 
Function density2(oilcon1, oilcon2, oilcon3, oilden1, oilden2, oilden3, waterden1, 
waterden2, waterden3) 
denwater = (waterden1 + waterden2 + waterden3) I 3 
newc1 = oilcon1 • 0.001 
newc2 = oilcon2 • 0.001 
newc3 = oilcon3 • 0.001 
dens = denwater' (1 - newc1 - newc2 - newc3) + (oilden1 • newc1) + (oilden2 • newc2) + 
(oilden3 • newc3) 
density2 = dens 
End Function 
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Example (7): density3( ) function. This function gives the density 
after mixing four streams. 
Function density3(oilcon1, oilcon2, oilcon3, oilcon4, oilden1, oilden2, oilden3, oilden4, 
waterden1, waterden2, waterden3, waterden4) 
denwater = (waterden1 + waterden2 + waterden3 + waterden4) / 4 
newc1 = oilcon1 • 0.001 
newc2 = oilcon2 • 0.001 
newc3 = oilcon3 • 0.001 
newc4 = oilcon4 • 0.001 
dens = denwater • (1 - newc1 - newc2 - newc3 - newc4) + (oilden1 • newc1) + (oilden2 • 
newc2) + (oilden3 • newc3) + (oilden4 • newc4) 
density3 = dens 
End Function 
Example (8): gravinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of gravity settlers (tanks or production separators) 
for a certain stream. 
Function Gravinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >= 150 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 5 And press <= 1000 And press >= 10 
Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 150 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 5 Or press> 1000 Or press < 10 Then temp = 
lino" 
Gravinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (9): CPIinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a CPI for a certain stream. 
Function CPlinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >= 60 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 5 And press <= 1000 And press >= 20 
Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 60 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 5 Or press> 1000 Or press < 20 Then temp = 
"no" 
CPlinteg = temp 
End Function 
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Example (10): APIinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of an API for a certain stream. 
Function APlinteg(temper, press, He, solid, size) 
If size >= 60 And solid <= 10000 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press <= 1000 
And press >= 10 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 60 Or solid> 10000 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 1000 Or press < 
10 Then temp = 'no" 
APlinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (11): SHinteg( ) fUnction. This function investigates the 
applicability of a static hydrocyclone for a certain stream. 
Function SHinteg(temper, press, He, solid, size) 
If size >= 10 And solid <= 100 And He < 400 And temper <= 110 And temper >= 4 And 
press <= 20000 And press >= 300 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 10 Or solid> 100 Or He > 400 Or temper> 110 Or temper < 4 Or press> 20000 
Or press < 300 Then temp = "no" 
SHinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (12): RHinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a rotary hydrocyclone for a certain stream. 
Function RHinteg(temper, press, He, solid, size) 
If size >= 8 And solid <= 500 And He <= 600 And temper <= 110 And temper >= 4 And 
press <= 2000 And press >= 50 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 8 Or solid> 500 Or He > 600 Or temper> 110 Or temper < 4 Or press> 2000 Or 
press < 50 Then temp = "no" 
RHinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (13): Centinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a centrifuge for a certain stream. 
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Function Centinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >; 2 And solid <; 10000 And HC < 1600 And temper <; 65 And temper >; 4 And 
press <; 500 And press >; 10 Then temp; "yes" 
If size < 2 Or solid> 10000 Or HC > 1600 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 500 
Or press < 10 Then temp; "no" 
Centinteg ; temp 
End Function 
Example (14): IGFinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of induced gas flotation for a certain stream. 
Function IGFinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >; 5 And solid <; 1000 And HC < 500 And temper <; 80 And temper >; 4 And 
press <; 100 And press >; 10 Then temp; "yes" 
If size < 5 Or solid> 1000 Or HC > 500 Or temper> 80 Or temper < 4 Or press> 100 Or 
press < 10 Then temp; "no" 
IGFinteg ; temp 
End Function 
Example (15): DGFinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of dissolved gas flotation for a certain stream. 
Function DGFinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >; 2 And solid <; 50 And HC < 500 And temper <; 40 And temper >= 4 And press 
<; 50 And press >; 10 Then temp; "yes" 
If size < 2 Or solid> 50 Or HC > 500 Or temper> 40 Or temper < 4 Or press> 50 Or 
press < 10 Then temp; "no" 
DGFinteg ; temp 
End Function 
Example (16): SMFinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a sand media filter for a certain stream. 
Function SMFinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >; 2 And solid <; 50 And HC <; 30 And temper <; 65 And temper >; 4 And press 
<; 1000 And press >; 100 Then temp; "yes" 
If size < 2 Or solid> 50 Or HC > 30 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 1000 Or 
press < 100 Then temp = "no" 
SMFinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (17): CNFinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a crushed nut filter for a certain stream. 
Function CNFinteg(temper, press, HC, solid, size) 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 50 And HC < 150 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press 
<= 1000 And press >= 100 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 2 Or solid> 50 Or HC > 150 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 1000 Or 
press < 100 Then temp = "no" 
CNFinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (18): CFinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a cartridge filter for a certain stream. 
Function CFinteg(temper, press, HC, solid. size) 
If size >= 0.6 And solid <= 10 And HC < 5 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press 
<= 500 And press >= 100 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 0.6 Or solid> 10 Or HC > 5 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 500 Or 
press < 100 Then temp = "no" 
CFinteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (19): PCFinteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a pre-coat filter for a certain stream. 
Function PCFinteg(temper, press. HC, solid. size) 
If size >= 2 And solid <= 5 And HC < 15 And temper <= 65 And temper >= 4 And press 
<= 1000 And press >= 100 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 2 Or solid> 5 Or HC > 15 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 1000 Or 
press < 100 Then temp = "no" 
PCFinteg = temp 
End Function 
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Example (20): Minteg( ) function. This function investigates the 
applicability of a membrane for a certain stream. 
Function minteg(temper, press, He, solid, size) 
If size >= O.B And solids <= 0.5 And He <= 5 And temper <= 65 'And temper >= 4 And 
press <= 1000 And press >= 100 Then temp = "yes" 
If size < 0.5 Or solids> 0.5 Or He > 5 Or temper> 65 Or temper < 4 Or press> 1000 Or 
press <: 100 Then temp = "no" 
minteg = temp 
End Function 
Example (21): secoptions( ) function. This function investigates 
I 
secondary stream options for a certain stream with recommended 
equipment. 
Function secoptions(sum1, sum2, sum3, sum4, sumS, sum6, sum?, sumB, sum9, sum10, 
sum11, sum12, sum13) 
temp;:: "" 
If sum1 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec1 0 
If sum2 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec20 
If sum3 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec30 
If sum4 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec40 
If sumS <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec50 
If sum6 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec60 
If sum? <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec?O 
If sumB <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & secBO 
If sum9 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec90 
If sum10 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec100 
If sum 11 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec 11 0 . 
If sum12 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec120 
If sum13 <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & sec130 
If temp <> "n/a" Then secoptions = temp 
If temp = "n/a" Then secoptions = "n/a" 
End Function 
Function sec1 0 
temp = " Vessels and tanks: Water is normally fed to a second stage of treatment. Oil is 
fed to a second stage of treatment from water such as dehydration tanks, where from it is 
exported. Solids are removed and are disposed safely." 
secl = temp 
End Function 
Function sec20 
temp = " CPI: Water is normally fed to a second stage of treatment. Oil is mainly recycled 
to export line. Solids are removed and are treated or disposed safely." 
sec2 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec30 
temp = " API: Water is normally fed ,to a second stage of treatment. Oil is recycled to 
export line. Solids are removed and are disposed safely." 
sec3 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec40 
temp = " Centrifuge: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water can either 
disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to the export line. 
Solids(> O.5mm in size) should be removed upstream of centrifuge, otherwise minimum 
flow recycle system is required." 
sec4 = temp 
End Function 
Function secSO 
temp = ' Static hydrocyclone: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water can 
either disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to the export line. 
High solids contents are preferred to be strained upstream the cyclone. For low solid 
contents, it is preferred to treat oil from solids before recycling." 
secS = temp 
End Function 
Function sec60 
temp = " Rotary hydrocycione: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water 
can either disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to the export 
line. High solids contents are preferred to be'strained upstream the cyclone. For low solid 
contents, it is preferred to treat oil from solids before recycling." 
sec6 = temp 
End Function 
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Function sec70 
temp = " Sand/dual media filter: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water 
can either disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment or used for backwashing. Oil can 
be recycled to the export line. The media filter is cleaned with clean backwashing water. 
The cleaning water needs treatment in order to be used again. This can be done by use 
of another media filter or a clarifier and the treated water can be used for backwashing 
again. Another solution is the use of crushed nut filters instead of sand/dual filters as they 
do not require clean water for backwashing." 
sec7 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec80 
temp = " Crushed nut media filter: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water 
can either disposed or fed to a final siage of treatment. Oil can be recycled to the export 
line. The media filter is cleaned with backwashing water. At the end of backwashing, the 
cleaning water needs treatment in order to be used again. This can be done by use of 
another filter or a clarifier." 
sec8 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec90 
temp = " Cartridge filter: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water is mainly 
disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment(such as microfiltration). Oil can be recycled 
to the export line. The filter is cleaned with backwashing water. The cleaning water needs 
treatment in order to be used again. This can be done by use of a clarifier." 
sec9 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec1 00 
temp = " Pre-coat filter: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water is mainly 
disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment(such as ·microfiltration). Oil can be recycled 
to the export line. The filter can be cleaned with backwashing water, water sprays or 
pneumatic pulses. The cleaning water needs treatment in order to be used again. This 
can be done by use of a clarifier. The use of filter aid generate a filter cake, this will need 
special disposal treatment." 
sec10 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec11 () 
temp = " Induced gas flotation: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water can 
either disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment. Oil scum needs to be degassed and 
then can be recycled to the export line. " 
secll = temp 
End Function 
Function sec120 
temp = " Dissolved gas flotation: Depending on the quality requirements of water, water 
can be disposed or fed to a final stage of treatment or/and recycled. Oil scum needs to be 
degassed and then can be recycled to the export line. " 
sec12 = temp 
End Function 
Function sec130 
temp = " Membranes: water can be disposed or recycled. Concentrated oil/water stream 
is recycled and rejected to remove the accumulated hydrocarbons. " 
sec13 = temp 
End Function 
Example (22): configuration( ) function. This function investigates 
control configuration options for a certain stream with 
recommended equipment. 
Function configuration(a. b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, I, m) 
temp:;:;: I1n 
If a <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " skimming tanks and vessels: For non-surge vessel, 
the water level is controlled by using a siphon leg on the outlet line. However this 
arrangement will not protect downstream equipment from flow surges. The hydrocarbons 
are skimmed off or exit over a weir. For surge vessels, the water level can be controlled 
by a slow acting level controller. The hydrocarbons are removed by manual adjustment of 
the levels or by using a floating skimmer. " 
If b <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " CPI separator: a number of skimming devices is 
available such as rotary drum with oleophilic films, slotted pipe skimmers, horseshoe 
floating skimmers and self-adjusting floating skimmers. Solids are settled in a stilling zone 
before entering the plate packs. Appropriate nozzles and jetting systems should be 
provided to remove the accumulated solids. Also provision must be made for access and 
lifting equipment to allow removal of plates for cleaning or replacement. " 
If c <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " API separator: a number of skimming devices is 
available such as rotary drum with oleophilic films, slotted pipe skimmers, horseshoe 
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floating skimmers and self-adjusting floating skimmers. For non-continuous sludge 
removal an allowance of 0.3 m for solid accumulations. " 
If d <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Centrifuge: A control valve is positioned on the water 
outlet to adjust the backpressure on the water stream and alter the position of 
water/hydrocarbon interface position in the centrifuge. Solid removal is done 
automatically by time controller, with a discharge interval set according to the rate of feed 
solids. " 
If e <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Static hydrocyclone: For a multiple feed, a 
backpressure controller is used upstream of the level control valves and upstream the 
hydrocyclone. The backpressure is regulated by the hydrocyclone water discharge 
control valve. The control of the overflow and reject value is also done by the pressure 
differential ratio. For a pumped feed, the pump is chosen of low shear properties. A level 
controller is used in the upstream vessel and is controlled by the water rate exit of the 
hydrocyclone. A recycle stream is us~d from the water outlet of the hydrocyclone to the 
upstream vessel. This recycle is controlled by a pressure controller downstream of the 
hydrocyclone." 
If f <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Rotary hydrocyclone: The level control valve of the 
upstream equipment is located down stream of the hydrocyclone. For intermittent flows 
the hydrocyclone is operated with a recycle control valve receiving signals from level 
control valves. The flow rate of the hydrocarbon' reject stream is controlled by a flow 
controller or a low shear pump. " 
If g <> "n/a" Or h <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Deep bed media filter: Each filter is flow 
controlled by a flow meter and control valve on the outlet of the filter. For varying 
backwash conditions, automatic adjustment of the backwash flow rate setpoint may be 
needed." 
If i <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " The waste water passes from the outside of the 
cartridge through the filter medium and the clean filtrate leaves from the centre of the 
cartridge. " 
If j <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " The filtration cycle of a pre-coat filter is controlled by 
the differential pressure across the filter or by filter space monitoring. " 
If k <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Induced gas flotation: two options are given: Constant 
skimming control system where the level in the flotation cell is controlled by a level 
controller in the water discharge box. The level in the froth launder is regulated by the 
launder level control. The setpoint of the water level control is reset by a flow controller on 
the overflow stream, and ratio control. In ratio control a ratio controller is used to maintain 
a constant ratio between the inlet and outlet flows. A set point from the upstream level 
control valve is used to control the flow into the uni!." 
If I <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Dissolved gas flotation: A number of different 
pressurisation schemes are proposed. At full flow operation the entire flow to the flotation 
chamber is pressurised. A depressurisation valve is located upstream of a flotation 
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If (a2 <> "n/a" Or a3 <> "n/a") And (quality < 40 And quality >= 10) Then temp = temp & " 
The use of CPI/API vessels is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
recommended to use another stage of treatment such as Hydrocyclones. " 
If (a2 <> "n/a" Or a3 <> "n/a") And (quality < 1 0 And quality >= 5) Then temp = temp & " 
The use of CPI/API vessels is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
recommended to use another stage of treatment such as gas flotation. " 
If (a2 <> "n/a" Or a3 <> "n/a") And (quality < 5 And quality >= 2) Then temp = temp & " 
The use of CPIIAPI vessels is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
recommended to use another stage of treatment such as centrifuges, media filters, 
cartridge filters or pre-coat filters. " 
If (a2 <> "n/a" Or a3 <> "n/a") And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & " The use of CPI/API 
vessels is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to use 
another stage of treatment such as membranes. " 
If a4 <> "n/a" And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & " The use of centrifuges is not 
sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to use another stage of 
treatment such as membranes. " 
If (as <> "n/a" Or a6 <> "n/a") And quality >= 5 And quality < 10 Then temp = temp & " 
The use of hydrocyclones is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
recommended to use another stage of treatment such as gas flotation. " 
If (as <> "n/a" Or a6 <> "n/a") And quality >= 2 And quality < 5 Then temp = temp & " The 
use of hydrocyclones is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
recommended to use another stage of treatment such as centrifuges, media filters, 
cartridge filters or pre-coat filters. " 
If (as <> "n/a" Or a6 <> "n/a") And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & ' The use of 
hydrocyclones is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to 
use another stage of treatment such as membranes. " 
If (a7 <> "n/a" Or a8 <> "n/a") And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & " The use of media 
filters is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to use 
another stage of treatment such as membranes. " 
If (a9 <> "n/a" Or a10 <> "n/a") And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & "The use of guard 
filters is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to use 
another stage of treatment such as membranes. " 
If (a11 <> "n/a" Or a12 <> "n/a") And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & " The use of gas 
flotation is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to use 
another stage of treatment such as membranes. " 
If temp <> "" Then extra = temp 
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chamber. In split flow depressurisation of a portion of inlet feed is done and the rest is fed 
into a flocculation chamber and then to the flotation chamber where the depressurised 
portion is fed. In the recycle operation depressurisation of a portion of the treated water is 
done and recycled to the flotation chamber." 
If m <> "n/a" Then temp = temp & " Membranes are operated with a recycle stream which 
can be up to 20 times the hydrocarbon feed rate. " 
If temp <> "" Then configuration = temp 
If temp = '" Then configuration = "n/a" 
End Function 
Example (23): extra( ) function. This function investigates weather 
further treatment is needed to establish the quality requirements 
for a certain stream with recommended equipment. 
Function extra(al, a2, a3, a4, as, a6, a7, a8, a9, al0, all, a12, quality) 
temp =." 
If al <> "n/a" And quality < 150 And quality >= 60 Then temp = temp & " The use of 
vessels and/or tanks is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, use of CPI, API 
or plate packs is needed. " 
If al <> "n/a" And quality < 60 And quality >= 40 Then temp = temp & " The use of 
vessels and/or tanks is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is needed to 
use another stage of treatment such as coarse coalescers. " 
If al <> "n/a" And quality < 40 And quality >= 10 Then temp = temp & " The use of 
vessels and/or tanks is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
recommended to use another stage of treatment such as Hydrocyciones. " 
If al <> "n/a" And quality < 10 And quality >= 5 Then temp = temp & "The use of vessels 
and/or tanks is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to 
use another stage of treatment such as gas flotation. " 
If al <> "n/a" And quality < 5 And quality >= 2 Then temp = temp & " The use of vessels 
and/or tanks is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to 
use another stage of treatment such as centrifuges, media filters, cartridge filters or pre-
coat filters. " 
If al <> "n/a" And quality < 2 Then temp = temp & " The use of vessels and/or tanks is 
not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is recommended to use another stage 
of treatment such as membranes. " 
If (a2 <> on/a" Or a3 <> "n/a") And (quality < 60 And quality >= 40) Then temp = temp & " 
The use of CPI/API vessels is not sufficient to achieve the quality requirements, it is 
needed to use another stage of treatment such as coarse coalescers. " 
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if temp ~ ,," Then extra ~ "n/a" 
End Function 
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